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1. Preface 

The dry is the final report on the subcontracts of energy conservation and GH6 

emissions reduction measurement and evaluation of the pilot and replication 

projects-"Energy Conservation and GHG Ernissions Reduction in Chinese TVEs" 

project Phase II, which is submitted to the UNIDO and PMO of MOA by CEEP. 

2. Background 

The aim of the TVE project entitled "Energy Conservation and GHG Emissions Reduction in 

Chinese TVEs" is to reduce GHG emissions in China from the TVE sector by increasing the 

utilization of energy efficient (EE) technologies and products in the brick, metal casting, cement, 

and coking sectors, This project is to remove key market, policy, technological, and financial 

barriers to the production, marketing and utilization of EE technologies and products in these 

sectors. 

During these four years, the project has achieves some tangible results in both 

technical areas and the institutional mechanisms. The objective of the subcontract is to 

evaluate at both project level and macro level the pilot and replication (both project supported and 

independent replications) projects in terms of the changes in energy efficiency ad GHG emission 

reduction, as well as VA mechanism and its effectiveness, identify and analyze the best practices 

and lessons learne, as well as suggest areas for future adjustment and improvement, through 

comprehensive review and summarization of project activities, outputs, outcomes and impacts. 

The implementation of the subcontract will provide systematic feedbacks and recommendations 

for international organizations, such as GEF, UNDP and UNIDO, Chinese government and other 

key stakeholders to organize or participate relevant activities more effectively in the future. 

3. Objectives: 

The objective of the subcontract is to evaluate at both project level and macro level the pilot 



and replication (both project supported and independent replications projects in terms of the 

changes in energy efficiency and GHG emissions reduction, as well as VA mechanism and its 

effectiveness, identify and analyze the best practices and lessons learned, as well as suggest areas 

for future adjustment and improvement, through comprehensive review and smnmarization of 

project activities, outputs, outcomes, and impacts. The implementation of the subcontract will 

provide systematic feedbacks and recommendations for international organizations, such as GEF, 

UNDP, and UNlDO, Chinese government and other key stakeholders to organize or participating 

relevant activities more effectively in the future. 

Scope of work; 

Evaluation and assessment of VA system and its effectiveness; 

Tracking information of pilot and replication projects and self-replication projects; 

2 cases for the best practice. 

4. Project Implementation 

Under the organization of PMO, subcontractors had a report meeting for thesis 

proposal and submitted it (Annex 1). Then the subcontractors carried out many 

activities to investigate the implementation conditions of energy conservation 

technology and gained the necessary information for evaluation. 

- Refer to several of literatures relevant to the industries such as statistics 

materials, publications by the government and reports of the industries and 

associations to make choice, abstraction, arrangement and analysis of the policies on 

energy conservation technologies made by the government. 

- Carefully study the project documents, midterm evaluation reports, TORs and 

bidding documents of pilot as well as the replicated enterprises, check and confirm the 

feasibility reports, phase reports, midterm reports and final reports of the replications, 



propose the opinions after checking and confirmation, make communication with the 

replication subcontractors, try to get consensus on opinion and giude the 

subcontractor to make revision. The documents being checked are in Annex 2. 

- Visit the pilot enterprises and replications on the very sites, exchange opinions 

with local governors, subcontractors of replications on specific problems, and make 

investigation and research of the project implementation in pilot enterprises and 

replications. In addition, subcontractors had talk with National Policy Gtnding 

Commission, PMO and Hong Yuan and collect large amount of useful information. 

The onsite investigation is in Annex 3. 

— To evaluate the energy conservation conditions of pilot enterprises according to 

the relevant national laws and standards of energy conservation, including the energy 

management, energy constunption of each unit of product, calculation of the energy 

conservation, the financial and economic analysis of the energy conservation and 

technological improvement in enterprises, Furthermore, the authoritative institute was 

consigned to make energy conservation testing and measurement to two brick plants. 

To evaluate the activities, outputs, goals and effects of the project implementation of 

energy conservation technologies through several of ways such as overall analysis and 

panel discussion according to the logic frame, The responsible persons of the project 

analysis suininarize the evaluation opinions and compile the progress report. And then 

hand it to the PMO and UNDIO, 

After accomplishing the report, we have communicated with the officials of 

PMO, UNDIO and the international professors on estimating. They make some 

related suggestions, based on which Subcontractor revise the estimating report and 

finally accomplish it, The main suggestions proposed by the international professors 

are about further compartmentalizing the voluntarily generalizing activities of the 



project. Besides, as required by the project office, the number of case study is changed 

&om 2 to 5 and the specific can be seen the case study. 

5. Activities 

5. 1. Task A. Project inception 

Activity A. 1 Kick-off meeting 

Time: I" week 

Participants: All team members 

Contents: 

Subcontractor composes a topic report introducing relevant issues and submit to PMO; 

Discuss and share ideas; 

Subcontractor adjust the LFA, Indicator system outline, information collecting 

mechanism and plan, best practice outline and work plan according to the result of the 

conference; 

Output: Topic report amended LFA, indicator system outline, information collecting 

mechanism and plan, best practice outline and work plan. 

Activity A. 2 Project Coordinating Conference 

Time; 1" week 

Participants: All team members 

Contents: 

At the project inception, a project coordinating conference will be held. 

Representatives from PMO, PIC, Hong Yuan Company, LPIC, pilot enterprises and 



other subcontractors will be asked to attend the conference; 

The project manager will introduce the inajor methodology, plan and organization to the 

attendees, and answer the questions arisen. 

Exchange ideas with all parties, set the goal and understand each other better; 

Consult with the representatives from LPIC, pilot enterprises and other subcontractors 

about the field research and EE evaluation. Change the schedule in accordance with 

different situations. 

Output: conference summary, and amended implementing schedule, 

Note: 3 subcontract coordinating conferences had better to be held together in this way to 

save time and money. 

5. 2, Task B. Set indicator system 

Activity B. 1 set indicator system 

Time; 2" week 

Participants: TIAN Yishui, ZHAO Lixin. WANG Fei 

Contents: Set indicator system based on the SMART and the existing indicator system 

referring to relevant indicators in the Logical Frainework Table and GEF Climate-Change Project 

and considering the requirement of this subcontract. (See 3. 3) 

Output: Set of indicators 

5. 3. Task C. Research and survey 

Activity C. 1 Obtain project information 

Time: 3' week to 4 week 



Participants: ZHAO Lixin, WANG Fei 

Contents: 

Set the project information that need to be obtained according to the indicator system 

and evaluation items. 

Obtain necessary project information from PIC, OMO and Hong Yuan Company throng 

interviews and sessions. 

File the information obtained and edit and categorize it to support the evaluation. 

Output: Project documents, interview logs and session logs. 

Activity C. 2 Obtain National/ Macro Information 

Time: 3' week to 4 week 

Participants; TlAN Yishui, WANG Fei 

Contents: 

Design a research and survey outline according to the indicator system and evaluation 

items, 

Collect information from various governmental departments (including MOA, national 

development and reform commission, and state environmental protection 

administration) and the national associations of brick, cement, metal casting and 

coking industries through interview and literature review; 

Our major target is the information concerning EE technology and policy in China; 

File the information obtained and edit and categorize it to support the evaluation. 

Output: Government documents, reports, statistics, plan and interview log. 



5. 4. Task D. Field research and EE evaluation (obtain local and 

enterprise information) 

Activity D. 1 Field research in cement sector and EE 

evaluation 

Time: 5 week to 7 week 

Participants; TIAN Yishui, WANG Fei 

Contents: 

Design a research and survey outline for the cement sector (questionnaire included) and 

the EE evaluation outhne; 

Do the field research in the three pilot ceinent enterprises and hold sessions with the 

local government officers; 

Evaluate the EE situation in the 3 pilot enterprises; 

Hand out the questionnaire, check and organize the replication information in cement 

sector provided by other subcontractors, and do the sample survey and complete the EE 

evaluation database for replication enterprises in ceinent sector. 

Check the rate of the fulfillment and effectiveness of VA, The subject including the 

local government and enterprises. 

Output: research report on VA fulfillment and effectiveness, EE evaluation reports of the 3 

pilot enterprises and the EE evaluation database for replication enterprises in cement sector, 

10 



Activity D. 2 Field research in metal casting sector and EE 

evaluation 

Time: 8 week to 10 week 

Participants: TIAN Yishui, WANG Fei 

Contents: 

Design a research and survey outline for the metal casting sector (questionnaire 

included) and the EE evaluation outline; 

Do the field research in the three pilot metal casting enterprises and hold sessions with 

the local government officers; 

Evaluate the EE situation in the 2 pilot enterprises; 

Hand out the questionnaire, check and organize the replication information in metal 

casting sector provided by other subcontractors, and. do the sample survey and complete 

the EE evaluation database for replication enterprises in metal casting sector. 

Check the rate of the fulfillment and effectiveness of VA. The subject including the 

local government and enterprises. 

Output: research report on VA fulfiHment and effectiveness, EE evaluation reports of the 2 

pilot enterprises and the EE evaluation database for replication enterprises in metal casting 

sector, 

Activity D. 3 Field research in brick sector and EE evaluation 

Time: 5 week to 7 week 

Participants: MENG Zhaoli, JIANG Yun 



Contents: 

Design a research and survey outline for the brick sector (questionnaire included) and 

the EE evaluation outline; 

Do the field research in the three pilot brick enterprises and hold sessions with the local 

government officers; 

Evaluate the EE situation in the 2 pilot enterprises; 

Hand out the questionnaire, check and organize the replication information in brick 

sector provided by other subcontractors, and do the sample survey and coinplete the EE 

evaluation database for replication enterprises in brick sector, 

Check the rate of the fulfillment and effectiveness of VA. The subject including the 

local government and enterprises. 

Output: research report on VA fulfillment and effectiveness, EE evaluation reports of the 2 

pilot enterprises and the EE evaluation database for replication enterprises in brick sector. 

Activity D. 4 Field research in coking sector and KE 

evaluation 

Time: 8'" week to 10 week 

Participants; MENG Zhaoli, JIANG Yun 

Contents: 

Design a research and survey outline for the coking sector (questionnaire included) and 

the EE evaluation outline; 

Do the field research in the three pilot coking enterprises and hold sessions with the 

local government officers; 



Evaluate the EE situation in the 2 pilot enterprises; 

Hand out the questionnaire, check and organize the replication inforination in coking 

sector provided by other subcontractors, and do the sample survey and complete the EE 

evaluation database for replication enterprises in coking sector. 

Check the rate of the fulfillment and effectiveness of YA. The subject including the 

local government and enterprises. 

Output: research report on VA fulfillment and effectiveness, EE evaluation reports of the 2 

pilot enterprises and the EE evaluation database for replication enterprises in coking sector. 

EE evaluation reports of the pilot enterprises should includes the following: 

1) company background: introduction of the company including its major business 

line and its techniques; 

2) the energy management system of the enterprise: energy management 

organization, energy measuring system, energy management criteria and 

regulation; 

3) enterprise energy statistics: energy network chart, energy balance sheet, energy 

consumption structure and financial statement, general statement of the energy 

management system; 

4) evaluation of the EE technical reform: technical features, EE effectiveness, 

evaluation on technique economy and ecological benefits; 

5) conclusion: EE evaluation, existing problem, suggestions 

5. 5. Task E. Set Up the baseline 

Activity E. 1 set up the baseline 

Time: 11 week 



Participants; TIAN Yishui, WANG Fei 

Contents: 

Arrange the information concerning baseline including VA signed by pilot enterprises 

and local government, and information provided by other subcontractors; 

Set up baseline for each indicator (see 3. 4. 3). 

Output: baseline, 

5. 6. Task F. Compose the evaluation report 

Activity F. l Compose the VA mechanism and effectiveness 

report 

Time: 12 week to 13 week 

Participants: TIAN Yishui, JIANG Yun, Heinz-Peter Mang 

Contents: 

Evaluate the mechanism and effectiveness of the VA using LFA and all the information 

obtained (including the fulfillment of VA and effectiveness report and EE policy in 

China) (see 3. 3). 

The focus of the evaluation is on the rationality of VA mechanism (whether it is fit for 

Chinese enterprises), its successful experience, effect on Chinese EE policy, 

environment policy and fiscal policy, and the barriers and problems in promotion. 

Output: VA mechanism and effectiveness report (draft for comments) 

14 



Activity F. 2 Evaluation report on KK technology in pilot, 

replication and self replication information tracking 

Time: 12 week to 13 week 

Participants: MENG Zhaoli, ZHAO Lixin, WANG Fei 

Contents: 

Evaluate EE technology pilot, replication and self replication information tracking 

using TFA and all the information obtained (including EE evaluation report and EE 

technology in China) following evaluation criteria. 

EE kiln, reactive power compensation, and air brick are three major evaluation aspects 

in. brick sector; shaft kiln EE technology, shalt kiln to. rotary. kiln, Low Temperature 

Residual Heat Power Generation Technology are three major evaluation aspects in 

cement sector; cold box and sand recycle are the 2 major evaluation aspects in metal 

casting sector; while in coking sector, Residual Heat Power Generation is the major 

evaluation aspect, 

Elaborate to analyze the change and achievement brought by piloting and replicating 

above mentioned EE technology, find out the factors restricting the replication and 

come up with improvement measures. 

Output: evaluation report on EE technology pilot, replication and self replication information 

tracking (draft for comments) 

Activity F. 3 Summarize 5 best practices 

Time: 14 week 

Participants: TIAN Yishui, Heinz-Peter Mang 

15 



Contents; 

Analyze the above two reports and evaluation reports on 9 pilot projects. 

Narrow it down to 5 after consulting PIC and PMO. 

Compose the report of the 5 best practices. 

Output: the report of the 5 best practices. 

The report need to include: 

Brief introduction to the enterprise, technique and baseline. 

Annual energy consumption. 

Fulfillment of the EE technical reform: including energy management and it affects as 

well as the implementation of the EE measures. 

Other item and measures to improve the EE: the situation of operation, management 

and RkD, and its difference from the last year. 

Achievements and barriers. 

Experience acquired and suggestions to how to improve the VA. 

Activity F. 4 Complete the final draft of the evaluation report 

Time; 15 week to 16' week 

Participants: Tian Yishui Heinz-Peter Mang, WANG Fei 

Contents: 

Hold an EE evaluation seminar inviting P1VIO, PIC, Hong Yuan Company and LPIC, 

Brief the evaluation procedure and the conclusion and ask for comments 

According to the comments from all parties, amend the two sub-reports and two best 

practices and complete the final draft. 

Output: 

16 



VA mechanism and effectiveness report (final draft). 

Evaluation report on EE technology pilot, replication and self replication information 

tracking (final draft). 

5 best practices (final draft). 

6. Output 

Project subcontractors have accomplished the work required by the contact. The 

output of the contact includes report on technology implementation of energy 

conservation, voluntary energy conservation system and validity evaluation report. 

In addition, five cases were summarized and analyzed according to the requirement of 

PMO {Annex 6). 
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Annex I: Inception Meeting 

Time: March 15-16 

Venue: Henan Mansion, Beijing 

Participants; Staff of MOA project implementation agencies, PIC members and the secretariat 

staff, UNDP and UNIDO representatives of the Beijing Office, LPIC representatives, 

subcontractor representatives. For detailed list of participants, see Annex. 

Agenda: 

9:00 — 9:15 Introduction and Opening Remarks 

Moderator: Wang Guiling, Deputy Director of PMO 

9:15 — 9: 35 Remarks 

Program officer of UNDP resident mission in China, representative of GEF 

office in China 

9:35 — 10:05 Design Ideas of Project Outcome Evaluation Subcontracting 

Xu Litong, Senior Project Management Expert, PMO; 

10:05 — 10:35 Implementation Strategies, scheme and plan of evaluation subcontracts on the 

effectiveness of Policy Instruction Committee (PIC, LPIC) mechanism, and 

impacts of the project on policies, market, women and social development; 

Zou Ji, Vice President, College of Environment, Renmin University; 

10;35 — 10:50 Tea Break 

10:50 — 11:20 Implementation Strategies, scheme and plan of evaluation and perfecting 

subcontracts of the Recycling Capital Fund (RCF) mechanism structure; 

Hu Bo, Vice President, Yuhuayun Investment Consulting Company Ltd. ; 

11:20 — 11:50 Implementation Strategies, scheme and plan of monitoring and evaluation 

subcontracts on pilot and replication projects; 

Tian Yishui, Senior Engineer, Center for Energy and Environmental Protection 

Technology Development, MOA; 

11:50 — 12:10 Question and Answer 



12:10 — 12;30 Summing up 

Wang Xiwu Senior Director, PIC secretariat 

14:00 — 18:00 Group Discussion 

1, Introduction to the places and organizations 

2. Discussion on the implementation strategy, scheme and plan of 3 

subcontracts 

19 



Annex 2: Examination of Documents 

Cement Sector: 

Cement Replication(l): July 5, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 10 cement enterprises from Tianjin Academy of Industrial Development; July, 

6, checked and assessed the energy efficiency data in the report and sheet, and fed back the results 

to PMO on the same day; October, 19, received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to 

the requirements after check, 

Cement Replication(2); April 28, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 10 cement enterprises in Nanjing; April 30, checked and assessed the energy 

efficiency data in the report and sheet, and fed back the results to PMO on the same day; June 30, 

received the revised data from enterprises, conforining to the requirements aAer check, 

Brick Sector 

Chendu Brick Sector: May 18, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 15 brick enterprises in Chengdu City; May 22, checked and assessed the 

energy efficiency data in the report and sheet, and fed back the results to PMO on the same day; 

June 10, received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to the requirements after check. 

December 22, 2005, Chengdu Brick Sector submitted the final report draft; January 18, 2006, 

submitted the revised final draft; May 18, 2006, submitted the final report, 

Shenyang Brick Sector; May 18, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 16 brick enterprises in Shenyang City; April 30, 2006, checked and assessed 

the energy efficiency data in the report and sheet, and fed back the results to PMO on the same 

day; June 8, received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to the requirements after check, 

January 22, 2006, submitted the final report draft; April 21, 2006, submitted the final report. 

Xi'an Brick Sector: May 19, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and. Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 15 brick enterprises in Xi'an City; April 30, checked and assessed the energy 

efficiency data in the report and sheet, and fed back the results to PMO on the same day; June 15, 

received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to the requirements after check. April 14, 
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2006, submitted the final report draA; July 27, 2006, again submitted the revised final draft; 

August 7, submitted the final report. 

Xianyang Brick Sector: May 19, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 14 brick enterprises in Xianyang City; May 30, checked and assessed the 

energy efficiency data in the report and sheet, and fed back the results to PMO on the same day; 

June 12, received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to the requirements after check. 

March 22, 2006, received the final report on technological renovation submitted by replication 

enterprises in Xianyang City; May 9, 2006, received the final report draft; June 27, 2006, received 

the final report. 

Metal Castin Sector 

Dalian Metal Casting: July 13, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 8 metal casting enterprises in Dalian City; July 14, checked and assessed the 

energy efficiency data in the report and the sheet and fed back the results to PMO on the same day; 

August 7, received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to the requirements after check. 

Tianjin Metal Casting: July 25, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy Efficiency 

Sheet on 7 metal casting enterprises in Tianjin City; July 26, checked and assessed the energy 

efficiency data in the report and the sheet and fed back the results to PMO on the same day; 

August 26, received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to the requirements after check, 

made suggestions to the final report on April 19, 2007. 

Nanjing Metal Casting: August 28, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 6 metal casting enterprises in Nanjing City; August 30, checked and assessed 

the energy efficiency data in the report and the sheet and fed back the results to PMO on the same 

day; September 20, received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to the requirements 

after check, made suggestions to the final report on April 19, 2007, 

Shanxi Metal Casting: August 28, 2006, received the Feasibility Study Report and Energy 

Efficiency Sheet on 10 metal casting enterprises in Shanxi Province; August 29, checked and 

assessed the energy efficiency data in the report and the sheet and fed back the results to PMO on 

the same day; October 18, received the revised data from enterprises, conforming to the 
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requirements after check. 

December l9, 2006, received final report on replication in coking sector; December 20, put 

forward feedback ideas, 
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l. Executive Summary 

This report describes the results of Energy Efficient Technologies Implementation 

Monitoring and Evaluation under the project of "Energy Conservation and Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions Reduction in Chinese Township and Village Enterprises-Phase II" (hereinafter referred 

to as the Project). In the process of the completion of this report, the PMO has given strong 

guidance and assistance, and LPIC, pilot enterprises, replication enterprises and subcontractors 

have also provided with a lot of information. However, the evaluation conclusions are drawn by 

experts independently, and subcontractors are to solely take the responsibilities of any possible 

error or neglect in the report. 

The objective of. this evaluation is to evaluate at both project level and macro level the pilot, 

replication and independent replication enterprises in terms of energy efficient technology 

implementation, changes and results in energy efficiency and GHG emissions reduction, identify 

and analyze successful practices, mechanism and influencing factors, and find the direction of 

improvement. According to the provisions of "GEF supervision and evaluation of policies and 

procedures", the Logical Framework Approach (LFA) is adopted by the experts as the basic 

evaluation method. 

The project has demonstrated a number of energy efficient technologies in cement, coking, 

meta! casting and brick sectors, built 8 pilot enterprises, and carried out a series of technical 

training and promotion activities which benefited 670 enterprises with a total attendance of over 

900. The 118 energy efficient enterprises selected have all completed the preparation of feasibility 

study on energy efficient technology renovation, among which 60 brick making and 31 metal 

casting enterprises have completed the energy efficient technological renovation, 3 coking 

enterprise and 7 cement plants have completed energy efficient technological renovation project or 

under construction. 

Evaluation Conclusions: 8 pilot enterprises' energy conservation is 81, 000 tce per year and 

carbon dioxide emission reduction of 203, 000 tons (project targeted at carbon dioxide emission 

reduction of 85, 000 tons per year), The 118 replication enterprises are expected to conserve energy 



by 809, 000 tons per year and reduce carbon dioxide emission by 2, 018 million tons (project target 

is carbon dioxide emission reduction of I million tons per year); the project has accomplished 

annual energy conservation of 370, 000 tons and carbon dioxide emission reduction of 923, 000 

tons). The construction of pHot projects and training and exchange activities led to the rise of 

replication activities in all the four sectors, Thanks to the success of demonstration technologies 

and pilot projects, the project promoted the development of energy conservation technology policy 

at both national and local level. 

The implementation result of energy conservation technologies is far better than expected, 

which, evaluation experts believe, is due to the rapid development of Chinese economy and the 

implementation strategies adopted by PMO, including timely adjustment of demonstration 

technologies according to national industrial policy, giving full play to initiatives and 

enthusiasms of enterprises and LPIC, adoption of VA mechanism, iinproveinent of management 

and attaching importance to process monitoring and strengthening the capacity building of Hong 

Yuan Company etc. 

2. Project Background 

Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs) are the rural collective economic organizations, or 

various types of enterprises invested mainly by farmers, located in townships (or villages) and 

bear the obligation of supporting agriculture. Since the reform and opening up, TVEs have made 

indelible historic contributions to the agricultural and rural economic development. TVEs came to 

the world in the vast land of China, and the development and strengthening of TVEs played a 

significant role in boosting rural economy, increasing farmers' income, improving the living 

standards of farmers and solving the problem of rural surplus labor force. In 2005, the total 

number of TVEs in China reached 22. 4959 million, with 142, 7236 miHion employees, the value 

added of 5. 053425 trillion RMB, total production of 21. 78186 trillion RMB, total profits of 

1. 25186 tri! lion RMB, taxes 518, 092 billion RMB, employees' payment of 1. 111743 trillion RMB, 

and per capita income of 7, 790 RMB. 

Since the reform and opening up, China has developed, deinonstrated (introduced) and 



replicated a large amount of energy efficient new technologies, new techniques and new 

equipment which greatly enhanced the energy efficient technologies. However, due to the lack of 

stimulative policies and mechanisms, it was difficult to promote energy efficient technologies 

especially in TVEs. The overall low level of technology, equipment and management led to 

serious high energy consumption and environinent pollution which have become the main 

constraints to the sustainable and healthy development of TVEs. Among thein, the township 

cement, brick, coking and metal casting industries are the big energy consumers. According to 

data, the energy consumption of Chinese TVEs accounted for 50% of Chinese total industrial 

energy consumption, and the energy consumption of the above four sectors accounted for 56% of 

total TVEs' energy consumption. 

(1) TVEs are usually small-scale, volatile, insufficient in funding, and poor in technical 

conditions. Most of their production techniques are only at the level of the 1950's, and most of the 

production equipment is eliminated from the original state owned plants which is tattered, broken, 

or patched and causes serious waste, emission, dripping and leakage. Many of the manufacturing 

styles of TVEs are extensive full of phenomena of dripping water and uncared long on lights. 

Compared with large and medium-sized state owned enterprises, TVEs have serious problems in 

energy consumption and raw material consumption per unit of product. 

(2) The management and technical staff of the TVEs have low consciousness in energy 

conservation and environment protection, old fashioned ideas and little knowledge of energy 

efficient technologies, or even blank, They don't have strong sense of a people-centered, 

comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable scientific development concept, don't have profound 

recognition of the importance of energy conservation, neither do they have deep understanding of 

the close relationship between energy conservation, cost reduction, environmental protection and 

achievement of sustainable development. In development conception, they think much of 

exploitation, little of conservation; much of extension, little of intension; much of growth, little of 

development; much of short terin, little of long terin. 

(3) In TVEs, the ratio of senior managers and technical staff is low, while the majority of 

ordinary workers are farmers with low literacy and poor overall quality. Take metal sector for 



instance, due to the low pay and, poor working environment, there is a serious shortage of 

technical personnel, most of the farmer-workers have rarely received professional trainings. 

Mainly manifested in: the under number and uneven distribution of technical and management 

staff, the least ratio of technical and management staff to total employees is 12%, while the highest 

is 23%, Senior talent is even less, Basically, the techrucal and management staff in metal casting 

enterprises is mainly graduates from technical secondary schools, junior colleges and universities 

with large numbers of technical secondary school and junior college graduates, but very small 

number of master school graduates. 

(4) In TVEs, there are common problems of poor management, no establishment or 

iinprovement of quality and energy management systems, and serious waste of resources and 

environment pollution. Most TVEs have imperfect management systems, chaotic manufacturing 

sites, no logic procedures for production process; Although some enterprises have drawn up a 

management systein, it is simply copy of other practices, not corresponding to specific enterprise 

implementation; Some enterprises have unclear quality responsibilities, no fulfillinent of the 

responsibilities and on the surface quality management, resulting in inferior product quality and 

lack of competitiveness. 

(5) Due to the information asymmetry, TVEs are lack of effective access to information, hard 

to know the latest technological advances in the industry, let alone application. Many TVEs are 

actively looking for energy efficient technologies and products suitable to their needs. But as there 

is serious information asymmetry, they can't get the information on energy efficient technologies, 

or there is still a big gap between what they get and what they need, which results in more money 

inputs, more equipment installation, increased technical complexity but bad effects in energy 

conservation. 

In order to help TVEs in cement, metal casting, brick, and coking sectors to overcome the 

barriers in technology, market, policies, financing and internal mechanism in the use of high 

efficiency energy-saving technologies, to strengthen the competitiveness in absorbing energy 

efficient technologies through the inarket, and ultimately reduce their emissions of carbon dioxide, 

Global Environment Facility (GEF) funded this "Energy Conservation and Greenhouse Gas 



Emissions Reduction in Chinese Township and Village Enterprises" project. The purpose of the 

project is to help Chinese TVEs in the four sectors of brick making, cement, metal casting and 

coking to adopt energy efficient technologies, so as to accomplish the reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions. This project adopts the comprehensive, innovative, ambitious transition to inarket 

approaches to promote the energy conservation of TVEs. It will try to eliminate the major barriers 

of market, policies, technology and financing existed in the process of production, distribution and 

application of energy efficient technologies and products. 

3. Objectives and Scope of work 

3, 1. Objectives 

The objective of the subcontract is to evaluate at both project level and macro level the pilot 

and replication (both project supported and independent replications projects in terms of the 

changes in energy efficiency and GHG emissions reduction, as weII as VA mechanism and its 

effectiveness, identify and analyze the best practices and lessons learned, as well as suggest areas 

for future adjustment and improvement, through comprehensive review and siunmarization of 

project activities, outputs, outcomes, and impacts. The implementation of the subcontract will 

provide systematic feedbacks and recommendations for international organizations, such as GEF, 

UNDP, and UNIDO, Chinese government and other key stakeholders to organize or participating 

relevant activities more effectively in the future. 

3. 2. Scope of work 

In accordance to the TOR, in regard to a time consequence, it can be divided to phrases of 

project design, adjustment, implementation and completion. In terms of the vertical logic of LFA, 

it includes activities, outcomes, effects, iinpacts and sustainability, concerning 9 pilot projects, 118 

replication projects and self replication, as well as VA in brick-making, cement, metal casting, and 

coking sectors, A chart (Chart I ) with time and logic items can illustrate the work scope of this 

subcontract. 
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4, Evaluation Criteria and Methodology 

4. 1. Evaluation criteria 

During the project implementation, we will follow the five criteria of GEF project 

evaluation: 

Impacts: Impacts of the pilot and replication activities, and other independent 

replication projects as well as all activities relating to Energy Conservation VAs to 

technologies and policies concerning China's energy conservation and GHG emissions 

reduction. Positive and negative, anticipated and inianticipated as well as changes and 

results has to be taken into account. 

Effectiveness: Identify the, actual and possible extent for achievement on project 

objectives . I 

E fficiency: Assessinent on inputs-and-outputs correlations, costs, implementing 

progress and economic/financial outcomes. How is the barriers removed in the technical, 

policy, financial aspects and is the benefit bigger than cost. 

Linkage: Discussions on linkage between pilot technologies in the four sections and the 

' Project objectives can be found in Annex 2 of the project document. 



governmental preferential energy eAicient (hereafter as EE) technologies (national and 

local ones); linkage between VA system and national and local development and 

environmental policy priority and strategies; linkage between similar projects. 

Sustainability: extent of sustainability in terms of outcomes and profit achieved by the 

project, in regard to local development, monitoring and evaluation of VA system, and 

energy industry in China. 

4. 2. Methodology 

In accordance with Globa/ Environmental Facility Policies and Procedure for Monitoring 

and Evaluation, the subcontractor is asked, during the implementation of the subcontract, to adopt 

the, Logical Framework of Approaches (LFA) as the fundamental framework. LFA is an effective 

tool for facilitating project design and evaluation when being used properly, which will contribute 

significantly in setting up linkage between objectives, activities, and outputs. The core part in LFA 

is the If-Then causality between all elements in a project. 

The product of this analytical approach-LFA-is the Logframe Matrix, which summarizes 

what the project what the project intends to do and how, what the key assumptions are, and how 

outputs and outcomes will be monitored and evaluated. 

4, 3. Set of indicators 

The indicator system in this subcontract is established according to the SMART rule in 

UNDP HANDBOOK ON MOcYITORiNG AND EVALUATING FOR RESULTS. "SMART" stands 

for SPECIFIC, MEASURABLE, ATTAINABLE, REALISTIC, and TIME BOUND, Performance 

Indicators for GEF-Measuring Results from Climate Change Programs and requirements for this 

subcontracted are also refereed to set a system of indicators in the categories of EE indicators, 

financial indicators, technical indicators, policy indicators, management indicators, and 

information indicators (Table 1). The evaluation of project impacts in a macro level in regard to 

the relevant indicators will be a focus. 



Table 1 Criteria system 

Indicators Units Notes 

l. EE indicators 1, 1 Annual (added) energy conservation per 

project/TVE 

1. 2 Annual CO& emissions reduction per 

project/TVE 

tce Quantitative 

indicators 

Quantitative 

2. Financial 

indicators 

2. 1 Total investment for EE technical renovation 

2, 2 Total project investment for EE technical 

10, 000 RMB Quantitative 

10, 000 RMB Quantitative 

renovation 

2. 3 Investment recovery period of EE projects Year Quantitative 

indicators 

2. 4 Internal rate of return of EE projects Quantitative 

indicators 

2. 5 Net present-value of EE projects 10, 000 RMB Quantitative 

indicators 

3. Technical 3. 1 Number of replication EE technologies project Quantitative 

indicators indicators 

3. 2 Number of feasibility studies and of whose 

with oAicial confirmation 

Number of Quantitative 

feasibility indicators 

study 

4. Policy indicators 4, 1 Iinpacts of the project replication EE 

technologies to the long/inedium-term EE 

planning in China 

Qualitative 

indicators 
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4. 2 Impacts of the project replication EE 

technologies to Chinese industrial policies 

Qualitative 

indicators 

5. Manageinent 

and 6. Information 

5. 1 EE trainings Person-time Quantitative 

indicators 

indicators 

5. 2 Impacts of VA to improvement of EE 

awareness among TVE managers and einployees 

5. 3 Knowledge about business opportunities 

concerning EE in TVEs 

Qualitative 

indicators 

Qualitative 

indicators 

4. 4. Evaluation Process 

In the process of evaluation, through a variety of ways, evaluation experts have undertaken 

surveys on the implementation of energy conservation from various aspects, and acquired 

necessary data for the evaluation. 

- Refer to such literature as statistical data, government publications, trade associations 

reports, and undertake selection, extract, trimming and analysis on energy conservation technology 

policies of government departments. 

- Carefully study the project documentation, mid-term evaluation report, TOR of pilot 

enterprises and replication enterprises and tender paper, look through the feasibility study reports, 

phase report, mid-term report and final report of replication enterprises, put forward review 

comments, communicate with sub-contractors, reach consensus and guide the sub-contractors to 

revise. See Annex 3 for examined documents. 

- Pay site visits to pilot enterprises and replication enterprises, exchange ideas in details with 

pilot enterprises, local officials and replication sub-contractors, and investigate and study the 

implementation of pilot and replication enterprises. Furthermore, the sub-contractors have 

undertaken nonscheduled interviews with the national policy instruction committee, PMO and 

Hong Yuan Company and acquired a lot of useful information. For information on site visits. 



- In accordance with state energy conservation regulations and standards, the EvaIuation 

sub-contractors executed evaluation on the energy conservation status of pilot enterprises 

including the energy management profiles, energy consumption of unit product, calculation of 

energy conservation, and financial and economic analysis on energy conservation technological 

renovation projects, In addition, an assessment of the energy management profiles; Profile of the 

energy and energy flow; Energy Consumption indicators analysis; Festival energy calculation; 

Energy saving projects in the financial and economic analysis, In addition, an authoritative agency 

was entrusted to carry out test on energy conservation of two brick making enterprises. 

Through the ways of suinmarized analysis and panel discussion, based on logical framework 

approach, evaluation was carried out on the project activities, outputs, objectives and impacts of 

the energy conservation technologies implementation. (For project progress analysis, see annex I) 

Project leader coinposes the evaluation report after analyzing and summarizing the above 

evaluation results, 

5. Evaluation on Energy Efficient Technologies Impleinentation Results 

5, 1, Selection and Demonstration of Energy Eflicient Technologies 

5. 1. 1. Selection of Energy Efficient Technologies 

Through a comprehensive study on the current status of the equipment of TVEs in the four 

sectors, based on national and industrial policies and taking into account of the geographical 

distribution and the level of regional economic developinent, the PMO seIected energy 

conservation technologies for demonstration. For the characteristics of each demonstration 

technology, see table 2. 



Table 2 Characteristics of Demonstration Technologies 

Sectors Demonstration Characteristics 

Technology 

Cement New Type Dry Cement 

Pure Low Temperature 

Waste Heat Power 

Generation 

By Utilization of low-grade, steam produced by the 

medium k, low temperature exhaust steam to drive the 

low parameter turbines to generate electricity. The 

basic principle is that the demineralized water is 

pumped into kiln head waste heat boiler and heated 

into saturated steam of around 190'C, then into kiln 

head and kiln end waste heat boiler drums 

respectively, and further conflows into the turbine 

power generator, exhaust steam into the steam 

condenser. The key equipment includes kiln head and 

kiln end waste heat boilers and steam turbine 

generator. 

New Type Dry Process 

Rotary Kiln 

New type dry cement production techno! ogy 

represented by precalciner kiln is the internationally 

recognized cement technology that can represent the 

contemporary technological development. The main 

burning equipment applies outside kiln decomposing 

technology, multilevel heater, environmentally 

friendly dedust technique which has a series of merits 

of large production capacity, high automation degree, 

superior quality, low energy consumption, low 

emissions and utilization of industrial waste, and 

becomes the main cement production technology of 

today's world. 
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Mechanical Shaft Kiln 

Energy Conservation 

Technology 

Prehomogenizing technology of material and fuel, 

Homogenizing technology of raw materials and 

cement, Improvement in raw material proportioning 

and selection, Ratios of raw material and heat 

proportion of black raw meal, Pregrinding Technology, 

Application of Grinding Aids, Drying Energy 

Conservation Technology, Application of New Type 

Mills, Application of High EQiciency Separator, 

Prewatering granulation and Pellets Quick Burning 

Technology, Shaft Kiln Energy Saving Lining 

Technology, Selection and Application of the 

Discharge Grate of Shaft Kilns, Hidden Fire Close 

Door Operating Techniques, Administration of Dust 

Emission of Shaft Kiln Enterprise, Production 

Process Quality Control and Management Technology, 

Automatic Control of Production Process of Shaft Kiln 

Enterprise, Chemical Equipment Analysis and 

Physical Testing technology, Comprehensive 

Utilization of Resources, Variable Frequency Speed 

Control Technology, Group Kilns Big mills 

Technology 

Coking Clean Heat Recovery 

Coke-oven and Waste 

Heat Power Generation 

Clean coke oven doesn't recover coke oven gas, 

instead, it burns the gas directly in the upper 

carbonization room space and oven bottom fire path, 

the heat produced will be used by coking, it lets in air 

through a common flue at oven top, burning all the 

combustible component of oven gas, containing no 



phenols, benzene or other harmful gases in the exhaust 

gas. Exhaust gas enters waste heat boiler to produce 

steam for power generation. As for the negative 

pressure in the carbonization room in the process of 

coking and no leakage, and desulfurization of exhaust 

gas before emission, it has good environment 

protection effect. 

Metal 

Casting 

Because of the product 

multiplicity and technique 

complexity, it is difficult 

to identify a specific 

demonstration 

technology, 

Brick 

Making 

Hollow Brick Energy 

Conservation Technology 

. Energy efficient annular 

kiln 

Architecture energy conservation technology 

The upper flue can reserve surplus heat for reuse; The 

side walls and top of the kiln are built with heat 

preserving hollow block, which not only reduces the 

construction cost, but also greatly improves thermal 

insulation properties of the kiln; The kiln adopts 

energy efficient fan for ventilation, which is small in 

power but big in wind, and causes the burning more 

sufficient, 

5. 1. 2. Selection of pilot enterprises 

Due to the changes in the state's industrial policy, the environmental policy implementation 

has been intensified, and changes in the market, some recommended enterprises encountered 

financial downturn and technically backward, 5 of the 8 enterprises selected during Project Phase I 
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(1998 -1999) no longer meet standards for pilot, only 3 of them are reserved; The PMO again 

selected another 6 enterprises to replace the originally recommended 5 enterprises. The project 

funded the construction of pilot enterprises, and selected the appropriate technical support 

organization to provide service in energy conservation technological renovation, and to help the 

pilot enterprises to set up and perfect quality and energy management system, Furthermore, the 

project set up 8 LPIC at the localities of pilot enterprises, and facilitated the signing of VA 

between the LPIC and pilot enterprises. For pilot enterprises, see table 3. 

Table 3 Fact Sheet of Pilot Enterprises 

Sector Pilot enterprises EE Technologies Remark 

Zhej iang Shenhe 

Cement Plant 

New Type Dry Cement 

Pure Low Temperature 

Waste Heat Power 

Generation 

Cement Guangdong Baojiang 

Cement Plant 

New Type Dry Process 

Rotary Kiln 

Hubei Lufeng Cement 

Plant 

Mechanical Shaft Ki]n 

EE Technology 

Adopted 16 technologies of thetn 

based on the enterprise actual 

situation 

Coking 

Shanxi Gaoping 

Xinggao Coking Plant 

Shanxi Gangyuan 

Coking Plant 

Clean Heat Recovery 

Coke-oven and Waste 

Heat Power Generation 

Metal 

Casting 

Jiangsu Moling 

Foundry Plant 

Dalian Jinmei Pipe 

Casting Plant 

improvement 

product quality 

of 

EE techniques and 
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Brick 

Sichuan Yongxing Hollow brick EE 

Hollow Brick Plant technology, etc. 

Shaanxi Liucun 

Village Brick Plant 
EE Annular Kiln, etc. 

5. 1. 3. Results of Energy Efficient Technologies Implementation 

Evaluation experts tracked and evaluated the energy conservation technologies 

implementation profiles of pilot enterprises. Currently, 8 enterprises have completed the EE 

technological renovation projects involving a total investment of 320 million RMB, of which GEF 

funded 750, 000 USD. After the completion of EE technological renovation, the annual energy 

conservation is about 81, 000 tce, and CO reduction is 203, 000 tons, far exceeding the project set 

target (the project documents set 850, 000 tons of annual CO emissions reduction by the 8 pilot 

enterprises. Meanwhile, the pilot enterprises have strengthened consciousness in safe production, 

product quality, energy conservation management and environment protection, established sound 

energy management system, and continually improved the comprehensive management, The 

results of energy conservation technologies. implementation of pilot. enterprises are as fol]ows: 

Zhe'ian Shenhe Cement Com an Ltd, 

It has one 2500t/d and one 1000t/d New Type Dry Process Rotary Kiln clinker production 

line with an annual production of 2 million tons of P. O42. 5 and P. O32. 5 ordinary Portland cement, 

This enterprise set up the first five level preheated pure low temperature waste heat power 

generation project among new type dry process cement c1inker production lines in China, the 

system mainframe includes two waste heat boilers and a set of condenser steam turbine power 

generator with a total capacity of 3M%, and investment of 17. 76 million RMB, of which GEF 

funded 100, 000 USD. This project was accepted into the power grid on March 26, 2005 with 

annual electricity generation of 20. 946Wh and CO~ emission reduction of 20, 000 tons. The 

project doesn't need any fuel distribution facilities without affecting the normal operation of 

cement production process, On the one hand, it realized comprehensive utilization of waste heat 

from cement production line, recovery of high temperature flue gas heat, reduction of production 
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costs and improvement of the economic returns of enterprises, and partly eased the tense situation 

of industrial electricity; On the other hand, it can reduce flue gas temperature and dust 

concentration, and mitigate heat pollution and environment pollution. This EE technology has 

been widely accepted in China. 

Yin deCi Bao'ian CementMaterialCom an Ltd. 

It has 2 iIi3&&10m mechanical shaA kiln production lines, with an annual output of 200, 000 

tons of Portland ceinent clinker. Considering the development needs, it will build a 2500t/d new 

type dry process rotary kiln cement clinker production line in replacement for the existing two 

shaft kiln production lines. After the completion of the new line, the original shaft kiln 

production lines will be closed. The new production line will use iIi4& 60m rotary kiln and outside 

kiln decomposing system consisting of single series 5 grade low-voltage loss cyclone preheated 

with an offline decomposer. The total investment is 188 million RMB, of which GEF funded 

100, 000 USD. After the commissioning of the new production line, it can realize an annual energy 

conservation of 120, 000 tce, and carbon dioxide emission reduction of 300, 000 tons. It not only 

greatly reduces energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, but also significantly reduces 

the main pollutant einissions. 

Lufen Cement Com an Ltd Lufen Grou Huan shi Ci Hubei Province 

It has four ili3&&11M mechanical shaft kiln cement production lines with annual output of 

P, O32. 5, P. O42. 5, P. S32. 5 cements more than 500, 000 tons. In order to improve product quality 

and energy efficiency, by their own efforts and project facilitation, they have successively 

completed 16 mechanical shaft kiln EE technological renovation projects, to improve production 

process and raise the overall level of production lines, The total investment is 8 million RMB, of 

which GEF funded 70, 000 USD, By EE technological renovation, they annually conserved energy 

9000 tons, reduced carbon dioxide emissions of 225, 000 tons. Meanwhile, it reduced the 

production costs, improved the environment and increased the market competitiveness of their 

products. 

Gao in Ci Xin ao Cokin Grou 

Clean heat recovery coke oven was adopted to replace the modified coke oven, with an 
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annual output of 400, 000 tons of coke. In 2003 and 2004, 2 groups of clean heat recovery coke 

ovens were successively put into production, with about 40% of anthracite used for coking, which 

saved China's important coking coal and manifested an important breakthrough in coking sector. 

The waste heat power generation was successfully merged into power grid in August 2005. The 

total investment of clean heat recovery coke oven project is 210 million RMB. 70 million RMB 

was invested in the waste heat power generation plant, of which GEF funded 100, 000 USD. It 

uses 4 20t/h waste heat boilers, matched with a 15MW condenser or steam turbine power 

generator providing electricity 1, 200 million kW/h annually, with energy conservation of 46, 000 

tons and carbon dioxide emission reduction of 115, 000 tons. Clean heat recovery coke oven 

doesn't recover coal chemical products with whole system under negative pressure, and burns all 

coking by-products for power generation, which minimizes the emission of harmful substances; 

The tamping packing and discharging of coal and coke avoids environmental pollution when 

loading coal and discharging coke, thus the factory is clean, free of coking smell, and the whole 

plant area is like a clean garden, drawing the attention of counterparts of many other countries. 

Problems: Due to the high oil prices in the world market, particular attention has been paid to 

saving oil, for. this reason, . Some, people, . think, it. better to, recover benzene, tar and other chemical 

products than to burn flue gas directly, and comprehensive appraisal is needed in its economic 

efficiency. Therefore, more discussion is necessary before spreading this experience across the 

country, 

Tai an Gan an Cokin Com an Ltd. 

The company planned to build 4X25t/h mesothermai middle pressure waste heat boiler, 

matched with 3&&6MW condenser steam turbine. Expected energy conservation results: annual 

electricity generation of 9. 27&&107kW h after operation, newly added energy 41, 364 tce, CO 

emissions reduction 103, 120. 45 ton. The plan was intended to be accomphshed before March 1, 

2005, but due the company's internal reason, it has not started. 

Reasons: On the one hand, it's because of the domestic industrial environment at that time. 

The national economy kept growing rapidly then, driving the electricity demand entirely up, and 

many factories were even forced to purchase power generators by themselves, which led to the 



price hike of generators. Even the purchase of generators at high prices took a long tiine of 

waiting. On the other hand, the enterprise management possibly didn't totally understand the 

significance of energy conservation and emissions reduction, but only calculated the extra 

income brought in by waste heat power generation. When power generation didn't produce more 

economic profits, the capital was first put into other more profitable fields (coal mine, real estate, 

etc. ), and gave up EE technological renovation project. 

Dalian Jinmei Pi e Castin Plant 

It has a foundry, a mechanical processing workshop and a precision casting workshop. The 

company will carry out comprehensive renovation on existing inodeling, melting and sand 

treatment process. Main activities include: improvement of modeling process reducing the rate of 

overweight of ductile iron pipe fittings; application of joint smelting of intermediate frequency 

inductive electric furnace and furnace cupola; re-use of sand; building of Coke bank, etc, Total 

investment is 5. 3 million RMB, of which GEF funded 60, 000 USD, The renovation will cause 

annual energy conservation of 152. 94 tce and carbon dioxide emission reduction of 381, 27 tons. 

Nan'in Molin General Facto of Castin 

The major products include the main body of diesel engine, castiron parts in cars and 

buildings, and aluminum alloy components as car engine intake pipe, intake curve pipe and 

juncture pipe. Since selected as a pilot enterprise, the plant has begun entire renovation on the 

original technologies and equipment and modernization of management. They have made 

alteration successively to melting, sand, modeling, core making, cleaning, thermal treatinent, 

while expanding its casting and machining capacity, to meet the market demand for high quality 

castings, with a total investment of 29. 4 million RMB, of which GEF funded 100, 000 U. S. 

dollars. Through EE technological renovation, they have improved quality, improved the work 

environment and increased the rate of qualified products, with annual energy conservation of 

3068. 2 tce and carbon dioxide ernissions reduction of 7594. 3 tons, 

Xi'an Liucun Villa e Hollow Brick Plant 

By updating equipment, repairing and refurbishing kilns, improvmg and perfecting 

production process, and other energy-saving measures, the plant will improve the overall quality 
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of the production line. The total investment is 2. 434 inillion RMB, with GEF funding of 60, 000 

USD, mainly for the preparation and compiling of a feasibility study, procurement of energy 

efficient equipment, installation and debugging, and staff training. After renovation, the plant 

will produce multiple rectangular hole bricks with product strength of MU15 grade, no pan frost, 

no burst, no frozen damage, the holes are rectangular holes in an orderly arrangement, the 

porosity is 31'/0, and the product quality is consistent with the first grade of national standard 

GB13544-2003 "Sintered Porous Brick"; The annual energy conservation is 1298. 11 tce, and 

carbon dioxide emissions reduction 3236. 18 tons. 

Xin'in Yon xin Shale Brick Coin an Ltd. Sichuan Provicnce 

The company transformed production lines from seini-rigid-plastic forming into hard 

plastic forming, and products porosity from 45'/o up to 60ro, altered the kiln heat insulation, 

reducing heat loss of 15'io', and expanded the raw materials staling bank. Total investment is 2. 6 

inillion RMB, of which GEF funded 59, 950 USD. After renovation, the power consumption of 

per 10, 000 bricks is less than 350kWh, coal consumption is 0, 9 ton standard coal, and rate of 

qualified products is 98'/o for multi-porous bricks and 96'/o for hollow bricks respectively. 

Annual energy conservation is. l, 943. 06. . tce, . and carbon, dioxide emissions reduction of 4, 844. 06 

tons. 

For the fact about implementation of the. energy efficient technologies of pilot enterprises, 

see Table 1. 

5, 2, Replication of Energy Efficient Technologies 

Based on summing up the successful experience of pilot enterprises, the project carried out a 

series of. technical training and technical promotion activities, and trained LPIC representatives, 

managers and technical backbones altogether 900 persons time, benefiting 670 enterprises, 

Meanwhile, the project selected 118 enterprises in 11 promotion areas, through the ineasures of 

technological renovation and improvement of energy management system, to apply the 

technologies and experiences of technological renovation and modification, energy conservation 

and returns increasing, and product quality improvement that are successful in pilot enterprises to 
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the replication enterprises, so as to iinprove the energy efficiency of replication enterprises, 

increase the awareness, imitation and application of successful technologies and experiences of 

TVEs, improve the overall energy efficiency and product quality of TVEs, and ultimately reduce 

the energy consumption and Greenhouse gas ernissions. For the facts about replication 

enterprises, see Table 4. 

Table 4 Fact Sheet of Replication Enterprises 

Sector 
Industry/Region Number of 

Enterprises 

Cement Sector 

l0 

Content of EE 

Technological Renovation 

power 

technology 

generation 

To proinote cement pure 

low temperature waste heat 

Progress 

Feasibility 

completed, 

technological 

renovation 

completed 

study 

EE 

partly 

Cement Cement Sector 

(2) 

To promote cement pure 

low temperature waste heat 

power generation and 

mechanical shaft kiln 

converted to rotary kiln 

technologies 

Feasibility 

completed, 

technological 

renovation 

completed 

study 

EE 

partly 

Caking 

Shanxi 

Province 

To promote clean oven 

waste heat power generation 

technology 

Feasibility 

completed 

study 

Metal 

Casting 

Tianjin City 

Dalian City 

Nanjing City 

Shanxi 

Province 
10 

To promote EE casting 

technology 

EE technological 

renovation completed 
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Brick 

Making 

Xi'an City 

Xianyang City 

Shenyang City 

15 

14 To promote hollow brick 

and other EE technologies 

EE technological 

renovation completed 

Chengdu City 15 

Total 118 

By evaluation, the 118 replication enterprises have all completed the composing work of 

feasibility studies on EE technological renovation at present, with the anticipation of annual 

energy conservation of 809, 000 tce and carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 2. 018 million tons, 

much higher that project expectation, (Project document: carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 1 

million tons per year) Among them, 60 brick and 31metal casting enterprises have completed EE 

technological renovation work, one coking enterprise and & cement enterprises have completed or 

are constructing EE technological renovation projects. The annual energy conservation is 292, 000 

tce, carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 728, 000 tons, See Table 5. 
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Table 5 Facts on Energy Conservation of Replication Enterprises 

Expected Results Present Completion 

Sectors Replication areas 
Number of 

Enterprises 

Energy 

Conservation 
Emissions 

Energy 

Conservati Emissions 

(tce) 
Reduction(t) on 

(tce) 

Reduction (t) 

Cement Replication 
10 276, 869. 39 690, 235. 39 144, 617. 71 360, 531, 95 

Cement 
Cement Replication 

(2) 
10 136, 535, 21 340, 382. 29 53, 667. 19 133, 792. 30 

Coking Coking Replication 306, 783. 00 764, 810. 02 4, 596, 00 11, 457. 83 

Metal 

Tianj in Replication 

Dalian Replication 

902. 67 

1, 790, 51 

2, 250, 35 

4, 463. 73 

902. 67 

1, 790. 51 

2, 250. 35 

4, 463. 73 

Casting Nanjing Replication 1, 587. 30 3, 957. 14 1, 587. 30 3, 957. 14 

Shanxi Replication 10 7, 545. 92 18, 811, 99 7, 545. 92 18, 811. 99 

Brick 

Xi'an Replication 

Xianyang Replication 

15 

14 

10, 575. 59 

14, 396, 36 

26, 364, 94 

35, 890. 12 

10, 575. 59 

14, 396. 36 

26, 364. 94 

35, 890, 12 

Making Shenyang Replication 16 15, 182. 06 37, 848. 87 15, 182. 06 37, 848. 87 

Chengdu Replication 15 37, 314. 27 93, 024, 48 37, 314. 27 93, 024. 48 

Total 118 809, 482. 28 2, 018, 039. 32 292, 175. 57 728, 393. 70 

The evaluation on the results of EE technologies implementation in replication enterprises is 

as follows: 

5. 2. 1. Cement Sector 

20 cement enterprises were selected nationwide as replication enterprises to provide advisory 

services for cement enterprises including assessment on the new type dry cement low temperature 
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waste heat power generation technology, feasibility study on waste heat power plant, etc. The 20 

replication enterprises are expected to conserve energy of 413, 000 tce and reduce carbon dioxide 

emissions of 1. 03 million tons annually. In addition, 7 cement enterprises have completed EE 

technological renovation projects with annual energy conservation of 152, 000 tce and carbon 

dioxide emissions reduction of 380, 000 tons. 

5. 2. 2. Coklng Sector 

7 coking enterprises were selected in Shanxi Province as replication enterprises to provide 

advisory services including evaluation on the caking enterprises adopting the waste heat power 

generation systein in clean coke oven undertake feasibility study on waste power plant, help to 

establish tnanagement system and carry out technical training, It is expected the 7 enterprises' 

annual energy conservation amounts to 307, 000 tce, and annual carbon dioxide emissions 

reduction 765, 000 tons while enhancing energy conservation and emissions reduction awareness, 

urging the enterprises to spend more efforts in production, energy conservation and emissions 

reduction, and to strive for greater efficiency. In addition, 3 coking enterprises has completed EE 

technological renovation projects with annual energy conservation of 130, 000 tce and carbon 

dioxide emissions reduction of 324, 000. tons. 

5. 2. 3. Metal Casting Sector 

Tian'in Re lication Area 

7 metal casting enterprises in Tianjin were selected as replication ones to carry out 

technological renovation with a total investment of 4, 983 million RMB, of which GEF funded 

105, 000 USD. The main replication technology is conversion of cold wind oven to high efficiency 

hot wind oven. Through technological renovation, the 7 enterprises can accomplish energy 

conservation of 902. 67 tce, and carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 2, 250. 35 tons. 

Dalian Re lication Area 

8 metal casting enterprises in Dalian were selected as replication ones to carry out 

technological renovation with a total investment of 12, 5667 million RMB, of which GEF funded 

120, 000 USD, The main replication technologies are the replacement of dried clay sand by furan 

resin hard sand; and double furnace smelting process with core inductive electric furnace, Through 
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technological renovation, the 8 enterprises can accomplish energy conservation of 1, 790. 51 tce 

and carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 4, 463. 73 tons. 

Nan'in Re lication Area 

6 metal casting enterprises in Nanjing City were selected as replication ones to carry out 

technological renovation with a total investment of 10. 526 million RMB, of which GEF funded 

90, 000 USD. The main replication technologies include the replacement of clay sand by resin sand 

for sand frame; application of foundry sand frame technique, manual forming and core making; 

adoption of hot wind cupola; building of intermediate &equency electric oven production line; 

mechanical forming instead of manual forming; changing wet sand core to ventro-mould dry core, 

newly building dissolving mould casting assembly line, etc, Through technological renovation, the 

6 enterprises can accomplish annual energy conservation of 1, 587. 3 tce and carbon dioxide 

emissions reduction of 3, 957. 1 tons, 

Shanxi Re lication Area 

10 metal casting enterprises in Shanxi Province were selected as replication ones to carry out 

technological renovation with a total investment of 6. 94 million RMB, of which GEF funded 

150, 000 USD. The main replication technologies include addition of aluminum silicate fiber 

' 

insulation to front oven lining; improvement of dissolving mould process; manual coal burning 

changed to side firing chain coal burning machine; modification of galvanized furnace; 

introduction of resin sand molding technique, etc, Through technological renovation, the 10 

enterprises can accomplish annual energy conservation of 7, 545. 92 tce and carbon dioxide 

emissions reduction of 18, 811. 99 tons. 

5. 2. 4. Brick Sector 

Chen du Re lication Area 

15 brick enterprises in Chengdu City, Sichuan Province were selected as replication 

enterprises to carry out technological renovation with a total investment of 11. 026275 million 

RMB, of which the project supported 180, 000 USD. The EE technologies include the installation 

of non-power compensation on electric inductive load equipment; changing old bricks and felt of 

oven lining with new technical felt scheme, strengthening seal; replacement of hammer machine, 
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etc. Through technological renovation, the 15 enterprises can accomplish annual energy 

conservation of 37, 314. 27 tce and carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 93, 024, 48 tons. 

Shen an Re licationArea 

The project selected 16 brick enterprises in Shenyang City, Liaoning Province as replication 

enterprises to carry out technological renovation with a total investment of 11. 3 million RMB, of 

which the project supported 192, 000 USD, The EE technologies include addition of rotary kiln; 

application of variable frequency fan speed control technology; building of artificial drying room; 

installation of transformer non-power capacitance compensation equipment, etc. Through 

technological renovation, the 16 enterprises can accomplish annual energy conservation of 

15, 182. 06 tce and carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 37, 848. 87 tons. 

Xi'an Re lication Area 

The project selected 15 brick enterprises in Xi'an City, Shaanxi Province as replication 

enterprises to carry out technological renovation with a total investment of 8. 5245 million RMB, 

of which the project supported 180, 000 USD, The EE technologies include rotary kiln 

modification, process equipment alteration, improvement of flan yard drainage system, etc. 

Through technological renovation, the 15. enterprises can accomp)ish annual energy conservation 

of 9, 910. 09 tce and carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 24, 705. 85 tons. 

Xian an re licatin Area 

The project selected 14 brick enterprises in Xianyang City, Shaanxi Province as replication 

enterprises to carry out technological renovation with a total investment of 7. 525 million RMB, of 

which the project supported 117, 600 USD. The EE technologies include building or modification 

of rotary kiln; process equipment alteration; electric transformation, etc. Through technological 

renovation, the 14 enterprises can accomplish annual energy conservation of 14, 396. 3 tce and 

carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 35, 890. 12 tons. 

5. 3. Self Replication Activities 

By the identification of EE renovation technologies in 4 sectors, the project promoted the 

energy efficient technological renovation in the four sectors, and sparked the self replication, 
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Evaluation specialists have discovered that the construction of pilot enterprises brought along self 

replication in the following two categories: 

(1) The pilot enterprises actively carried out self replication activities through the 

development demonstration visits, training and exchange, advisory services and other methods, 

benefiting more than 400 enterprises. For example, under the project's drive, Zhejiang Province 

has established S low temperature waste heat power generation systems, and 30 are under 

construction this year. 

Xi'an Liucun Village Brick plant has been successfully coinpleted, and over 160 brick plants 

nationwide have made study tour to the plant, AAer the tour, the leaders of brick plants from 

Chongqing, Zhejiang, Hunan and other places plan to carry out EE technological renovation, and 

vigorously proinote the power saving technologies as energy efficient rotary kiln, variable 

frequency controller, and rectangular hole porous brick production technology. Foreign 

counterparts from Bangladesh, Guinea and other countries have repeatedly visited the factory and 

planned to build plants following this example, 

Yongxin Hollow Brick Plant has spread its successful renovation technologies and 

experience to other brick enterprise in the province and across the country through publications 

and meetings of Sichuan Wall Material Network. Nearly 100 enterprises from all over the country 

have visited the factory and received training, ln addition, the plant holds technical training 

courses every year in baking technology, mechanical repair technology and production process 

and management. 

(2) The project carried out training activities, 13 energy conservation technical training 

activities have been carried out, benefiting 670 enterprises with over 900 people participation. As 

the managers and technical staff of TVEs are backward in energy conservation and environment 

protection awareness, lack the knowledge of energy efficient technologies and lack the training 

opportunities, the participation in the project training activities is certainly useful, and it may 

promote the development of enterprise self replication work in energy conservation and emissions 

reduction. However, due to the lack of relevant information, it is temporarily not able to accurately 

judge how many enterprises have benefited. 
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Taking the best implementation of spontaneous replication in cement and brick making fields 

into account, the evaluation experts will only estimate the spontaneous replication status in those 

two fields. 

( I ) Cement Industry 

According to the replication subcontractors-Tianjin Cement Design and Research Insititute 

and Nanjing Triumph Cement Technology Engineering Co, there are about 40 cement replications 

in line with the above two forms. Please refer to Annex 3 for the coinpany list, technological 

improvement plan for energy conservation and the implementation status. All the cement 

companies mentioned above adopted waste heat power generation technology. Total capacity of 

which amounted to 309. IM%. If the annual utilization arrives at 7000 hours, the annual power 

generation will reach 2. 16 billion K%h, equal to 829 thousand tons tce and the COq reduction will 

be 2. 066 million tons. 

(2) Brick Making Industry 

Take Xi'an for example, which is the implementation site of Xi'an Liucun Hollow Brick, 

there are about 360 small sized enterprises with the output of 1500-3000 bricks, Most of the plants 

. used-clay. as-. their materials. and produced round-hole. and hollow brick. fired with combustible 

additives. They mainly introduced one crushing roller, one mixer, vacuum extruder, dry by nature, 

firing by obsolete kiln and get the products out by manpower. But owning to the old production 

technique, obsolete equipments, especially the simple structure of firing kiln without air systein or 

with unreasonable air system, high energy consumption and incomplete combustion happened. 

The potential energy conservation of each plants amounts to 1000 tons tce. About72 plants, 

standing for 20% of all brick plants, take energy conservation measures under the lead of Liucun 

Hollow Brick Plant, Those plants included 15 replications and 57 plants with total energy 

conservation of 57 thousand tons tce and CO2 reduction of 142 thousand tons tce annually. There 

are four replication areas all over China, so the annual energy conservation and COq reduction of 

spontaneous replication will be 228 thousand tons tce and 568 thousand tons tce respectively. 

There is something we need to emphasize that the enterprises mentioned above are only one 

part of the project effect. Actually, there are still some plants not noticed which also have been 



influenced positively by the project. 

6. Main Findings 

From the above evaluation, we can fmd that the implementation results of the project, in both 

carbon dioxide emissions reduction and the number of enterprises, are much higher than expected. 

This, evaluation experts believe, has benefited from China's rapid economic development and is 

also related to the implementation strategies adopted by PMO, As follows: 

6. 1. Tiinely Adjustment of Demonstration Technologies According to National Industrial Policy 

During the implementation of the project, the state's industrial policies have undergone some 

changes, particularly in the coking and cement sectors, In 1999, the foriner State Economic and 

Trade Coininission issued the "List of backward production capabilities, processes and products 

elimination" (The first batch, the second batch, the third batch) to stop low-level redundant 

construction, speed up the pace of structural adjustment, and promote the upgrading of production 

process, equipment and products, It stipulated the immediate elimination of mechanized shaft kiln 

cement production line with kiln diaineter less than 2 meters (with an annual output of 30, 000 

tons), elimination before 2000 the ones with kiln diameter less than 2. 2 meters (with an annual 

output of 44, 000 tons), and elimination before 2000 the soil coking process(including modified 

ones). Therefore, mechanical shaft kiln with diameter less than 2. 2 meters and "89 model" coking 

oven have been listed as elimination technologies. 

In 2000, the former State Planning Commission and the Econoinic and Trade Commission 

jointly issued an "Catalog of state strongly encouraging industries, products and technologies 

(2000 Revision)", and abolished at the same time the original" Catalog of state strongly 

encouraging industries, products and technologies (Trial), It encourages the clinker new type dry 

process cement production line with output of 4, 000 tons/day and above. As the selection of 

energy conservation demonstration technologies has much to do with next step replication, the 

project should choose advanced, inature and reliable, applicable and replicable technologies, so as 

to promote the development of the whole industry. Taking the complexity of the sectors of cement, 

coking, inetal casting and brick into account, the right selection of demonstration technologies will 
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get twice the result with half the effort, 

As the project was designed to be completed in 1998, the originally selected EE technologies 

were unable to meet the requirements of the new situation. Although the clean coke oven and dry 

cement pure low temperature waste heat power generation technologies are not hsted in the state 

encouragement catalog, the above two technologies are in line with the direction of national 

industrial development, have a good perspective, coincide with the future direction of 

development of the state's industrial policies, and have a greater potential and greater replication 

value. The PMO timely adjusted the demonstration technologies. Therefore, the evaluation experts 

consider it a certainly right choice, far sighted and innovative to adjust demonstration technologies 

according to state industrial policies, and select the technologies of clean coke oven and dry 

cement pure low temperature waste heat power generation in place of previously selected 

technologies. 

6. 2. Giving Full Play to Initiative and Enthusiasm of Enterprises and LPIC 

Evaluation experts discovered that the PMO respected the right of independent choice of 

enterprises, guided the enterprises to take measiues according to their own conditions, and 

maxirnumly inobilized the initiative and enthusiasm of the enterprises to carry out EE 

technological renovation. For example, Nanjing Mo!ing Casting General Plant made adjustment of 

its EE technological renovation scheme for several times in light of its own needs, the PMO 

provided great support, and adjusted the tender documents. Meanwhile, pilot enterprises carried 

out emissions reduction activities based on their own conditions, For another example, Sichuan 

Yongxin Hollow Brick Company Limited was selected as a pilot enterprise of first batch for GHG 

emissions reduction in 1991. For the past over ten years, the company has made decision on 

technological renovation plans products developinent direction consciously according to the 

requirement of the Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction Project, and invested more than 

2. 5 million RMB in technological renovation, and achieved good results. 

PMO has brought LPIC into play in both policies and financing fields. For policies, the LPIC 

in various areas have helped enterprises to implement national policies, and administered 
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preferential policies to enterprises who have signed VA. For example, in strict accordance with " 

Jinnan District Implementation Measures on Interest Discount Loans to Technological Renovation 

Projects of Industrial Enterprises" (The technological transformation of industrial enterprises in 

discount interest loans for projects implemented" (Jinnan ZhengFa [2004]67) and the "Jinnan 

District Implementation Rules on Technological Renovation Projects of Industrial Enterprises 

Subject to Duty-free Import of Foreign Equipment and Domestic Equipment Income Tax 

Reduction Policies" uipment Credit policy implementation details of the income tax " (Jinnan 

ZhengFa [2004]68), the LPIC of Jinnan District of Tianjin City has administered preferential 

policies to replication enterprises meeting the requirements, including interest discount loans, 

exemption of import VA taxes and custom duties for the introduction of foreign equipment, 

reduction of the same amount to 40'ro of the investment purchasing domestic equipment from the 

increased corporate income taxes the year of the acquisition of technological renovation over the 

previous year, In the field ot financing, the LP!Cs in various areas have helped enterprises, in 

various ways to get capital for EE technological renovation. For example, the LPIC of Xinjin 

County in Chengdu City recommended a pilot enterprise to the Chengdu Bureau of Finance- 

Yongxin Shale Brick Plant, Xinjin County, Sichuan Province, as a SME financing pilot enterprise, 

and obtained 500, 000 SME loans for the EE technological renovation of the pilot enterprise. 

6. 3. Linking Project Implementation to Local Work 

Combining the work of energy conservation and ernissions reduction with local government's 

work, and linking the work of LPIC to the current, mid and long term development goals and 

implementation strategies make the work of LPIC and the work of local government complement 

each other and form a virtuous interaction, this is a bright spot of the project. For example, the 

LPIC of Baqiao District, Xi'an City comprehensively implemented the "Impleinentation Paper on 

the ban clay solid bricks in time limit" and thoroughly undertook the ban work. According to 

"Action Plan", they actively renovated original clay solid brick enterprises, and avoided new 

permission of clay solid brick enterprises; they made an application on the establishment of new 

wall materials base in Baqiao District, composed and submitted the application materials, and 
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obtained the approval of city government. The new wall inaterials base has been identified as a 

priority of Baqiao District in 2006. 

LPIC also played an important role in the implementation of policies. Shuangliu County 

LPIC, Chengdu City took active measures in coordination with Chengdu Municipal Government 

and shut down, stopped or transformed all the clay brick enterprises in the county. LPICs are 

usually composed of local departments in charge of a certain industry and trade associations which 

are conducive to the interaction, among various departments in taking measures to combat the 

vicious competition. 

In the project, PIC is responsible for all the regional LPICs and carries out training activities. 

In this way, LPICs have consistent understanding of the project, communicate with each other and 

achieve the common development. They have iinproved the work efficiency and lowered the costs. 

For example, at a LPIC training course, Tieshan District LPIC of HuangShi City, Hubei Province 

introduced the instance in which they helped a pilot enterprise (Lufeng Cement Company Ltd. ) to 

gain VA tax relief according to relevant stipulations of Ministry of Finance and the State 

Administration of Taxation, Enlightened by this instance, Tongxiang LPIC submitted a report to 

the government on this issue, and got the answer from the government to strictly enforcing this 

stipulation henceforth. 

LPICs provided a platform for the exchange of information, and facilitated the common 

improvement of policy and technical levels in different regions. Jiangning District LPIC, Nanjing 

City, taking advantage of the inter-linkages with local governments, organized a study tour to 

Dalian for local metal casting enterprises in 2004, and helped the pilot enterprises in restructuring 

and introduction of new technologies. Some LPICs also took the initiative to expand market for 

enterprises through the coordination between sources of raw materials and potential markets. 

6. 4. Introduction of New Energy Conservation Mechanism 

Voluntary Agreement (VA) is an agreeinent signed between the industrial organizations or 

enterprises and the government on the voluntary basis, for the purpose of energy conservation and 

GHG emissions reduction. The project takes the lead to introduce the VA mechanism to TVEs, so 
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that the passive administrative energy conservation changes to active sociaBy responsible energy 

conservation. Through the introduction of VA, the project not only tries to explore a new energy 

management mechanism adaptive to market economy, and leads the TVEs to voluntarily 

undertake energy conservation and emissions reduction activities, but also promotes the 

enterprises to consciously undertake energy conservation and ernissions reduction activities. 

With reference to domestic and foreign experience, and according to the characteristics of 

Chine SMEs, the project assisted enterprises in establishing VA. Under the coordination of LPICs, 

the project facilitated the successful signing of VA between 9 pilot enterprises and local 

governments. According to the evaluation of annual implementation, VA is applicable, and all the 

pilot enterprises have been able to strictly implement the VA. The project has taken the lead in 

introducing VA mechanism into Chinese SMEs, and accumulated experiences for the promotion of 

this mechanism. 

Currently, the project has further selected 11 areas (Guangdong Province, Zhejiang Province, 

Liaoning Province, Nanjing City, Xi'an City, Xianyang City, Jinzhong City, LiMen City, Jinnan 

District in Tianjin, Shuangliu County in Chengdu, Jinzhou District in Dalian) to establish LPICs, 

and to promote the implementation of VA in the local replication enterprises. Some enterprises 

have already signed VA with local governments. This is a beneficial successful attempt in the 

realization of energy conservation, emissions reduction, environment protection and sustainable 

development of TVEs. 

The Project has made innovation from concept to form, from the participants to the selection 

procedure of pilot enterprises, and further to the stimulus policies. It has successfully expanded the 

connotation and extension of the VA in China. Although the state has paid more and more 

attention to the development of TVEs in recent years, and the newly enacted energy conservation 

and environinental protection regulations are applicable to TVEs, the TVEs still fail to get enough 

attention of the government, to this problem. However, through the implementation of this project, 

the local and national government have paid greater attention to TVEs and have got more accurate 

and clear understanding of the TVEs' policy needs and their contribution to the achievement of 

local and national goal of energy conservation. It is believed that the government will give more 
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consideration to the development of TVEs in the formulation of relevant policies. 

The "National Mid and Long Term Energy Conservation Program" proposed "Proinotion of 

A New Energy Conservation Mechanism Based on Market System" including "Promotion of VA, 

that is energy consumers or trade associations signing VA with governments". In April 2006, five 

national ministries jointly issued the "One Thousand Enterprises Energy Conservation Action" 

program. Although the 1, 000 enterprises are tnandatory and can not be esteemed as VA, yet many 

of items are closely linked with voluntary agreements, such as energy audits, energy conservation 

planning and designing, etc. "One Thousand Enterprises Energy Conservation Action" is a state 

level policy, and the introduction and experiment of VA in China (including pilot SMEs) directly 

contributed to the issuance of this policy, and also influenced the contents of the policy to a large 

extent, 

6. S. Improving the Energy. EfTicient Technological Renovation and Management 

The project implementation process paid attention to the replication of EE technologies, and 

paid even more attention to improvement of corporate governance. The work includes training of 

managers and technical staff in key positions, establishing and improving energy management 

system, post operation rules and quality inspection system, and perfecting ration responsibility 

management system, rewards and punishment system, consumption indicators monitoring and 

control system, etc. For example, Sichuan Yongxing Hollow Shale Brick Company has greatly 

improved its management, obtained the certification of ISO900l-2000, and elected as the vice 

president enterprise of China Brick and Tile Association. 

6, 6. Attaching hnportance to Process Monitoring and Evaluation 

The project attached great importance to the monitoring during the implementation process 

particularly the establishment of baseline. In the implementation process, the project designed the 

"Energy Efficiency Sheet" containing detailed information on the status, products portfolio, 

process technology and energy consumption of the pilot and replication enterprises before 

renovation, and set up the baseline; commissioned subcontractors to track and record the changes 

of the pilot and replication enterprises after technological renovation including the technological 
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renovation program, investment, energy consumption, economic and technical indicators, etc. , and 

made verification. 

The project formulated the Energy Conservation Voluntary Agreement Monitoring and 

Evaluation System Scheme" to monitor and evaluate the results of enterprises' implementation of 

VA. The work includes evaluation of annual monitoring report of pilot enterprises, auditing the 

authenticity of the data provided by pilot enterprises, assessing the fulfillment of energy 

conservative targets and recommendations on agreement amendments, and notifying the 

enterprises on measures that should be taken, including problems finding, seeking new energy 

conservation measures, improving work of the next year, revising energy conservation plans, etc. 

The evaluation is divided into two steps. Through supervision and evaluation, the project provides 

a mechanism for the successful realization of energy conservation goals. The government and a 

third party may inspect the policy results so as to make effective amendments during the project 

implementation period. 

7. Impacts on 1VIacro Policies 

The project design didn't expect to promote the development of relevant policies. However, it 

can be seen that, on account of the success of demonstration technologies and pilot projects, the 

project has promoted the development of energy conservation policies at both national and local 

level. In this connection, it has successfully promoted fhe development of energy conservation 

policies in China. 

7. 1, Cement Sector 

Since Zhejiang Shenhe Cement Company Ltd successfully implemented the pilot project of 

New Dry Cement Low Temperature Waste Heat Power Generation, the replication of this 

technology in Zhejiang Province and nation wide has been intensified. The cement industry of 

Zhejiang Province has collectively implemented Pure Low Temperature Waste Heat Power 

Generation renovation project. The electricity cost is just about 0. 12 RMB per kWh, reducing the 

clinker cost by 15 RMB per ton and increasing returns of 20 million RMB per year, Currently, 8 

new dry cement production lines have undergone renovation of pure low temperature waste heat 



power generation in 6 cement enterprises, namely Zhejiang Sanshi Cement Corporation, 

Changxing County Meishan Zhongsheng Cement Plant, Zhejiang Honghuo Group (3iangshan), 

Zhejiang Shenhe Cement Company Limited (Tongxiang), and Zhejiang Qinglongshan Building 

Materials Company Ltd. (Longyou), and the total generating capacity has reached 30, 000 

kilowatts. Take Changxing County Meishan Zhongsheng Cement Plant for example, it has 

implemented the renovation of pure low temperature waste heat power generation by using 

domestic equipment, no coal and using the waste heat of exhaust gas produced by the new dry 

process cement rotary kiln, the electricity generated amounts to one-third of its total electricity 

corrsumption. This year, renovation of 30 industrial kilns using waste heat power generation 

technology is under construction. 

According to the introduction of officials of Electricity Division, Zhejiang Provincial 

Economic and Trade Commission, a number of cement enterprises already started the feasibility 

study on waste heat power generation in 2004, some even reserved relevant equipment. But, as 

complementary coal process was selected at that time, even though. waste heat could be recovered, 

it's harmful to environmental protection. Knowing the successful power generation of Shenhe 

plant, Zhejiang Provincial Economic and Trade Commission learned in the successful bid for 

power generation exercised strict control over approval, and positively recommended enterprises 

to adopt advanced pure low temperature waste heat power, generation technology, and provided 

policy support. 

Zhejiang Provincial Government and the National Government have successively issue 

d relevant technical policies, namely: 

(1) (Zhejiang Government[2006]35) "Notice on Strengthening the energy conservation 

work" clearly put forward "encouraging the application of waste heat utilization technologies as 

mesothermal and low temperature waste heat power generation by cement enterprises. To the end 

of 'l l Five year Program', achievement should be made in generating capacity of 250, 000 kW 

by mesothermal and low temperature waste heat power generation, annually generating electricity 

L8 billion kWh". 

(2) The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) document "Special 
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Program for Mid-and Long-Term Energy Conservation" (NDRC Environment Resources 

[2004]2505) points out that "to develop new dry process outside kiln decomposition technology in 

cement industry, raise the proportion of new dry cement clinker, actively promote EE grinding 

equipment and cement kiln waste heat power generation technology, modify the existing large and 

medium-sized rotary kiln, mill and dryers, and to phase-out mechanical shaft kiln, wet kiln, dry 

hollow kiln and other backward cement production process. " 

(3) The NDRC and MOST (Ministry of Science and Technology) joint document "China 

Energy Conservation Technology Policy Outline(2005)" (Exposure Draft). " listed the "large new 

type dry cement mesothermal and low temperature waste heat power generation" as key support 

item. 

(4) The NDRC document "The Guidance Catalog of Industrial Structural Adjustment 

(2005)" (No. 40) listed "new dry cement waste heat power generation with production capacity of 

2, 000 tons per day of clinker or above" as encouragement item. 

(5) The NDRC document "Ideas on speeding up the restructuring of the cement industry" 

(NDRC Operation [2006]609), states that " the per ton clinker heat consumption dropping from 

130kg to 110kg of standard coal in new dry process cement, , waste heat power generation 

occupying 40%, energy consumption of unit cement product decreasing by 25%. " 

(6) The NDRC, MOST, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Construction, General 

Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine, the State Environmental 

Protection Administration, the State Council Departments Administration Bureau, and CPC 

Central Departments Administration Bureau joint document "Ideas on the 10 Key Energy 

Conservation Projects Implementation During '11th Five-Year Program'" (NDRC Environment 

and Resources[2006]1457 ) put forward, for the cement industry, "to promote Pure Low 

Temperature Waste Heat Power Generation technology, to build cement cogeneration installations. 

In "11th Five-Year Program" period, to build 30 sets of mesothermal and low temperature waste 

heat power generation installations annually in 2000t/d or above cement production lines, 

achieving energy conservation of 3 million tce annually. " 
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7, 2, Brick Sector 

The success of hollow brick pilot project and the kick-off of replication projects have 

effectively supported the implementation of national "Solid Brick Ban" policy. For example, 

under the recommendation of LPIC and the Association of Brick and Tile Industry 

Self-regulation, Chengdu Municipal Government in Sichuan Province issued No. 97 

government decree, from the June 1, 2003 on, the government will not approve any new, 

rebuilding or expanding solid clay projects within Chengdu administrative domain; existing 

solid brick enterprises getting clay from arable land should be shut down, those getting clay 

from non-arable land must stop production before December 31, 2005. 

8. Sustainability Analysis 

The "11th Five-Year Program for National Economic and Social Development" puts forward: 

"On the basis of optimizing the structure, improving efficiency and lowering consumption, to 

realize that in 2010 doubling the GDP. per, capita over 2000; significantly improving the efficiency 

of resource utilization, and lowering energy consumption of unit GDP by about 20% than the end 

of the "Tenth'Five Year Plan", It refiects not only the profound strategic significance of the 

realization of 20% lowering target, but also the determination of Chinese government to transform 

the growth mode and development model. During the "Eleventh Five Year Program" period, 

Chinese TVEs wiII play an important role in achieving the set goal, Evaluation experts beheve, 

there is vast developinent potential in the future long period for the EE technologies and 

mechanism demonstrated by the project, that is, sustainable, 

The Sustainability Analysis on EE technologies is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 Sustainability of EE Technologies 

Sectors Demonstration Sustainability 

Technology 
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Cement New Type Dry Cement 

Pure Low Temperature 

Waste Heat Power 

Generation 

Nationw'ide new dry process cement production 

capacity in 2005 will reach 450 million tons, If pure 

low temperature preheating power generation 

technology is applied in all of them, the total installed 

generating capacity will reach 1500MW. , providing 

about 9 billion kWh electricity annually, which is 

equivalent to saving 3. 45 million tce and reducing 

8, 625 inillion tons carbon dioxide emissions per year, 

thus greatly reducing air pollution and greenhouse 

e Beet. 

New Type Dry Process 

Rotary Kiln 

In current China's cement industry, there are still too 

many enterprises with shaft kilns and other backward 

production processes, causing high energy 

consumption, a serious waste of resources and 

environmental pollution. In a rather long period of 

time of future, the new dry process cement production 

technology and equipment, together with the 

characteristics of a modern cement industry to the 

cement industry, intensively manifest the new road to 

industrialization of cement sector. To the end of 2005, 

the new dry cement production capacity China only 

accounts for 40'/o in China, nearly 60'lo of the 

backward production capacity must be eliminated or 

modified, and be replaced by the new dry process. 
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Coking 

Energy 

Technology 

EBicient 

Clean Heat Recovery 

Coke Oven and Waste 

Heat Power Generation 

Mechanical Shaft Kiln China's cement industrial policy is not to shut down all 

the shaft enterprises in the short term. Especially for 

the large number of small-capacity towns and 

scattered rural cement market nationwide, it's not yet 

ready for the development of large-scale new dry 

process production line, but only suitable for small and 

medium-sized cement operation. The cement industrial 

structure combining large, medium and small sized 

enterprises will not change in a fairly long period of 

time. Small and medium sized cement enterprises are 

still important components of national ceinent 

industry. Therefore, to guide the shaft kiln 

technological renovation, getting the energy 

consumption and various technologies coincide with 

national standards, is in line with conservation 

. conscious society, and an. important task. 

China's coking production technology is at low level 

with -backward production technologies occupying a 

large proportion of coking industry. ln Coking TVEs 

in Shanxi Province, the modified TJ-75 type coke 

oven, Hongqi type oven, small 58 and WJ663 and 

other small coke ovens are still in use in a fairly large 

sphere, with only half of the ovens conforming to the 

national industrial pohcy and development direction. 

Currently, China is implementing increasingly 

stringent environmental standards, compelling many 

heavily polluting coke enterprises to seek a new path 



of clean production. With the closing of primitive coke 

ovens (including modified ones) and mechanical oven 

with the height of carbonization room below 4. 3 

meters, 30 million tons of coke production capacity 

will be reduced merely in Shanxi Province. Therefore, 

this technology, with its advanced process, good 

environmental effect, lower investment, high rate of 

return on investment, high rate of comprehensive 

resource utilization, and high quality of coke, start an 

alternative technical path for improvement of coking 

industry pollution, promotion of coking economy and 

environmentally friendly development. 

Metal 

Casting 

Energy 

Technology 

Efficient 

Metal Casting Sector 

China's meta! casting sector is huge with more than 

2. 6 million enterprises, an annual total output of over 

22 million tons and large amount of coal consumption. 

Generally speaking, high energy consuinption, high 

resource consumption, poor working ' conditions, 

serious environmental pollution are common features 

of Chinese metal casting sector. Take cast iron 

production as an example, China produces cast iron 15 

million tons annually, needing about 22 million tons of 

molten iron. In which, electric furnace and cupola with 

large diameter, long life and hot wind accounts for less 

than 15'lo, the majority are cupolas with sinall 

diameter, short life and cold wind which have low 

utilization rate of energy. The average level of energy 

consumption of China is about twice or more of the 
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Brick Energy Efficient Rotary 

Kiln, Hollow Brick 

Energy Efficient 

Technology 

one in developed countries, and there is a great 

potential for conservation in China. 

China's brick sector is huge with over 100, 000 

enterprises, an annual output of 600 biHion pieces of 

ordinary brick, annual coal consumption of 60 rniHion 

tce, and earth resources consumption of about 1 biHion 

rn3. Most enterprises are TVEs which are small scale, 

backward in process, technology and equipment, 

especially the roasting kiln emissions of carbon 

dioxide, other harmful gases as sulfur, fluoride and 

greenhouse gases causing serious damage to the 

environment. As aH localities have started to strictly 

enforce the ban on the use of solid bricks, enterprises 

are faced with the grim situation of rising coal prices, 

high production costs and the adjustment of product 

. structure, Despite the awareness of the need for EE 

technological renovation, the enterprises are still 

doubtful about technology and equipment. This project 

will eHminate technical obstacles for enterprises 

implementing EE technological renovation. 

9. Conclusions and Recommendations 

9. 1. Conclusions 

8 pilot enterprises annually conserve energy of 810, 000 tce, and reduce carbon dioxide 

emissions of 203, 000 tons (project targeted at carbon dioxide emission annual reduction of 85, 000 

tons). 118 replication enterprises are expected to conserve energy of 809, 000 tce and reduce 

carbon dioxide emissions of 2. 018 million tons annually (project targeted at annual carbon dioxide 

emission reduction of 1 million tons). They have achieved the annual energy conservation of 
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370, 000 tce and carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 923, 000 tons. The construction of pilot 

projects, training and exchange activities have comprehensively driven up the self replication 

activities. 

Therefore, the evaluation experts believe, the project is very successful in the implementation 

of EE technologies, and the results are much higher than expected. This has benefited from the 

rapid development of Chinese economy and the implementation strategies adopted by PMO, 

including timely adjustment of demonstration technologies according to national industrial policy, 

giving full play to initiative and enthusiasm of enterprises and LPIC, adoption of VA mechanism, 

improvement of management and attaching importance to process monitoring. 

In the project design, it was not expected to directly promote the development of relevant 

policies. However, it can be seen that, on account of the success of demonstration technologies 

and pilot projects, the project has promoted the development of EE technology policies at both 

national and local levels. In the process of investigation, evaluation experts found that the 

implementation of this project had successfully influenced the trend of China's energy 

conservation technology policies. This is a consequence of the success of the technology 

demonstration. 

In the "11th Five-Year Program" period, Chinese TVEs will play an important and decisive 

role in achieving the set goals, and the project will persistently play its role. 

9. 2. Recommendations 

( I ) Strengthening the capacity building and enhancing the mechanism development of 

energy conservation, consumption reduction and environment protection are the important 

contents of sustainable development of the project, We recommend continuing to provide 

technical guidance and services to enterprises in the process of EE technology application and new 

products development, so as to make the project sustainable in promotion of energy conservation 

and GHG ernissions reduction, The project set up Hong Yuan Company, an information 

transmission institution, provided a great amount of effective information, set up a communication 

platform for enterprises and experts, and provided technical advisory services. From the current 

situation, the project itself has been relying more on domestic research and design institutions and 
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manufacturers. Hong Yuan Company needs to strengthen capacity building, so as to provide better 

advisory services to enterprises in EE technologies and equipment. 

(2) There is a great demand for infrastructure construction in rural areas in the process of 

the construction of a new sociahst countryside. lt's estimated that, in the "11th Five-Year Plan" 

period, there will be 2. 1 billion cubic meters of new building annually, and the demand for 

housing in urban and rural areas will be 1. 3 billion cubic meters. However, there has not been 

fundament change in the situation of solid clay bricks and tiles as major building material in China, 

and most enterprises are small scale. The production process, technology and equipment are 

relatively backward. Some are still digging and burning to make bricks. Although energy waste 

and environmental pollution has eased to some extent, there is still a big gap to the national EE 

building standards and environment protection requirements. Evaluation experts recommend the 

appropriate extension of the project implementation period or to apply for projects on the basis of 

the results of this project, to develop new wall materials including sintered porous brick and 

hollow brick, to enhance the product's function of energy efficient buildings, to eliminate the high 

energy consumption and backward technology as smail shaft, small enclosure kiln, drain ditch kiln, 

horseshoe kiln, etc, and to ensure the continued promotion of the project'. s results, 
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Annex 2: The list of enterprises completed the 

technical transformation 

Company Name Scale production 

line 

Capacity Project 

Status 

Changxing Zhongsheng Building 

Material Cement Co. , Ltd 

5000t/d 6000kW completed 

Xinging Jingdingzi Building Material 

Cement Co. , Ltd 

Wutong Building Material Cement 

Co. , Ltd 

2500t/d 

5000t/d 

3000k W 

6000k W 

completed 

completed 

Deqing Zhongxinyuan Cement Co, , 2500t/d 3000k W completed 

Ltd 

Qinglongshan Cement Co. Ltd, 

Henan Tongli Cement Co. , Ltd 

Longyan Chunchi Group 

1200t/d+2500t/d 

2500t/d+5000t/d 

2500t/d 

2x3000kW 

15000kW 

3000k% 

completed 

completed 

Building 

Xingning Ningjiang Builing Material 

Co, Ltd. 

2500t/d Building 

Shanxi Lvliang Yaolong Coking Co, 40t/a 1500kW completed 

Ltd. 

Shanxi jiexiuluxin NX~~mR@Pk~z~8] 

Shanxi linfenwenfeng Coking Co, Ltd, 

100t/a 

50t/a 

24M% 

18MW 

Building 

Building 

' the list of enterprises come from the sob-contractors to undertake the project. 
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Annex 3: Spontaneous promotional activities 

Part of the promotional activities being carried out by their own cetnent 

enterprises include: 

Company Name The scale of the 

production line 

designed 

Capacity Operation 

time 

Zhonglian Julong huaihai Cement 

Co. Ltd. 

5000t/d 9MW power installing 

generation by waste 

heat 

Chongqing jjnjiang Cement Co, Ltd, 2500 t/ 4MW power Designing 

generation by waste 

heat 

Jiangsu Jinshu Cement Co. Ltd. 2500t/ 4M% power Building 

generation by waste 

heat 

Guangdong Zhujiang Cement 

Co. Ltd. 

5000t/d 7. 5MW power Building 

generation by waste 

heat 

Tieling Tiexin Cement Co. Ltd. 2~2500t/d l '8MW power Designing 

generation by waste 

heat 

Zhonglian Nanyang Cement Co. Ltd, 3000t/d+6000t/d 6MW+9MW power Designing 

generation by waste 

heat 

Zhejiang Changshan Tianma Cetnent 2500 t/d 4MW power Designing 

3the list of enterprises come from the sttb-contractors to undertake the project. 
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Co. Ltd. generation by waste 

heat 

Zhejiang Shuangshi Cement Co. Ltd, 2500 t/d 4MW power Designing 

generation by waste 

heat 

Jiamusi Hongji Cement Co. Ltd, 1300t/d+2500t/d 7. 5MW power 

generation by waste 

Designing 

heat 

Guangdong Guangda Cement 2&&5000t/d 

Co. Ltd. 

2&&SMW power 

generation by waste 

Designing 

heat 

Neimenggu Wulan Cement Co, Ltd. 2X2500t/d SMW power Designing 

Zhangjiang Haolong Building l 200t/d 

Material Co. , Ltd 

generation by waste 

heat 

I. SMW 2006. l 

Hainan Sanya Huasheng Tianya 5000t/d 

Cement Co. Ltd. 

2006. 5 

Yibin in Sichuan Shuangma Power 2500t/d 

Energy Limited Power Energy 

Limited 

Gansu Qilian Mountain Cement 2~2200t/d 

Co. Ltd. 

Building 

Building 

Beijing Cement Co, Ltd. 2000t/d+3000t/d 7. 5MW Building 

Shandong Zibo Don ghua Cement 5000t/d 

Co. Ltd. 

6MW Building 

Guangxi Huarun Cement(pin gnan) 5000t/d 7, 51VIW Building 
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1. Implementation Abstract 

This report states the evaluating result of mechanism and feasibility on mechanism 

and Feasibility of Energy EQiciency Voluntary agreement of "Energy Conservation 

and Greenhouse gas emissions in Chinese Township and Village Enterprises — Phase 

II" (hereinafter refers as TVES project) . During writing of this report, PMO has 

provided supervision, Local Policy Implementation Committees {LPIC). 

Demonstration Enterprises and Replication Enterprises have offered great assistance, 

however, the evaluation result is summarized independently by experts, and 

subcontractor is sorely responsible for any possible error and omission in this report. 

VA is an agreement signed between government and organizations or enterprises 

on the basis of voluntary, which aims at energy conservation and reducing 

greenhouses gas emissions. VA helps enterprises change the energy-conservation 

model from administrative management to a social responsibility. Because of 

introduction of VA, we not only find out an energy conservation system which fits 

market economy, thus motivate Chinese Township and villages enterprises start 

energy conservation activities, but also enlighten enterpriser's enthusiasm on energy 

corlservation activities. 

TVES project uses experiences from China and abroad for reference, assisting 

local government and enterprises formulate VA plan according to practical 

conditions of Chinese small and medium enterprises and each individual enterprises. 

Strongly supported by LPICs, local governments have successfully signed VA with 8 

enterprises. And the project entrusted Hong Yuan Company to monitor and evaluate 

the implementation of VA. On the basis, 11 areas {Guangdong Province, Zhejiang 

Province, Liaoning Province, Nanjing City, Xi'an City, Xianyang City, Jinzhong City, 

Linfen City, Southern Tianjin District, Chengdu Shuangliu County, and Dalian 

Jinzhou District) are selected to establish LPICs, to further promote VA to the 

selected demonstration enterprises in those regions. Up to now, 21 enterprises have 

signed VA with local governments, Evaluating exports believe, the first introduction 



and successfully demonstration of TVES project in Chinese small and medium 

enterprises have been an innovation from theory to practice, from demonstrator to 

motivation policy, it has successfully expand the intension and extension of VA. The 

introduction and demonstration of VA in China(including the demonstration in small 

medium enterprises) directly calls for the establishment of National "The Special 

Medium-long Item Program of Energy-saving" and "Top-1000 Enterprises Energy 

Efficiency Program", and largely enrich the content of policies. 

When confirming the implementing effect of TVES project, evaluating exports 

also find a few places which require improvements. The evaluating process is simple; 

the evaluating result is comparatively ambiguous. Even if comparing to other siinilar 

projects, TVES project is strongly supported by the government policy, currently the 

policy is still not efficient in terms of truly motivate enterprises' enthusiasm in energy 

conservation, and the relationship between Recurrent Fund (RCF) and VA should be 

clarified. At last, evaluating experts suggested widely promote the demonstration 

enterprises and project result, to improve influence of the TVES project. 



2. Background 

In year 1998, China issued "Energy conservation act" and put into practice, 

however, because of immaturity and poor feasibility, little observation of law and 

slack law enforcement have become outstanding problems. As the government role 

has changed, the original energy conservation management system is not effective 

any more, and the energy conservation system in the planed economy can no longer 

fulfill the requirement of the current situation, the financing policy support in energy 

conservation technological transformation is insufhcient, effective motivation 

system has not been established. Environment protection brings forward increasing 

demands on energy consumptions, etc. Enterprises face a lot of problems on energy 

conservation, 

Experiences from China and abroad show, energy conservation belong to field of 

market malfunction, where macroeconomic control and monitoring from government 

is highly. necessary. . Under socialist market economy, In order to push and motivate 

the development of energy conservation, Central and local government have to find 

new models of energy management and the mechanisms of operation, so that energy 

conservation could be changed from Compulsory Administrative command to 

non-compulsory policy such as guidance policy or motivation policy, Reviewing the 

development path of energy management from foreign governments, most VA was 

divided into 3 stages: coinpulsory policy, non-compulsory policy, and VA 

(compulsory policy + non-compulsory policy). VA in different countries vary in term 

of names and organizations, however, VA is a voluntary agreement enterprises 

signed with government, undertake to improve energy efficiency, reduce greenhouse 

emissions, and benefit environment, The implementation of VA is evaluated and 

audited by a third party; the evaluating result is open to public. Which not only meet 

the target of energy conservation and environment protection, but also build up a fine 

image of enterprises among public? Now, VA has been widely adopted in developed 



countries such as UK, France, Germany, Holland, Norway, Denmark, U. S. , Canada 

and Japan, etc. and it obvious result, 20/o, total over 1000 enterprises, the coverage 

is 90'/o of the energy consumption. The main inotivating method is information 

broadcast, training, energy, financial support, simplify environmental certification, 

etc, if, government warmed more strict environmental standard will apply. The 

efficiency increased 22. 3/o by 2000, COz emissions reduced 50Mt. Compare to other 

enterprises, emissions reduced by 23'/o. 

Former State economy and trade committee and U. S. Energy Foundation 

Launched" China VA trial project" together, China Energy Conservation Association 

(CECA) helped Shandong provincial government signed VA with Jinan Iron & Steel 

Group Corporation and Laiwu Iron & Steel Group Corporation on April 22, 2003, 

both enterprises promised to save energy consumption of 1 Mtce in 3 years, 0. 145 

Mtce more than the initial target, which marks the first pilot of VA project. One year 

later, both enterprises matched the energy conservation target set in VA, total 

saved-up energy equals to 224, 000 tons of standard coal, meanwhile reduced 4, 022 

tons of SOz, 124, 000 tons of COi emission. The energy conservation ainount equals 

to 122 million RMB to achieve energy efficiency. The initial success of the trial, on 

the one hard, proved the feasibility of VA in China, on the other hand, reflected the 

problems existed from the trial to the real promotion which needs to be solved, such 

as index system, government policy, etc. What's more, the project will aim at large 

enterprises in application. 

Chinese Township and Village Enterprises have already become the leading 

power in the development of Chinese countryside economy, but the coinmon 

out-of-date technology and equipment, low manageinent level caused great waste of 

energy, which restricts Chinese Township and Village Enterprises froin sustainable 

developinent, Compared to State-Owned large and medium enterprises, Township 

and Village enterprises feature the Characteristics of small scale, large variations, 

insufficient capital, and low technical content. Generally speaking, the energy and 



material consumption of Chinese Township and Village Enterprises per product unit 

is larger than State-owned enterprises. Their average production techniques are on 

the level of the 1950's, most production equipments are discarded ones &om 

State-owned medium and large enterprises, which are not in good condition. The 

awareness of energy conservation and environmental protection among management 

level and technical personals are backward, insufficient, or almost blank, further 

promotion and training are required. Therefore, Chinese Township and Village 

Enterprises have larger potential of increasing efBciency of energy consumption. 

Chinese Township and Village Enterprises features the characteristics of 

large quantity, scattered, sinall scale, etc. The quantity of Chinese Township and 

Village Enterprises is large, while the po~er of energy conservation management is 

weak, it's difficult to accurate statistics, scientific management, monitoring and 

evaluating. So the promotion of VA in Chinese Township and Village Enterprises has 

more common and realistic meanings. VA, as a non-compulsory. policy tool, places 

both parties at equal position, and increases enterprises' Enthusiasm and motivation of 

, energy conservation and environment protection, Enterprises can get the profit 

brought by energy saving and favorable policies from government, while government 

and-public can enjoy the benefit of environment. Meanwhile the government realized 

a functional change and tries to explore a suitable energy conservation management 

system in market economy environment, guiding Chinese Township and Village 

Enterprises to start energy conservation and environment protection activities 

vohmtarily. Therefore, TVES project decided to begin with introduction of VA in 

Chinese Township and Village Enterprises, to trial and do further promotion. 



3. Overview of VA promotion in TVKS projects 

3. 1. VA trial in demonstration enterprises 

In order to realize energy efficiency technological transformation and reform of 

monitoring system in Chinese Township and Village Enterprises to fulfill requirement 

&om market economy. TVES project decided to introduce VA, the first launching 4 

demonstration enterprises are as follows 

, 
— Lu Feng Cement Co. Ltd in Tieshan district, Huangshi city, Hubei 

Province. 

— Yong Xing Shale Brick Co, Ltd, in Xinjin County of Sichuan Province. 

— Mo Ling Foundry Co. In Jiangning county of Jiangsu Province 

— Canal Casting Co. Ltd in Dalian city ofl, iaoning Province 

After studying the process of signing VA from China and abroad, according to 

— the characteristics of Chinese Township and Village Enterprises, TVES project set up 

energy conservation target according to the evaluation of energy conservation 

potential of the demonstration enterprises, assisting LPIC of the demonstration 

enterprises formulated favorable policy, motivation and penalty, designed VA suitable 

for Chinese Township and Village Enterprises, helped the above 4 enterprises signed 

VA with local government, at the same time formulated "Supervision and Evaluation 

system plan" Though analysis and summary of the initiate, contents, models, working 

process, results, conclusions and function characteristics o f VA, another 4 

demonstration enterprises signed VA with local governments, including: 

- Air Brick Factory in Liu Village, Baqiao District of Xi'an City; 

- Shen River Cement Co, Ltd in Tong Village of Zhejiang Province; 

- Yingde Cement Co. Ltd in Guangdong Province; 

- Xingao coking company in Shanxi Province 

3. 2. Monitoring and Evaluation of VA implementation 



Hong Yuan Company is entrusted by TVES project to monitor and evaluate the 

implementation status of VA, they organized demonstration enterprises to fill in "the 

Annual Monitoring Report of energy efficiency", and Hong Yuan Company's experts 

evaluated the detailed implementation status of VA, finalized a result and informed 

PIC, LPIC and demonstration enterprises by written report. Through evaluation 

process, technical experts learned the situation of VA implementation, monitored and 

evaluated the result of VA implementation in enterprises. According to the suggestions 

of evaluation, the demonstration enterprises made effective modification during 

project implementation to fulfill the energy conservation target. 

3. 3. Implementation af VA in promotion enterprises 

, Based on the. above. pilots, TVES projects decided to evermore promote VA in 

Chinese Township and Village Enterprises. Through material collection, Referring to 

the investigation result of the related industries, carefully study the energy 

conservation characteristic in cement, casting, brick and coking industries, also on the 

basis of monitoring and evaluation, TVES project drafted "VA Template" for the 4 

industries, state the right and obligations, responsibility and aim of Government and 

Enterprises in improving energy efficiency and reducing CQ2 emission. What's more, 

TVES project selected 11 areas to establish LPIC, C'Guangdong Province, Zhejiang 

Province, Liaoning Province, Nanjing City, Xi'an City, Xianyang City, Jinzhong City, 

Linfen City, Southern Tianjin Area, Chengdu Shuangliu County, and Dalian Jinzhou 

area), to fiuther promote VA to the selected demonstration enterprises in these regions. 

Up to now, 21 enterprises have signed VA with local government. 



4. Evaluation of IVES project implementation effect 

VA 

TVES project uses experiences from China and abroad for reference, assisting 

local government and enterprises to formulate VA plan according to practical situation 

of Chinese small and medium enterprises and each unique enterprises. TVE project 

has successfully finished the trial, and signed VA with a total of 8 demonstration 

enterprises and 21 promotion enterprises. By now, the technological transformation 

has been done. According to the tracking and evaluation of VA implementation status, 

evaluating experts believe the VA is feasible and down to earth, the project has saved 

up 81, 000 tce, and reduced 203, 000 tons of CO2 (refer to "Final evaluating report of 

energy efficiency technology implementation". TVES project introduced VA to China 

small and medium enterprises for the first time largely enhance the energy efficiency 

in Chinese Village and Township Enterprises, and accumulated rich experiences for 

— — VA promotion. 

4. 1. Improve energy efficiency of Chinese Township and 

Village Enterprises 

4. 1. 1. Improvement on the energy conservation consciousness 

At the beginning of this project, some local government officials, manageinent 

level and technical personals from enterprises not only learned VA for the first time, 

but also operated in international project for the first time. Because of the practical 

reasons such as insufficient economic development, short of information, etc, their 

consciousness of energy conservation is weak. Besides, lack of management level 

technical personals that's familiar with energy conservation also becomes an 

important factor which affects Chinese Village and Township Enterprises from 

carrying out energy conservation activities. Many technical personals are used to 



work with the traditional techniques, and do not want to learn new techniques and 

methods, which blocks Chinese Village and Township Enterprises from technological 

transformation of energy conservation. 

As the project progressed, UNIDO, PMO, PIC. CTA and distributors entrusted 

government officials and experts to provide training to the local government officials, 

management level and technical personals from enterprises frequently, made a great 

effort to communicate with demonstration enterprises and promotion enterprises to 

make them realize the importance of energy conservation and environmental 

protection. 

4. 1. 2. Improvement of technology 

In fact, technical improvement is the most direct and effective method to 

improve energy efficiency ratio of Chinese Village and Township Enterprises. VA also 

includes energy conservation plan, only by improvement of technology, the energy 

conservation target can be met. 

4. 1. 3. More support from Central and local government 

. In. , recent years, . although State. Government places more and more emphasis on 

the development of Chinese Village and Township Enterprises, and issued laws and 

regulation for them, but the support to Chinese Village and Township Enterprises is 

not sufficient. By implementation of TVES project, local and state government placed 

more concern on Chinese Village and Township Enterprises, accurately and clearly 

understand the policy requirement and the contribution made by Chinese Village and 

Township Enterprises in order to realize the target of energy conservation. In future 

formulating of related policies, government wiH concern more about the development 

of Chinese Village and Township Enterprises. 

4. 2. DemOnStratiOn effeCt Of VA intrOduCtiOn 

VA study was started in l999; the first VA was signed in April, 2003. UA was 

promoted in some provinces and industries, but not much progress has been made. 



TVES project is the only complete and successfully implemented project; 

undoubtedly it will play a very good demonstrating role in introduction of VA in 

China 

4. 2. 1. The innovation of government management system 

"I. PIC" is a specialized organization participated by functional organizations of 

the government, form up by local government department and financial institutions. 

Mainly help the Chinese Township and Village Enterprises overcome the policy 

obstacles of energy conservation. By formulating "action plan" and signing VA with 

enterprises, effectively promote enterprises to start working on energy conservation 

and reducing emissions. 

Evaluating experts believe, The establishment of LPIC is a beneficial effort, it 

restructured and optiinized government functions, utilized the functioning advantages 

in different organization, strengthened government law enforcement, improved policy 

environment to fulfill requirement from market economy, adjusted energy efficiency 

policy and measures in local government to adapt market economy, applied 

motivation methods to improve the self-discipline of local Township and Village 

Enterprises so that laws and technical standards of the energy efficiency and 

environmental protection could be implemented voluntarily. Despite the existing 

problems of orientation and continuous development, LPIC expands and strengthens 

the government functions of organizing and coordinating, introduced a new direction 

for VA, thus undutiful create a new system of government management. 

4. 2. 2. Innovation of financing channel 

TVES project prepared recurrent fimd (RCF) as a system to remove the obstacles 

of financing for Township and Village Enterprises, In order to buildup the RCF, GEF 

funded USD1, 000, 000, China Ministry of Agriculture funded USD1, 000, 000, and 

Agriculture Bank of China funded USD2, 000, 000. Hong Yuan Company is selected 

to take care of the fund from GEF, and two demonstration enterprises have already 

obtained loans. Evaluating export believe, The concurrent fund makes up the 



financial difHculties when introducing VA, so that small and medium enterprises 

who join VA can acquire solid financial support, and realized financial income. 

Through innovation on Gnancing channel, the room of decision-making has been 

expanded, so that local government can play more important role in VA promotion. 

Establishment of RCF provided new solution for motivation policy of VA. 

Backed up by the fund, talking about is motivation policy of VA is no longer like an 

armchair strategist. The ultimate intention of enterprises asking for government policy 

is financial benefit, however, China's taxing and financial system at present can not 

support VA with new policy. The existing policy has little force and limited, and can 

not fully motivated enterprises to join VA. The use of RCF is flexible, the application 

procedure is comparatively simple, enterprises can received true benefit from it. 

4. 2. 3. Improve relationship bebveeii Small and Medium Knterprises and local 

government 

Through on the spot visits and investigations, evaluation experts find out the 

. small'and medium enterprises in-demonstration region have changed &om -little 

knowledge of energy conservation to actively conserving energy, trying every 

possible method to start energy conservation projects, making contribution to reach 

local energy conservation target. Local governments attach more attention to energy 

conservation, and help enterprises solve technical and financial difficulties, the 

relationship of medium and small enterprises and local governments are strengthened. 

It's one of the outstanding achievements of VA to improve relation between 

government and enterprises; TVES project has already proved it. 

4. 2. 4. Motivation policy and local government function 

With advantageous system of LPIC, motivation policies of VA in TVES project 

are mainly provided by local government, main motivation policies include income 

tax reduction, local financing aid, favorable loan policy, honor, certificate and 

information notice, etc. Which shows, local government has more policy flexibility 



and stronger policy enforcement power, but local government also has the 

disadvantages of closely following central government policies and having little room 

of decision making. Besides, TVES project promote local government to carry out 

state policies, and increase the conductivity of local government to carry out state 

policy of energy conservation. 

4. 2. 5. Promote VA system through technology promotion 

Coinpare with the system, promotion of technology is much easier. The designer 

of TVES project finds out, and skillfully promotes the VA system by way of 

promoting technologies. TVES project promoted VA system when promoting 

technological transformation of energy conservation in the promotion enterprises. 

Enterprises in the active application of energy efficiency technologies, recognize the 

significance of energy conservation and reducing emissions, and voluntarily joined 

VA. 

4. 2. 6. VA with third party participation 

As PTPMC — Hong Yuan Company played the third party role from the start of 

TVES project, TVES project is a VA project with participation of third party, Though 

all VA ploit projects in China wished to learn from international experience, to 

introduce the third party in the beginning. But until now, the third party hasn't been 

included. The trial project in Shandong was only joined by government and 

enterprises. In TVES project, although Hong Yuan Company didn't sign on the VA 

agreement, it played the third party role by participating in the monitoring and 

evaluation of VA implementation, adjusting energy-saving target, formulating energy 

conservation plan, etc. It's a beneficial experiment of introducing and promoting third 

party in VA. 

4. 3. Indirect influence to state policy establishment 

4. 3, 1. Indirect influence to VA related State Policies 

"The Special Medium-long Item Program of Energy-saving" mentioned 
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"promote new energy conservation system based on marketing system", and for the 

first time clearly stated "Promote VA, is to encourage enterprises and industry 

associations signing VA with government". In April 2006, five ministries and 

commissions announced implementation plan of "Top-1000 Enterprises Energy 

Efficiency Program". Although the Top-1000 program is a compulsory program 

which can not be called VA, but a lot of contents in the program are closely related to 

VA, for example, energy audit, energy efficiency plan, etc. Considering the relativity 

and the participation of some VA experts, the introduction and trial of VA directly 

called for the establishment of the above two policies. And to a large extent, TVES 

project influenced content of the policies. 

4. 3. 2. Indirect influence to development policies of Chinese Township and 

Village Enterprises 

TVES project selected caking, cement, casting and brick industries to initiate 

trial, China Township and Village enterprises in the above 4 industries feature large 

quantity, scattered and fast development, their influence grows fast in the respective 

industries. However, state policies are established mostly based on requirements from 

large and medium enterprises, requirements from China Township and Village 

enterprises. are seldom considered, which restrict the industries from development. 

The successfid implementation of TVES project proved the influence of China 

Township and Village enterprises can not be ignored in the industry development. In 

future, China Township and Village enterprises will be attended in the state policy 

formulation 

4. 3. 3. Indirect influence to state technical policy of energy conservation 

China government concerns about development of energy efficiency technology 

very much, and promotes development of energy efficiency technology by way of 

policies, such as establishment of regulation and standards to encourage new 

technologies development, issuing "Energy efficiency technologies and product 

catalogue", "catalogue of discarded products". TVES project has successfully 
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demonstrate some advanced technologies and acquired state approval, Such as 

successfully implementation of "China new model hy cement product line first 5 

degree demonstration project" . etc. 
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5. The promotion of VA by TVKS project 

TVES project is the one of the earliest implemented VA projects in China. 

According to the project target and working content, a series of activities were 

designed to promote energy eKciency and emission reduction of China Township and 

Village enterprises. From theory to practice, Born participating parties to motivation 

policy, TVES project innovation, and successfully expand the intension and extension 

of VA in China. The successful implementation will promote the introduction and 

promotion of VA. 

5. 1. Explore VA implementation plan in medium and small 

enterprises 

5. 1. 1. Necessity 

From international experience, in-terms. of- implementation effect-of — VA —, large 

enterprises are better than medium and small enterprises. However, . according to, the 

practical situation in China, implementation of UA in small k, medium enterprises are 

highly necessary, evaluating export believe it can be explained in the following two 

aspects: 

(I) Most of the foreign enterprises are private, The main differences between 

large and small enterprises are operation scale and management level. Therefore, refer 

to international experiences; we could be believed the implementation effect of VA in 

private enterprises of large energy consumption is better than private enterprises of 

small energy constunption. But most large enterprises in China are state-owned 

enterprises, while medium and small enterprises are private, and substantial 

differences exist between the two, Considering VA is a policy model based on market 

system. It's highly necessary and valuable to promote VA in China Small and Medium 

Enterprises, 
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(2) China economy is on the stage of taking off, development of Village and 

Township Enterprises become the main drive to China social economy changing from 

planed economy to market driven economy. Currently, China Village and Township 

Enterprises have already played an important role in local area economy in China. 

Besides, even if the scale of small and medium enterprises is not large, it have an 

advantage in quantity, therefore, the total energy consumption is quite specula, 

According to the statistics, the total energy consumption of China Village and 

Township Industry takes up S0% of the national industries in total. However, 

generally speaking, the technology and management level of these enterprises are low, 

therefore, the energy efficiency has good potential of growth. 

By exploring and implementing VA in Medium and Small Enterprises, helping 

Village and Township Enterprises overcome the difficulties of technology, market, 

pohcy, finance, and the inside aspects during the process of applying high efficiency 

energy conservation technologies. Improve the market compatibility, and finally 

reduce emission of CO2, is an important path of healthy and continuous development 

of Township and Village Enterprises, and Chinese industry. 

Besides, the study of VA in China is still in the beginning stage, it's highly 

necessary to try different implementation methods and approaches in a short time to 

accumulate experiences. Therefore, it's a necessary and useful experiment to 

implementer VA in medium and small enterprises. 

5. 1. 2. Implementation plan of Medium and Small Enterprises 

A number of VA projects have been started in China, for example, "China VA 

trial -Shandong Iron and Steel industry" sponsored by US energy foundation and 

implemented by CECA, "clean electric power enterprises voluntary campaign of 

reducing emissions" by WWF, "Feasibility study project of VA implementation in 

China iron and steel industry. " 
by China iron and steel association, "Energy 

conservation and emissions reduction agreement research project" by environment 

college of Beijing University, etc. In order to implement VA system in the 
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demonstration enterprises successfully, TUES projects paid attention to VA 

development in China and abroad during the complete implementation process, kept 

close contacts with other VA research projects, well considered the characteristics of 

Small and Medium Enterprises, worked out an implementation plan with good 

feasibility and unique characteristics, The implementation plan can be divided into 6 

steps: 

(1) Evaluation of energy conservation potential of demonstration enterprises. 

The evaluation first compares the energy efficiency of the actual production 

techniques in demonstration enterprises and advanced domestic enterprises, and 

calculates the energy efficiency potential. The potential evaluation report also indudes 

related information such as energy eKciency technology planed to apply, etc. to make 

preparation to setup target in the next steps. 

(2) Formulate favorable policy. Taking advantages from PIC and LPlC, 

formulate favorable policies and motivation methods, help demonstration enterprises 

to realize energy conservation-target, — Favorab1e policies includes local financing aid, 

technological transformation loan, . to encourage development of equipments in 

cleaning product catalogues, enterprises start. energy audit and listed training and 

related costs to the total operation cost, listed technological research and development 

cost to enterprises management cost, honor and public promotion, etc. 

(3) Enterprises set up target for energy efficiency improvement. AAer 

self-evaluation and confirmation of favorable policies, demonstration enterprises set 

up energy efficiency target and time limit. According to demonstration enterprises' 

own characteristics, through analysis of energy efficiency potential in different 

working procedures, status of equipments, technology and financing capacity, etc, set 

up a challenging yet feasible energy efficiency target. Because of simple production 

techniques and unified product line of Township and Village enterprises, the 

technological transformation plans are limited, therefore, energy ef5ciency target is 

divided into technological transformation target and project target, the design of the 
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two targets are helpful to effective monitor and evaluate the project. Besides, set the 

project time limit to as long as 5 years, because a long time target can help enterprises 

implement the energy efficiency plan better, and avoid short term action. 

(4) VA agreement drafted for Township and Village Enterprises. According to 

the characteristics of VA itself, the development status of Chinese Township and 

Village Enterprises, status of local government and the practical situation of 

demonstration enterprises, VA agreement were wafted for Township and Village 

Enterprises. The agreement clearly states the right and obligations, execution period, 

time limit and energy conservation targets, demonstration enterprises adopt energy 

efficiency measures, local government provides favorable policy, monitoring and 

evaluation methods and measures, modification of agreement target and termination 

of the agreement, etc. 

(5) Signing VA, LPIC on behalf of government, aAer evaluating the feasibility 

of enterprises energy efficiency target, and if policy and regulation, sign VA with 

demonstration enterprises 

(6) Formulate VA monitoring and evaluation plan. Considering the demonstration 

enterprises belong to different industries and locate in different areas of different 

development levels. The implementation plan includes inonitoring and evaluation 

plan for the UA experts hired by the project, self monitoring by demonstration 

enterprises, previous year monitoring report submission(including, enterprises annual 

energy efficiency survey, energy efficiency index, energy efficiency ratio, etc. ) rnid 

-term and final evaluation would be done by PIC and PTPMC as VA monitoring and 

evaluation organizations. The evaluation results can be divided into 3 grades: good, 

average and poor. 

5. 2. Function of LPK. " 

On the aspect of promoting VA in China, establishment of LPIC in TVES project 

is enlightening effort. LPIC made great contributions to monitoring, financing, policy 



enforcement of the demonstration projects, the selection and recommendation of 

promotion enterprises, and greatly promote the implementation of the project. 

5. 2. 1. Innovation of organization structure 

Evaluation export believes LPIC is an innovation of organization structure, 

created a new idea for the research of China VA system. According to international 

experiences, normally UA implementation is done by one government department or a 

third party, not a newly established combined organization. VA is a system which 

required coordination and cooperation from different government departments for 

implementation. According to the management system in China, it's difficult to 

coordinate between different departments. Therefore, in this project, in order to solve 

the difficulties of policy, technology, market and financing, LPIC is established by 

different departments of local government of the demonstration enterprises and 

promotion enterprises, to play important roles in the project. 

(1) Help demonstration enterprises and promotion enterprises with 

technological transformation of energy conservation and emissions reduction, 

promote VA system, formulated and execute &e motivation policy of energy 

efficiency, 

(2) Explore new financing channel 

(3) Assist selecting demonstration enterprises and promotion enterprises 

(4) Promote the establishment of industry self-discipline association. 

(5) Formu/ate promotion plan, instruct Village aiid Township Enterprises in 

related industries to implement energy efficiency and technological transformation 

plan. 

Establish specialized coordinating organization by related functional 

organizations, by way of utilizing the functions and advantages of different 

organizations, overcome policy obstacles, to promote VA system, is feasible and 

necessary, The background of LPIC decided its work content have natural connections 
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with government functions, and developed to a combined organization by government, 

industry and financing department. LPIC provides communication and problem 

solving platform for all parties of VA, which becomes the best media for VA. Of 

course, the above not only aim at VA, but also aim at financing, technology promotion 

and policy enforcement, etc. the more power LPIC has, The more it will do in 

implementation of VA. 

5. 2. 2. The complete course of VA with LPIC participation 

(1) Participate in setting up of enterprises energy efficiency target, Setting up 

target according to enterprises energy efficiency potential and through negotiation is 

an important step in the process of reaching VA by government and enterprises. 

Because conditions of each Village and Township Enterprises are different, a lot of 

differences exist in development status, production techniques, product types, eilergy 

con and influence to environment. The government knowledge of Village and 

Township enterprises may differ; as a result the targets set up for enterprises might be 

too high or too low. LPIC can help enterprises deliver information to government, and 

deliver government feedback to enterprises. So that when Village and Township 

Enterprises discuss energy conservation target with local government, LPIC plays a 

role of coordination, and promote the two parties to reach an agreement, 

(2) Participate in the draft of VA. LPIC participate in the complete process from 

draft of VA to the final signing of VA. The agreement is drafted for medium and small 

enterprises, energy conservation target and favorable policy reward if the target is met 

are clearly written in the agreeinent. LPIC in different regions also promote "Draft of 

VA" for different industries. 

(3) Participate in establishment of energy efficiency plan. AAer signing of 

agreement, enterprises should establish energy saving plan ASAP, list down the 

energy conservation methods to be adopt in order to reach the target. LPIC is familiar 

with the production status, technology level, energy conservation potential and 

financing capacity of the local demonstration enterprises, At the same time, LPIC has 
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thorough understanding about the project and VA system. Therefore, LPIC can help 

enterprises establish energy efficiency plan according to practical condition and 

meanwhile fulfill the VA requirement. 

{4) Participate in evaluation of UA. LPIC evaluates UA implementation 

together with the third party. The evaluation result &om the third party should be 

reported to LPIC in written form; therefore, LPIC can be fuHy in control of the 

enterprises implementation status. 

5. 2. 3. LPIC plays an important role in policy establishment and enforcement 

Because LPIC is made up of medium and small enterprises management, energy 

conservation, environmental protection and financing departments, it has special 

functions of policy coordination and enforcement. 

{I) be the" legs" of government. First, local LPIC keeps close contacts with 

demonstration enterprises and promotion enterprises, and fully understand 

development conditions, characteristics and problems of local industries, so LPIC can 

provides reasonable suggestions for policy establishment. For example, LPIC in Shan 

Xi. province well knows the-effects of "clean:model"-hot recycle coking technology 

adopted by demonstrated enterprises on reducing emissions, and suggested provincial 

government to establish policy to promote clean model hot" recycle coking technology 

which was approved by government. Secondly, LPIC plays an important role in policy 

enforcement, For example, LPIC of Chendu Shuangliu county actively cooperate with 

Chendu government and adopt ineasures to make clay and brick enterprises realized 

simultaneous running of pause and shut down, LPIC of Shandong Yingde worked 

closely with government cement development plan, organize purchasing meeting of 

coal, and invited large and medium coal enterprises to meet face to face with 

custoiners in Yingde area, Thirdly, LPIC normally make up of multiple departments in 

charge and industry associations in one region, which is easy to make for combined 

action to against vicious competition. Which undoubtedly build a good foundation for 

VA promotion? 
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(2) Be the "mouth" of enterprises. After completion of the project, LPIC 

energetically promote the result and benefit of enterprises made in the technological 

transformation, help enterprises put the favorable policies into effect, remove the 

various concerns of enterprises, and ensure enterprises can receive support from 

local government in technological transformation. 

5. 2. 4. Promote interlocal conimunication 

In the project, all LPICs are reported to PIC, LPICs often conduct training 

together, so that they can have common understanding of TVES project. On the basis, 

LPICs communicate with each other &equently to seek mutual development, which 

not only improve work efficiency, but also save up cost. For example, at LPIC 

training class, Huangshi Tieshang area of Hubei province introduced the example of 

Lufeng cement cooperation Ltd who enjoyed value-added tax reduction according to 

regulation from Ministry of Finance and State Administration of Taxation. LPIC of 

Tong County was enlightened by the example, and submitted a report to local 

governinent, and local government promised to strictly follow the regulation in futiu. e. 

Through the information communication platform built up by local LPICs, the 

policy and technology in different areas develop together'. LPIC in Jiangning area 

Nanjing City use the advantages of interconnection among governments in different 

regions, organized trip to casting industry in Dalian and other places, and help 

demonstration enterprises modify system, introduce new technologies. Some LPICs 

even actively build up platform to help enterprises expand market, through coordinate 

material production area and potential market, 

5. 2. 5. Help enterprises obtain information 

When adopt energy efficiency technologies, enterprises often face difficulties in 

acquiring technical information and forecasting the effect of technologies, etc, LPICs 

have advantage in helping enterprises solve technical difficulties, realizing energy 

efficiency and reducing emissions. When LPIC acknowledges the difficulties of 

enterprises, it will help enterprises acquire the technical information by way of 
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organizing activities such as visit and inspection, technical training, and technical 

conference, etc, and build a solid foundation for the application of energy efficiency 

technologies. 

LPIC of Chendu Shuangliu County and Xi'an city organized local enterprises to 

visit demonstration enterprises, LPIC of Tianjin Southern District, Dalian Jinzhou 

District, Shanxi Linfen City organized technical trainings, also provide technical 

development trends in China and abroad, so that enterprises can benefit from it. 

5. 2. 6. Help enterprises solve financial difficulties 

Because technological transformation of energy efficiency requires 

comparatively large initi8 investment, and the possible risks, it's difficult to apply 

loan from banks, so enterprises are cautious to invest. In the process of technological 

transformation, LPIC help enterprises enforce various favorable policies, seek 

financing support, and ensure the successful implementation of technological 

transformation. 

LPIC of Chengdu Xinjin Country signed a cooperation agreement with China 

Develop Bank Xichuan branch, offering a-loan of 50;000;000 RMB to small and 

medium enterprises, by recommendation from Chen gdu financing bureau, 

Demonstration enterprise Yongxin. shale 'brick and clay factory in Sichuan Xinjin 

County is selected as a trial of financing in Small and Medium Enterprises, offering a 

loan of RMB500, 000 to support the demonstration enterprises with technological 

transformation. AAer demonstration enterprises finish technological transformation, 

LPIC in Dalian Jinzhou District help enterprises apply financing support from 

government of Jinzhou District. In order to fulfill requirements from demonstration 

enterprises, Tianjin Southern District offers multiple favorable policies such as 

favorable loan interest, reduction of import value-added tax and duty tax, etc. 

5. 3. Design motivation policy of VA 

VA is a promise enterprises made to government, while government rewarded 
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enterprises with motivation policies. The effect of VA larges depends on motivation 

policy of government. Motivation policy (such as information broadcast, government 

honor and public recognition, audit and evaluation, tax reduction and regulation, and 

financing motivation, etc. ) is crucial for motivating enterprises to participate and 

implement VA. 

Foreign government normally uses combination of motivation and penalty 

policies to encourage industry eiiterprises to sign VA. It's helpful for enterprises to 

match target through motivation policies such as audit, evaluation, monitoring, 

information broadcast and financing motivation, however, successfully VA projects 

normally include tax reduction and reduce obligation from environmental repdation, 

etc, 

As carbon tax and energy tax haven't been applied in China, and no regulations 

with strong sanction on environment and energy resources can be applied in VA. It' s 

impossible to apply penalty measures, so we could only use available policies to 

motivate enterprises who signed VA. 

Motivation policies in TVES project have good maneuverability. Motivation 

policies include: 

Government apply quicken up depreciation of the equipments in cleaning 

product catalogues, honor and public promotion. 

Deinonstration enterprises list down the cost of energy audit and traiiung 

into enterprises operation cost. 

Demonstration enterprises increase the proportion of technological research 

and development cost of energy efficiency, and list down into enterprises 

management cost, 

Through guaranty system of small and medium enterprises, government 

helps deinonstration enterprises solve financing difficulties, apply loan from 

concurrent fund by recoinmendation of State policy supervision committee 

and invest into energy efficiency technological transformation project. 
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6. Conclusions and Suggestions 

6. 1. Conclusions 

After evaluating 350 voluntary activities and projects, IEA' find out from 

experiences, as long as accurately design and voluntarily implement the plan, the 

target can be met without inuch difficulty, sometimes the final result even go beyond 

the initial target. Besides, via voluntary activity, economy and environmental targets 

fall together. 

TVES project is an accurately designed and successfully implemented VA project. 

It not only realized the energy conservation and emissions reduction target set forth in 

the agreement, but also is a profound influence to development and research of VA in 

China. The project made effective innovation and achieved remarkable results. 

Overall plan was formulated at the beginning of the project, First of all, list down 

related organizations, including establislunent of LPIC, unity of production and 

technology, RCF, etc, After that, on technical aspect, provide technical consultation 

and services for Township and Village enterprises, make them benefit from VA. 

Finally put favorable policies into effect, so that demonstration enterprises of VA can 

enjoy favorable policy from local government. 

In 2004, when VA trial project in Shandong province achieved periodical success, 

Problems policy makers facing was how to enlarge the trial area, and discuss how to 

"localize" the VA system. Undoubtedly, in the aspects above, TVES project has 

provided a lot of valuable experience for the decision makers, 

Of course, the effect of system innovation could only be told by time, Evaluation 

expert believe, for TVES project, the next research topic is how to clarify relationship 

between different innovative features, combine the innovative features together, to 

avoid counteract. 

I 
IEA, I 997, Voluntary action of reducing COt ernissions. Paris: OECD/IEA. 
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6. 2. Suggestions 

When approving the implementation result of TVES project, evaluating expert 

also find out a few places that require improvement. 

6. 2. 1. Monitoring and Evaluation 

TVES project sets up monitoring and evaluating plan for VA, but the evaluation 

is not systematic and thorough enough, the evaluation process is comparatively simple, 

and the result is comparatively ambiguous. Evaluation of VA should be given more 

attention, chasing down the good deeds and wrong deeds according to enterprises' 

self-evaluation report, so that more reasonable and feasible suggestions can be drawn 

as working guidance for the next year. The examination of energy efficiency plan 

should consider the problems of continuity and intercross, etc, and make sure 

demonstration enterprises can realize the energy efficiency target according to the 

plan. Another very important evaluating content is to adjust the next year target . 

according the enterprises implementation status. 

. The evaluation report should "be:open to . enterprises who signed VA, and 

available to related government departments, social organizations and associations 

-who are concerned about energy conservation and environmental protection. This is 

a very good method to monitor the implementation status of the project, 

6. 2. 2. About LPIC 

When establishing LPICs in 11 promotion areas, it's preferred to establish LPIC 

sat provincial and city level (3 provincial LPICs, and 5 city level LPIC). The attempt 

help improve the influence of LPIC and the project, and beneficial to development of 

the project 

The model of building up LPIC can not be unified; we should try to include all 

the organizations that would be influential to implementation of the project. 

The background of LPIC establishment is closely related to the political system 

and organization setup in China. LPIC is born because of the drawback in government 
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system, and in coordination of policy enforcement. In future, along with reformation 

of government system, the transformation of LPIC function or dismiss of LPIC should 

be discussed later 

6. 2. 3. Pohcy Strength 

Under current economic condition in China, the primary motive of enterprises is 

economic profit, Currently, the strength of both economic motivation and penalty is 

not shong enough, which causes little enthusiasm from enterprises who wish to 

save-up energy, and little action from enterprises who do not wish to save-up energy. 

Under the circumstances, though the policy strength is remarkable compared to other 

projects of the same kind, however in order to truly motivate the enthusiasm of 

enterprises to save up energy, the currently policies are not sufficient. Besides, we 

should combine the evaluation result with motivation policy, to motivate enterprises 

join VA. 

6. 2. 4. Use of Recurrent Fund (RCF) 

Introduction of RCF in the project has primarily solved the difficulties in 

financing, the next step is to clarify the relationship of RCF and VA, and for example, 

enterprises who signed VA can use the fund to pay for a part of audit cost, A fixed 

amount would be taken out from the fund to encourage enterprises who over fulfill 

energy efficiency target, Projects listed in VA energy efficiency plan can enjoy priority 

applying loan, make the RCF can play more important role in the implementation of 

VA in futiue, 

6. 2. 5. Promotion 

Only by promotion, TVES project can be known as a remarkable and effective 

VA projects by enterprises, government, trade associations, etc. . . Promotion helps 

spread experiences of the project, and call for more people to support VA development. 

So we should promote the demonstration enterprises and project result, make sure the 

project can have maximum influence, 
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Case(1) — Hollow Brick Plant in Liu Village of Xi'an 

In order to assist TVEs in the fields of cement, foundry, brick and coke to clear 

the obstacles of technologies, marketing, policies, financing and internal systems of 

enterprises when the high efficient and energy conservation technology were adopted, 

to enhance the competitiveness of TVEs in digesting energy conservation and 

pollution reduction technologies through market and therefore realize the reduction of 

CO2 emissions, GEF raised money to support "Energy Conservation and GHG 

Emission Reduction in Chinese TVEs" project (hereafter as TVEs project). The aim of 

which is to reduce GHG emissions through introducing and adopting EE technologies 

in the fields of brick, cement, foundry and coke. The project will clear the inain 

blocks of inarketing, policies and financing in production, sale and adopting EE 

technologies as well as applying products within the four industries. This project 

adopted comprehensive, innovative and market transformation ways with great goals 

to promote TVEs energy conservation implementation. This case is to analysis hollow 

. brick. plant, in Liu village. of Xi', an, which is one of the nine pilot enterprises chosen by 

TVEs project. 

1. Brief Introduction of Plant 

The hollow brick plant lies in the south of Liu village, the suburb of Xi'an, 

Shaanxi province. This plant was established of collective ownership inl 962 and was 

restructured to private enterprise in 1994. The plant which covers over 190 mu area 

has the fixed assets of over 5 million RMB and 256 employees. The plant uses local 

clay and coal ash as main materials to produce 50 million pieces of standard bricks 

and has become the largest brick plant in Xi'an, Most of the customers come from 

Xi'an. 

The plant carried out technological improvement for energy conservation in 

March, 2005 after it was chosen as pilot enterprise of "Energy Conservation and GHG 

Emission Reduction in Chinese TVEs" project, and finished the construction in the 



middle of June, 2005, The investment of this project was 2. 434 million US dollars 

(301584. 00 RMB), including US dollars by GEF to compile the feasibility report, buy, 

install and adjust equipments of energy conservation, and training employees. 

2. Technological Improvement Measures and Energy 

Efficient Management 

In order to improve the quality and energy efficient of products, the plant carried 

out several energy conservation measures, such as updating the equipment, remedying 

and renewing circular kiln, improving production techniques, and thus promoting the 

overall level of product line. 

— Raw materials treatment: raw materials should be stored for over half a year to 

be air slaked completely, and then be put into production; through this way, the 

plasticity of raw materials is enhanced and the performance of the materials is 

improved; furthermore, two more load banks were used to exploit and transport the 

raw materials so that to decrease the intensity of labor while increase the production 

efficient, 

— Raw materials crushing: two staged crushing measure was adopted and one 

more smashing roller rnachine was used to make raw materials more fine so as to 

improve the quality of product; a double shaft milling machine was renewed to 

enhance the uniformity and stability of the mixture of raw materials and water, 

— Molding: the former 40/50 extruder auger was washed out and a JZK50/50-30 

screw auger of vacuum extruder was introduced in order to get better extrusion result 

with the extrusion pressure increased and rate of qualified products was improved 

from the former 80/0 to 90'fo now. The abrasive tool for brick machine was updated, 

wear resistant ceramic materials were put into use, holes arrangement has changed to 

make them more suitable for the modules in building and increase the hole rate of 

fired perforated bricks (rectangular hole) from 26'/0 to 33'/0. Former clay column 

cutter machine was replaced by vertical cutter so that clay column rate can be 

improved from 88'lo -90'lo to over 98'/o and the power consumption can be decreased 



over 8'/o, the immediate incremental capacity and power saving compensation 

condenser was added to improve and sustain the power factor at over 0. 95 so as to 

conserve electricity with reduction of power consumption. — Firing: improve the drainage system of green bricks field, reduce the loss of 

green bricks resulting from the rainy season or immediate severe rainfall; an old 

circular kiln was washed out completely; instead, a new circular kiln of energy 

conservation was built at the former site; and the tops of other two circular kilns were 

overhauled. 

The technical process of production line after technological improvement: 

1 ¹clay exploitation 2¹clay exploitation 

Stock Stock 

Box feeder Box feeder 

Primary crushing roller Primary crushing roller 

Water ~Twin shaft mixer 

Fine crushing roller 

Water~50/50-30type vacuum extruter 

Cutter 

Transport to green bricks field to be dried by man power 

Mount the circular kiln by man power 

Fire bricks in circular kiln 

Get the bricks out of circular kiln by man power 

Row the products on field 

In addition, both the managers and technical staff of important posts in the plant 

were trained, the energy consumption control system, operational regulations and 

process of all posts as well as test system of products quality were established and 

improved, the quota duty management system, prize and penalty system, the 

monitoring and control system of consumption index were enhanced so as to make the 



management of each production process have its source and record. 

3. Project Achievements 

The plant produces rectangular bricks through EE technological improvement. 

The products grade is MU15 without e6lorescence and structure damage, without 

crack, without frost damage, but has rectangular holes arranging interleaving in order. 

The holes rate reaches 31%, the quality of product meets the requirement of the 

national standard GB13544-2003-the first grade of &Firing Perforated Bricks&; the 

mnual energy conservation achieved 1, 298. 11 tce, CO2 emission is reduced by 

3, 236. 18 tons. 

The technological index comparison before and after technological improvement 

is listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Technological Index Comparison Table 

Index 

Output 

Qualified products rate 

Unit 

(Common brick) 10, 000 
pieces/year 

Before 
im rovement 

3, 400 

80 

AAer 
itn rovement 

5, 000 

90 

Hole 
rate 

Firing 
perforated 

bricks 
26 33 

Coal consumption 

Power consumption 

kg(tce) /10, 000 pieces 

kW h/10, 000 pieces 

1, 250 

165 

1, 000 

145 

After technological improvement, the annual production capability enhanced 

&om 30 million pieces (amounts to common bricks) to 50 million pieces and the 

employees increase kom 156 to 260. The IRR of the project is 16. 14%, the payback 

period of investment, including building period is 6. 87 years and the FNPVR amounts 

to 140, 750 US dollars. 

After EE technological improvement, the plant was awarded the member of Xi'an 

Bricks Association, "The excellent building material enterprise in Shaanxi" by 

Shaanxi Building Material Association in 2005 and the national fainous and excellent 

products. 



Through EE technological improvement, the plant reduced energy consumption 

and cost greatly, it plays a perfect example role in the brick industry of. TVEs in China. 

Currently, there are over 160 brick plants dispatched staff' to visit the plant and learn 

from them. Especially the managers from brick plants of Chongqing, Zhejiang and 

Hunan were ready to have EE technological improvement after visit and replicated the 

power saving technologies, such as EE circular kiln and variable-frequency controller, 

and rectangular perforated bricks production technologies. The persons of brick 

industry both at horne and abroad including Bengal and Guinea also came to visit the 

plant and will make it as their example to build such plants in China. 

At the moment, the annual clay brick output in China is about 500 billion pieces 

(amounts to common bricks) with coal consumption of about 62. 5 million tce. In 

some brick plants, the coal consumption of each ten thousand pieces bricks even 

reaches 2. 5tce. If those plants can introduce and adopt EE technology, we assume that 

the coal consumption will be reduced from 1. 25 tce to ltce, they will conserve energy 

1. 25 million tce annually. 

4. Analysis of Experience and Lessons 

(1) Technological Screening 

There are about 360 brick plants in the project implementation area-Xi'an. The 

average output of each plant amounts to 15-30 million standard. bricks with small 

scaled production. Most of them use clay as the raw materials to produce brick &ied 

with combustible additives with round perforated bricks and hollow bricks. They 

adopt only one crushing roller to crush, one mixer, molded by vacuum extruder and 

dried by natural conditions. The green bricks are fired by the old circular kiln and got 

out by man power. The obsolete technical process, old equipments, especially the 

simple structure of kiln for firing and without ventilation system or with unreasonable 

ventilation system all result in high energy consumption and incomplete combustion. 

The brick plant in Liu village before its technological improvement is the typical one 

among the enterprises. The other enterprises have the same problems with it, therefore 



the EE technology chosen by the pilot enterprise is the only solution of technological 

problems. 

And also the replication in Xi'an and Xianyang fully proved this. The main EE 

technology in Xi'an replicated area includes: circular kiln improvement, technical and 

equipment alteration, power change, and drainage system promotion in green bricks 

field; the main EE technologies in Xianyang replicated area includes: newly 

establishing or rebuilding of circular kiln, improvement of technical process and 

equipments and power enhancement. These technologies have been practiced in the 

plant in Liu village as the example to avoid many risks, and therefore were carried out 

successfully in replication enterprises. 

(2) Policies Driven-Incentive System 

With the issuance of solid clay bricks production forbidden policy and the 

intensity of implementation in Shaanxi province, Xi'an has been listed of one of the 

170 cities, published by Chinese government in the first group, in which solid clay 

bricks are forbidden. The current equipments in brick plants cannot meet with the 

requireinents of EE and new standard, which drive enterprises to make technological 

improvement. In addition, the plant promises to conserve energy and reduce GHG 

emissions through signing EE voluntary agreement with local government of Baoqiao 

District, Xi'an. The local government implemented favorable policies which 

stimulated the enterprise to make EE technological iinprovement. 

The inain policies issued in recent years in Shaanxi province and Xi'an city include: 

The 8'" article of No, S9 document, &The renovation of wall materials and control 

method for EE building in Shaanxi&, prescribe "New construction and extension of 

solid clay bricks production lines are forbidden. The existed plants which produce 

solid clay bricks must be confined in the same address and output. To produce solid 

clay bricks in another address is not allowed. " 

No. 26 document of &The notice about inake eForts to build the energy 

conservation society of Shaaxi government&, issued by Shaaxi government (2005) 



proposed "intensify the control and protection of farm fields, resist the behavior of 

destroying farm fields for bricks, On the base of accomplishinent of solid clay bricks 

forbidden in l0 cities this year, the policy implementation will be replicated in small 

and rniddle sized towns and villages. Push forward the reclamation of farm. " 

(3) Market Demand 

There are about 360 brick plants in Xi'an currently, which annually produce 7. 2 

billion bricks (amounts to standard bricks) on average. 90'/0 of the plants are TVEs 

and private plants. They have relative obsolete equipment, low level of management 

and poor quality of products. With the China's Western Development Program going 

on, we expect that the bricks demand in the future years in Xi'an will be increase with 

the rate of 5'/0-7'/o, which shows a huge market potential demand. 

(4) Promotion of the EE incentives 

Through implementation of the project and signing of EE voluntary agreement, 

managers of enterprise, technical staff and other employees fully realized the close 

relation between the output, quality as well as EE and their our own labor. This 

. . enhances, the:sense of duty greatly, improved, the. production, efficient. and. qualified 

products rate significantly, reduce the energy consumption and stren~en 

management benefit. In addition, the managers of enterprises realized the energy, 

environmental and financing policies in China and also collect much usef'ul 

information which can guide the development of enterprises through project 

iinplernentation and training. 



Case(2) — Gaoping Xinggao Coking Group Co. Ltd. 

In order to assist TVEs in the fields of cement, founchy, brick and coke to clear 

the obstacles of technologies, marketing, policies, financing and internal systems of 

enterprises when the high efFicient and energy conservation technology were adopted, 

to enhance the competitiveness of TVEs in digesting energy conservation and 

pollution reduction technologies through market and therefore realize the reduction of 

CO2 emissions, GEF raised money to support "Energy Conservation and GHG 

Emission Reduction in Chinese TVEs" project (hereafter as TVEs project). The aim of 

which is to reduce GHG emissions through introducing and adopting EE technologies 

in the fields of brick, cement, foundry and coke. The project will clear the main 

blocks of marketing, policies and financing in production, sale and adopting EE 

technologies as well as applying products within the four industries. This project 

adopted comprehensive, innovative and market transformation ways with great goals 

to promote TVEs energy conservation implementation. This case is to analysis 

Gaoping Xinggao Coke Co, which is one of the nine pilot enterprises chosen by TVEs 

project. 

1. Brief Introduction of Plant 

Gaopign Xinggao Coking Co locates in Jincheng, Shanxi province and was 

established in 1996. It has fixed assets of 300 million RMB and 350 employees. The 

company is the first large sized private enterprise with anthracite as the main materials 

for caking. It has the production capacity of 0. 5 million tons of I grade metallurgy 

coke and II grade foundry coke. 

In order to develop the coke industry with "white coal", Xinggao Coking Co 

decided the long term plan of parallel development of coke and power and attaches 

saine iinportance to environmental protection and economic benefits. The first stage 

construction of waste heat power generation plant of Xinggao Coking Co: condensing 



turbine power generation units, and the 8x20t/h waste heat oven and its auxiliary 

equipments were established and put into production on Sept. 12', 2005, thus the 

plant can generate 120 million KWh annually. The waste heat for power generation 

plant is a typical example of comprehensive utilization of resources, The project was 

invested 67 million RMB, which included 0. 1 million US dollars from GEF to buy, 

mount and adjust EE equipment and staff training. 

2. Technological Measures and KK Management 

The anthracite production line with annual output of 0. 4 million tons of Gaoping 

Xinggao Coking Co adapted the QRD — 2000 clear-type thermal-recovery stamping 

mechanical coke oven, designed by Shanxi Chemical and Industrial Research Institute 

and applied for the invention patent. The equipment is operated through negative 

;pressure . and, generates power with waste heat. The auxiliary engine introduced 

hydraulic stamping technology and straight coke receiving technique. During the 

technological improvement process of production line, Xingao Coking Co carried out 

"three simultaneities" measure, choose the type of key technologies and equipments 

as well as the environmental protection machines carefully, make serious research on 

the production technical process and key technological position so as to improve the 

design, perfect the treatment capability of the whole production line to the 

. environment . and achieved significant energy conservation and environmental 

protection results. 

The smoke emitted by the stainping charged coke oven has the temperature of 

1050'C, if the waste heat can be utilized, then the not only local environment can be 

improved but the heat can be used for oven to heat up the water. When the water 

becomes superheated steam and be supplied to the turbine units, then power will be 

generated. The power generation plant adopts 8 waste heat ovens with 20t/h and 2 

condensing turbine power generation units with 15MW to produce 120GWh power 

annually. After one week (Sept, 13'"-Sept. 18 ) trial operation of the power generation 

units, the whole power generation units operated stably and reached the designable 
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power generation capability. 

3. Project Achievements 

The project can transform the waste smoke with high temperature to 120 million 

KWh power annually, conserves 46 thousand tce, reduce CO2 emission by 115 

thousand tons and decrease 30 thousand tons of oven ash emissions. The construction 

of the plant solved &e problems of staff warming in Xinggao Coking Co in winter, 

hot wate'r for staff bath, cooking for staff restaurant, and they also replace the coal 

with steam of the power plant to boil water for drinking, all of which reset in energy 

conservation of 260 tce( amounts to 364 tons coal for power), CO2 an be reduced by 

953, 3 tons, and oven ash emission reduction reach 110 tons. 

The clean type waste heat reclamation oven which is adopted by the plant does not 

reclaim coal chemical products. The whole system operates under the negative 

pressure make completely combustion of the side product of coking for power 

generation and reduce the harmful emissions in the largest degree; coal and the coke 

were stamped integral loading and integral unloading so as to avoid pollution to the 

environment dming coal loading and coke discharge. It is clean in the factory without 

coking smell which is noticed by the national factories of coke for its garden like 

factory area. 

However there are still some problems existing: owning to the high price of oil in 

the international market, oil conservation should be focused, So someone thinks that it 

is better to reclaim the chemical products such as benzene and tar than directly 

combust the smoke of coking, the economic benefits still needs to be demonstrated 

comprehensively. Therefore, it is not easy to replicate the pilot to the whole country. 

In addition, the project to transform the smoke of coking with high temperature to 100 

million KWh can bring 25 million RMB production value for the enterprise annually, 

create jobs for 75 persons, and bring profit and tax of 15 million RMB for the 

enterprise and the society, 

Xinggao's achievements in environmental protection and EE gained approval of 



the authoritative institutes, has been named as "the pilot coking enterprise for 

envirorunental protection" by UNEP, and awarded "excellent enterprise" by four 

departments including developinent research center of State Council. The project 

&The technological improvement plan of annual 0. 4 million tons of anthracite for 

coking& has been listed as "torch plan" project by the State Science and Technology 

Minished. 

The constructed power generation plant is under condition of clean, less pollution and 

normal production with full capacity. The project plays a pilot role for the goveriunent 

establishing industrial economic benefit chain in TVEs, make contribution to increase 

the TVEs economics proportion in the national industry and provide strong 

demonstration for the government to establish technological regulation for 

environmental protection in coking enterprise. Up to date, More than 40 national 

coking enterprises visited Xinggao and decided to replicate the production pattern. 

Among which, 13 coking enterprises &om 8 provinces have dispatched 14 groups of 

staff to be trained in Xinggao. At the saine time, 10 Indian coking enterprises visited 

Xinggao. and began to replicate the production pattern and 3 of which has dispatched 

staff to be trained in Xinggao. 

4. Analysis of Experience and Lessons 

(1) Technological Screening 

Gaoping Xinggao coking factory was former equipped refined machinery ovens, 

which originate from Europe and been used for over 150 years. Owing to the high 

energy consumption and large amount of harmful and poison elements such as smoke, 

BENZO, BSO, H2S and CO2, taking the high cost for treatment into account, the 

techniques is decreasing and will be obsolete, but it is still be widely used in China. 

The air of this area which the plant located is polluted seriously and has the typical 

characteristic of coking enterprises. 

The clean type coke over does not reclaim coal gas but to combust them in the 

upside room of carbonization chamber or in the channel of oven bottom. The heat 



from this process can be used for coking. And since air is compensated in the sharing 

smoke pass on the top of oven, the elements can be combusted completely of coal gas 

to clear the harm. Hot waste gas enters into the oven to generate steam for power. 

Since there is negative pressure in carbonization chamber during coking, the waste 

gas is desulfurized and dust cleared and will have good environmental result. 

The low level coking production in China polluted environment and wasted 

energy. According to the experts, coking production diffused or released 20 billion m3 

coking gas directly in 2005. The low level technologies equipment shows in two 

aspects: one is low level production technologies equipment, the old technologies 

amounts for larger proportion in coking industry. In coking enterprises of Shanxi 

TVEs, small type of ovens such as TJ-75 type refined oven, Red flag type oven, small 

58 and WJ 663 are still used widely, only half of ovens meet with the requirements of 

national industrial policies and development trend. The other is that obsolete 

equipment for pollution control leads to low smoke and dust reclamation rate of coal 

loading and coke discharge, low treatment rate of desulphmzation and De-NOx as 

well as the deep treatment and reclaination rate of polluted water. Furthermore, we 

suffered imperfect treatment facilities of environmental protection with low 

operational efticient. 

Currently, Chinese government is setting down more and more severe standard 

of envirorunental protection, which forced many coking enterprises with serious 

pollution to seek for new and clean production ways. With shutting of the primitive 

coke (including refined coke) oven and machinery coke ovens with the height of 

carbonization chamber under 4. 3 meters, the coke production capacity will be reduced 

by 30 million tons only in Shanxi. However, the project creates alternative 

technological way for coking improvement, harinonious developinent of 

environmental and economics in coking industry with its advanced techniques, perfect 

enviroiunental protection results, less investment, large IRR, high resources utilization 

rate and good quality of coke. 
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(2) Policies Driven-Incentive System 

This is a typical example demonstrating sound interaction between pilot 

enterprise and policies. On the one hand, the project has adopted clean type of heat 

reclamation coke oven and techniques of power generation by waste heat which bring 

sound economic, social and environmental benefits and raised the attention of relative 

departments of Shanxi and central government. The project has been listed as new 

project with high benefits by the State and its technologies have been regarded as 

important replicated technologies of coking industry by Shanxi (an important 

province for coke production) government. The inhuence of project to the relative 

policy makers in TVE bureau is reflected in the guidelines because the LPIC of pilot 

area was built in TVE bureau. On the other hand, from 1997, the central government 

began to issue some policies for washing out the old caking techniques, In order to 

carry out the policies, the local government has issued &The method for res~cturing 

coking industry in Shanxi& in 2003, the TVE bureau in Shanxi has set down &The 

guidelines about updating and restructuring coking industry in Shanxi&. Both 

documents-have driven the enterprises, to. carry out the EE technological. improvement. 

In addition, the enterprise signed the voluntary. agreement with Gaoping government 

and enjoyed some favorable policies made by the government. 

(3) Financing 

A provincial energy fund has been established in Shanxi which supported a 

group of TVEs including two pilot enterprises to invest EE project. 

(4) Market Demand 

Shanxi is the coke base of China and even all over the world, and TVEs are the 

major of coke industry in Shanxi. In 2000, Shanxi government began to restructure in 

coke industry, put down the primitive coke and refined coke, plan to build a group of 

modern middle and large sized coking enterprises, enhance the overall equipments 

level in coking industry and change the old, dirty and rough conditions in coking 

industry comp1etely. But there are still soine enterprises have not introduced suitable 



techniques, therefore there is still huge potential for EE and comprehensive utilization 

of resources. Energy conservation and environmental protection have been become 

the focus of the world now and also be the important problem for China to solve 

during we realize the goal of EE and friendly environmental society and the new 

social rural areas establishment. 

(5) Promotion of the EE incentives 

Through implementation of the project and signing of EE voluntary agreeinent, 

managers of enterprise, technical stafF and other employees fully realized the close 

relation between the output, quality as well as EE and their our own labor. This 

enhances the sense of duty greatly, improved the production efficient and qualified 

products rate significantly, reduce the energy consumption and strengthen 

management benefit. In addition, the managers of enterprises realized the energy, 

environmental and financing policies in China and also collect much useful 

information which can guide the development of enterprises through project 

implementation and training. 
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Case(3) — Taiyuan Gangyuan Coking Co. Ltd. 

In order to assist TVEs in the fields of cement, foundry, brick and coke to clear 

the obstacles of technologies, marketing, policies, financing and internal systems of 

enterprises when the high efficient and energy conservation technology were adopted, 

to enhance the competitiveness of TVEs in digesting energy conservation and 

pollution reduction technologies through market and therefore realize the reduction of 

COi emission, GEF raises money to support "Energy Conservation and GHG 

Emission Reduction in Chinese TVEs" project (hereafter as TVEs project). The aim of 

this project is to reduce GHG emission through introducing and adopting EE 

technologies in the fields of brick, cement, foundry and coke. The project will clear 

the main blocks of inarketing, policies and financing in production, sale and adopting 

EE technologies and products within the four industries. This project adopted 

comprehensive, innovative and market transformation ways with great goals to 

promote TVEs. energy conservation, implementation, This. case, , is. to, analysis. Taiyuan 

Gangyuan Caking Co, which is one of the nine exemplary enterprises chosen by 

TVEs project. 

i. Brief Introduction of Enterprises 

Taiyuan Guangyuan Coking Co locates in the coal chemical area of Dongyu 

town, Qingxu County, Shanxi province. The company was established in 2002, covers 

area of 450 mu and has fixed assets of SS million RMB and 418 employees. The core 

business of the company is metallurgy coke, exports its own products and imported 

equipments, parts and materials for production, Gangyuan Coking Co introduced 

QRD clear-type thermal-recovery stamping mechanical coke oven with 1&&40 holes 

and the advanced techniques of ovens from US and Germany. The project, with the 

characteristic of high mechanization, good quality of products and big proportion of 

local coal blending utilization, has been listed as excellent project by the ETC in 
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Shanxi province. The annual coke output with good quality reached 0. 45 million tons, 

realized production value of 166 million RMB and profit and tax of 40 million RMB. 

The other coke oven with the same type has been constructed and will be put into use 

by the end of this year. 

The company carried out EE technological renovation - waste heat for power 

generation, 61. 85 million RMB was invested to the project including 99950 US 

dollars from GEF to support the company to compile the feasibility report and initial 

design of power generation plant establishment. 

2. Technological Improvement Measures and Energy 

Efficient 

The smoke emitted by the stamping charged coke oven, which is used by 

Gangyuan Co, has the temperature of 1050 C, if the waste heat can be utilized, then 

the not only local environment can be improved but the heat can be used for oven to 

heat up the water. When the water becomes superheated steam and be supplied to 

the turbine units, then power will be generated, Therefore, Guangyuan decided to 

make full use of the smoke emitted by its oven to establish a power generation plant. 

The project can not only relieve the smoke pollution with high temperature to the 

environment but to narrow the gap between supply and demand for power. 

According to the ainount and heat content, the project will be built as 4x25t/h 

middle temperature, rniddle pressure oven with 3&6MW condensing turbine, In 

addition, the company now has the pressure of 15000m for warming. In winter, the 

company used their own small ovens for warming which had low combustion 

efficient and made severe pollution, After construction of the project, t}le conlpany 

expect to use the turbine power generation units to extract gas for heat resources and 

then build a heat exchange station so as to replace the small boiler room and to supply 

the current facilities for warming and new added warming pressure because the 

establishment of power plant. 
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3. Project Achievements 

The project was planed to be finished on Mar, 1", 2005, but it has not been 

carried out until now owning to the internal reason of the company. The expect EE 

results include: the annual power supply is 9. 27&10 kW h after operation, newly 

added energy stands for 41364. 00 tce/y and annual COq reduction will reach 

103120. 45 tons. After project began to operate, the four ovens for ~aste heat 

utilization not only can reclaim dl the smoke with high temperature emitted by the 

2x40 holes coke oven, but to release to the air the smoke release to the air after 

passing desulfurizing fittings in order to reduce environmental pollution and make 

great contribution to environmental protection, 

The total investment to the project will be 6184. 6RMB with PPI of 4. 14 years, IRR of 

34. 67'fo and FNPVR of 10. 046 ~illion RMB. 

4. Analysis of Experience and Lessons 

In fact, the feasibility report and initial design of the project have been completed 

but the technological improvement has not been implemented for many reasons. Since 

the achievements of TVEs projects have exceeded the original goal, the enterprise will 

not bring negative influence to. the whole project. Moreover, the enterprise may. carry 

out the project when it is possible, therefore, it is not proper to say that the pilot 

project failed completely. But to analysis its deep reasons-can avoid the similar 

conditions in the future. We think there are two reasons worthy of our attention: on the 

one hand, the industrial environment in China at that time matters. At that time, the 

sustainable rapid growth of domestic economy widened the gap of power supply and 

demand. Especially the rapid growth of high energy conservation leads to industry 

heavy structure, power consumption for each unit of 6DP growth incessant climb 

back which reduced the power support to the economics. The persistent high 

temperature, drought and lack of water made the condition even worse. In addition, 

the coal shortage for power generation and inore operational suspension of the power 



units without plan also intensify the lack of power supply in some degree. Many 

enterprise were worried by the black out of large areas, some companies were forced 

to buy power generation units and generate power by themselves which lead to price 

soaring of units. Even to buy the power generation units with high price also needs to 

wait for a long term, hence it is easy to understand why the company gave up the 

project temporarily while taking its economic condition into account. 

On the other hand, it is important to choose suitable enterprises and management 

team. Through close contact, we noticed that, the management team of the company 

did not fully understood the significance of the energy conservation and GHG 

emissions reduction while only focused on the extra benefits brought about by power 

generation with waste heat to the company. Therefore, when the power generation 

cannot bring inore economic benefits to the company, it invested the capital to other 

fields such as coal mine and real estate for more benefits but to give up the EE 

technological improvement, 
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Case(4) — Huangshi Lufeng Cement Co. Ltd. in Hubeui 

pr'o vince 

In order to assist TVEs in the fields of cement, foundry, brick and coke to clear 

the obstacles of technologies, marketing, policies, financing and internal systems of 

enterprises when the high efficient and energy conservation technology were adopted, 

to enhance the competitiveness of TVEs in digesting energy conservation and 

pollution reduction technologies through market and therefore realize the reduction of 

CO2 emission, GEE raises money to support "Energy Conservation and GHG 

Emission Reduction in Chinese TVEs" project (hereafter as TVEs project). The aim of 

this project is to reduce GHG emission -through introducing and adopting EE 

technologies in the fields of brick, cement, foundry and coke. The project will clear 

the main blocks of marketing, policies and financing in production, sale and adopting 

EE technologies and products within the four industries. This project adopted 

comprehensive, innovative. and. market transformation ways with great goals to 

promote TVEs energy conservation implementation. This case is to analysis Huangshi 

Lufeng Cement Co, which is one of the nine exemplary enterprises chosen by TVEs 

project. 

1. Brief Introduction of Enterprise 

Huanshi Lufenf Cement Co was founded in October, 1995 and locates in Tieshan 

District of Huangshi city. It has rich mine resources such as lime stone inine and clay 

mine and can make use of local copper mine tailings and mine tailing s from Wuhan 

Steel and Iron Group. Currently, it has four set of @3XI 1M mechanical shaft kilns, 

four 2. 2X7M grinding machines with an annual production of 500 thousand tons of 

P. O32. 5, P. O42. 5 and P. S32. 5. The products are welcomed by Wuhan market and the 

markets around and were awarded of salable products in Wuhan, The company also 

gained one of the ten top enterprises in cement industry in Hubei province. It has 
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perfect management system and have got the ISO9002: 94 certificate. 

In July of 2005, the company carried out EE technological irnprovernent and 

finished in the middle of March, 2007. The total investment into the project is 7 

million RMB and 70 thousand US dollars of which was invested by GEF to compile 

the feasibility report, buy, mount and adjust EE equipments as well as the staff 

training. 

2. Technological Improvement Measures and Energy 

Efficient 

Currently, the company has four set of mechanical shaft kilns. The main 

techniques includes five parts: materials, grinding system of materials, the grain-size 

of cement raw material globule system, milling system for cement production and 

cement packing system. In order to improve the quality of products and energy 

efficient, the company finished 16 technological improvements for mechanical shaft 

kiln at diferent period under the efforts made by the enterprises and the project so as 

to perfect the production techniques and enhanced the overall level of production line. 

The EE technologies adopted by it include: — pre-uniformity of raw material technology; 

uniformity of raw material and cement technology; — the raw materials proportioning plan improvement and choosing 

technology; 

ratios of raw material and heat proportion of black raw material technology; 

use calorimeter to alter electronic belt balance materials proportioning system; 

pre-grinding technology: Change the former two&150&&750 type Hammer 

Crashing Machines to&250&&1000 type and add two set of revolving screens to form 

closed-circuit and grinding technique; 

grinding aids technology; 

application of new mill: a, Change the stepped liner to channel liner b, to 



adopt deformed grinding block; 

application of high efficient air separator: replaced the former four@4. 0 

type rotary air separators in the raw material system by@700 type high efficient roller 

separator; changed the four@2000 type cyclone separators in cement production 

system to@700 type high efficient roller separator to increase the air separators 

eKciency from 60% to 80%; — pre-water module and small nodule calcinations technology: through the 

adjustment to the angle, height and rotary speed of balling pan; to control the water 

supply by frequency conversion technology; to measure the raw materials by screw 

auger; so as to control the nodule at 84-7mm, speed the clinker burning reaction and 

increase the output. — the supporting technology of EE liner of shaft kiln — dust treatment technology of shaft kiln: choose circle electronic dust 

collector so as to sustain the dust emission concentration under 50mg/m 
3 

— quality control and management technology during production process; — chemical equipment analysis. and physical-testing technologies; — comprehensive utilization of resources technology; — frequency conversion control technology; 

bulk cement technology; 

3. Achievements of Project 

(1) EE Results 

After EE technological improvement, the quality of products is increased, the put 

of clinker: 14. 2t/h; the three-day strength of clinker is over 32. 2MPa, 28 -day strength 

is over 54MPa, the qualified products rate with f-CaO less than 2. 5% reaches 90%, 

the qualified products with Loss&1% amounts to 98%, the standard rate at one time of 

cement grinded by open circuit mill stands for 95%, The 3-day resistant strength of 

32. 5 grade ordinary Portland ceinent which is the core products of the company is 

18-20MPa and the 28-day resistance strength amounts to 38-41MPa. Energy 
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consumption of clinker is less than 126kg / tcl, heat consumption of clinker reaches 

3690kJ / kg, the comprehensive power consumption of each ton of cement is under 

67kWh. The annual energy consumption 8720. 54 tce and reduce 21740. 29 tons of 

CO2 emission. 

(2) Economic Benefits 

Through the technological improvement, the comprehensive power consiunption 

decrease from the former 75 kWh / t to 67 kWh / t; the standard co@ consumption of 

clinker dropped from the former 150kg / t to 126kg / t. If we assume the annual 

cement production is 0. 5 million tons, the company can save 3 million RMB annually 

and gain back the 7 million investments in three years. 

After technological improvement, the company gained honors for itself and its 

products. 

(3) Social Influence 

TVEs project is helpful to establish and develop the environmental protection 

idea of citizens within the pilot area as well as train the staA from the company of EE 

and environmental protection to enhanced their technological capability. To assist the 

company to find a way for benefit increase, create more jobs for the siuplus labors in 

the village, enhanced the income of the local farmers and promote, TVEs project 

plays more important role in the urbanization of villages through pilot company 

developinent. And at the same tiine, the implementation of technological 

iinprovement promoted the working environment, pushed forward the environment 

enhancement and the comprehensive utilization of resources, helped the company to 

get rid of the pollution fetter and had profound influence to bring the company to a 

sustainable development way. The project practice has provided a scientific 

development way for the TVEs to strengthen the capability and undertake a 

sustainable way. TVEs sustainable and rapid development must push the quick 

urbanization in China in the future. 

(4) Replication of Results and Potential 
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The project helps the enterprise to solve the problems during development 

process, during real benefits for it. The company also saw the effects brought about by 

the technological improvement so that the voluntary of technological improvement 

was enhanced. This company plays a role of example and had positive influence to the 

other companies of cement. The base of spontaneously replication is that the 

enterprise can get the expect benefits through the technological improvements. Only if 

the base is not changed, the spontaneously replication still will increase in the near 

4. Analysis of Experience and Lessons 

(1) Technological Screening 

In the cement industrial policies of "Eleventh Five — Year Plan", the goverrment 

. forbids:the shaft kiln ceinent of any scale, the rotary. kiln of. other. kind and wash out 

old technical equipment such as the shaft kiln, hollow chy process rotary kiln and wet 

kiln 'gradually. This does not mean to. shut up all the enterprises with shaft kiln in short 

term. Especially to the large amount of small towns all over the nation and diffused 

rural cement markets, it is not proper to develop large and dry process production 

lines but only suitable for the operation of small and middle sized enterprises. The 

cement industrial structiue of coexistence of small, middle and large sized enterprises 

will not change for a long time. Small and middle sized enterprises are still the 

important components of national cement industry. Therefore, we should advocate the 

technological improveinent to the shaft kilns and make the energy consuinption and 

all technologies can meet the national standard and the requirements of conservative 

society. 

(2) Policies Driven-Incentive System 

Most of the equipments in existed cement companies cannot meet with the 

energy conservation and new standard which forced the enterprises to make 

technological improvements. In addition, the company signed voluntary agreement on 

energy consumption with Tieshan government of Huangshi city, Hubei province, 
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promised to realize EE and COi reduction goal and enjoyed the favorable policies 

made by the local government. 

(3) Promotion of the EE incentives 

Through implementation of the project and signing of EE voluntary agreement, 

managers of enterprise, technical staff and other employees fully realized the close 

relation between the output, quality as well as EE and their our own labor. This 

enhances the sense of duty greatly, improved the production efficient and qualified 

products rate significantly, reduce the energy consumption and strengthen 

management benefit. In addition, the managers of enterprises realized the energy, 

environmental and financing policies 'in China and also collect much useful 

information which can guide the development of enterprises through project 

implementation and training. 
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Case(5) — Yingde Baojiang Cement Material Co. Ltd. 

In order to assist TVEs in the fields of cement, foundry, brick and coke to clear 

the obstacles of technologies, marketing, policies, financing and internal systems of 

enterprises when the high efficient and energy conservation technology were adopted, 

to enhance the competitiveness of TVEs in digesting energy conservation and 

pollution reduction technologies through market and therefore realize the reduction of 

CO2 emission, GEF raises money to support "Energy Conservation and GHG 

Emission Reduction in Chinese TVEs" project (hereafter as TVEs project), The aim of 

this project is to reduce GHG emission through introducing and adopting EE 

technologies in the fields of brick, cement, foundry and coke. The project will clear 

the main blocks of marketing, policies and financing in production, sale and adopting 

EE technologies and products within the four industries, This project adopted 

comprehensive, innovative and . market transformation ways with great goals to 

promote TVEs energy conservation implementation, This case is to analysis Yingde 

Baojiang Cement Material Co, which is one of the nine:exemplary enterprises. chosen 

by TVEs project. 

1. Brief Introduction of Enterprise 

Yingde Baojiang Cement Material Co locates in Shihuipu town of Yingde, 

Guangdong province with the distance of 20 km to Yingde city. The pilot enterprise 

was founded in 1994 and has 126 employees including 37 technical staff now. It has 

two sets of shaA kilns with annual output of 200 thousand tons of Portland cement. 

It carried out technological improvement in 2005 and finished in the middle of 

January, 2006. The total investinent to the project is 188 million RMB including 0. 1 

million US dollars by GEF to compile the feasibility report, buy, mount and adjust the 

equipments and the staff training. 
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2. Technological Improvement Measures and Energy 
Efficient Management 

To establish a 2500t/d NDP line to replace the current two sets of shalt kilns. 

After construction of the new line, the former shaft kilns will be shut up. The new line 

will adopt pre-calciner kilns, composed by C&4x60m rotary kiln and one stream low 

pressure cyclone pre-heater of five grade with separate line calciner. The new line will 

introduce DCS with advanced technology and credible performance to concentrated 

monitoring, operational and diffused control and realize the modern production and 

management. 

3. Project Achievements 

(1) Energy Conservation and CO2 Reduction Achievement 

Yingde Baojiang Cement Material Co established NDP using anthracite as fuel in 

2004. AAer the new line was put into production, the annual energy conservation 

reached 11, 865. 53 tce and annual CO2 emissions reduction realized 29, 580. 76 tons. 

Not only the energy and GHG emission reduced greatly, but all types of main 

contamination emission also dropped significantly, especial the SO2 emissions 

reduction which is only 40% of that before the project implementation. The 

technological results of Yingde Cement Material Co have soine use for the reference 

for the SO& emitted enterprises of the same industry within the control area of acid 

rain. 

(2) Economic Benefits 

The production of cement is composed by electricity, coal and limestone. Froin 

2004 beginning, owning to the drop of cement price while the raw material, fuel and 

power price growth, the profit of cement industry slipped down severely. The 

implementation of the project decreased the production cost of pilot enterprise and 

gain profit room for the enterprise. 

(3) Social Effects 
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The implementation of the project enhances the environmental protection 

consciousness in the public and created 108 jobs for farmers which amount for half of 

the total stafK The project promote the development of enterprise itself and then bring 

more jobs for farmers, increase the income of them, altered the working environment 

of enterprise, optimize the utilization of environment and land, improve the welfare of 

weak groups, enhance the local women's status and strengthened social security of 

employees in some degree and some extent. 

(4) Potential for Replication 

Currently, there are still too many shaft kilns and enterprises with other old 

techniques in Chinese cement industry which leads to the energy waste and severe 

pollution. During the longer period, the NDP and its equipment possess all the 

characteristics of modern cement industry and the re'flection of cement industry to 

undertake the new industrialize way. The production capacity of NDP only stood for 

40%. in the late of 200S, there is. nearly, 60% production should be washed out or 

reformed, and replaced by NDP finally. 

4. Analysis of Kxperienee and'Lessons 

(1) Technological Screening 

The main burning equipment mainly adopted pre-calcining technology, 

- multi-stage -heater, dust -clear techniques for environinental and high-degree 

automation. The NDP is on behalf of the modern technological development level for 

ceinent production recognized by the international community. It has the 

characteristics of large production capacity, high automation, products with good 

quality, low energy consumption, low harmful emissions and utilization of big amount 

of industrial waste and becomes the main technology in cement production all over 

the world. 

Currently, there are still too many shaA kilns and enterprises with other old 

techniques in Chinese cement industry which leads to the energy waste and severe 

pollution. During the longer period, the NDP and its equipment possess all the 



characteristics of modern cement industry and the reflection of cement industry to 

undertake the new industrialize way. The production capacity of NDP only stood for 

40'fo in the late of 2005, there is nearly 60/o production should be washed out or 

reformed, and replaced by NDP finally. 

(2) Policies Driven — Incentive System 

In the cement industrial policies of "Eleventh Five — Year Plan", the government 

forbids the shaft kiln cement of any scale, the rotary kiln of other kind and wash out 

old technical equipment such as the shaA kiln, Hollow Dry Process Rotary kiln and 

wet kiln gradually. The pilot enterprise lies in Guangdong and is limited by more 

policies. 

(3) Promotion of the EE incentives 

Through implementation of the project and signing of EE voluntary agreement, 

managers of enterprise, technical staff and other employees fully realized the close 

relation between the output, quality as well as EE and their our own labor, This 

enhances the sense of duty greatly, improved the production efficient and qualified 

products rate significantly, reduce the energy consuinption and strengthen 

management benefit, In addition, the managers of enterprises realized the energy, 

environinental and financing policies in China and also collect inuch useful 

information which can guide the development of enterprises through project 

implementation and training. 
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Explanation on Caculation of "Energy 
Conservation Cost" 

1. Defination of Energy Conservation Cost 

The energy conservation cost with the unit of yuan/tce( or yuan/kWh) is to divide the 

annually added costs by the energy amount conserved every year during the life span of 

the products, and also taking the discount rate into account. Costs of energy conservation 

(CE) only include the financial costs beyond the baseline (for an example, the financial 

costs over the baseline — the cement plant itself, after the cement introduced the waste 

heat power generation technique), Otherwise, the other parts of project activities and the 

correspond costs irrespective to the energy conservation should not be included in the 

borderline of energy conservation (for an example, the costs of production enhancement). 

2. Method for caculating the costs of energy conservation 

The caculation of energy conservation costs of this project adopts the bottom-top 

methods on the assumption of the same costs on added energy conservation, the 

formular is as following: 

Invesr CRF+(c, — ci)'I'2 
EF 

CE — Costs of energy conservation, yuan/tce; 

Invest — Investment on the technical improvement of the energy conservation project, 

yuan 

cz-c& — The average added cost for each unit of the products, c2 is the cost of each 



unit of products after technical improvement and c~ is the costs of each unit of 

product before that, yuan 

P, - The annual production after technical improvement 

EF — The annual amount of energy conservation, tce 

CRF=IIPWF 

PWF — The index of present value. 

1 1 PWF=, = — 1— 
, , (1 + i}' i (1 + i} 

i — Discount rate 

n — Life span of the project, year 

The costs of energy conservation do not depend on the current price or the expected 

price of the energy in the future, but are only relevant to the added price and energy 

efficiency of the energy conservation product. Therefore the technology for energy 

conservation should be improved and promoted consistently and will be. replicated widely 

only the costs of energy conservation are reduced. If the costs on energy conservation are 

higher than the charges of energy, the economic benefits of costomers are damaged; 

otherwise, costomers will gain the economic benefits. 
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' 

r 

Tmd (RS( Cgpmppr 
O 

' Ylarag), '. „:;(URI) 

S2 4 105 

1. 05 

55 8 ). DS 

464 

47 4 1. 05 

105 5S4 

172K4 

Uthra (RPIRYIRan) 
)tt 

Canm cal ksn 0 

E Irlulmarl hm 

Sdgpmdrng 392 

5. 0 

Ermuumml Lasts 

Sd (. Funda 8 

Taco()0 
satlcere 

768 

50 

426 

0 

ScO-Funang 332 

50 

0 

Euuuancnr loan 

5. 0 

0 

~ 57 Self. tthldrrrg 

50 

1102 

50 

Fronted 

Finished 

Fioaaccst Kvutns6on 

2295 

200s. ! D=g lo 

20060630 i6. 4 

Cod ofcm gya ing As) t 

14. 73 

)N5-10. 20 
10 8 

Ccm af cncrgy ~ «ng -395. 0 

31 

256 

Cost ofcasrgymving, 5720 

3A 

yg7 

941. 1 

1925. 

YIOS t0. 2) se 
9A 

Coa of cncrgy sawing 

4, 2 

19. 76 

2005. 10=0 lo 
1\7 

Cast ofcncrgy mvag 4L) 0 

2IUS. IIL201 so 

2006ei. )0 17 

787 0 Cost Ofarctn'mv tg 

Y I 0POQ 

pnr 

Y (0, (UD 

YI 

ye\I 

9 I OADD. 

9 th 

Y 1034IO 

V 10, (00 

Yl 

Y 100tl0 

Y I bc 

Y 10 000 

Yl 

Aa IRaults 

Producia' 'arbE icno tun ". 

' 
t can njpra 

I Cnu pra 

r c ~ idhj)VL 4250 

I nsrlrr gt 4 

I mungsrL . 

Energy Ihvrueit Padmr . . . 

0 126 

0 1%1 

0 2 I I aoh cn'I rhgt 

0 )aS 

0 110 

he 7 o mr sr tg I 0. 141 

0 211 a I arrl ~ 

Ke rgy 

Saviogs (acro Rcducrhm(VL) 

39 -". . ': 24)2S. 

I 

t 

. O301716 ': 5::)2)ott 

65'io 

Tlr 

I 3. 76 

Rrmcrht, "I 

17» bescgm date a 
rt 2005 sb aticsnnt 
bem yssr n 2 DO( Thc 

~ ccouhc of firtsnant 
E value tao 4 a(le(am 
lalaucsl deb of pro)cat 

hfe pgshtt)40 
cachsnge ale a gaunt 

doll ~ a 7. 8 



Che)[gdik' Brick: 

Busiiiess 

Profde[I [ 

Technical Prmcss and 
'; Majori Energystse 

' 

'" Equipments2[ -. I 

X injin 

Tang zhong 

I Shale 

Materiai Ltd. 

h is located in 

Huangdu Vdlag 

of X in/m County 

in Chang du 

There me 165 

employees. The 

leading products 

are shale hollow 

bricks and 

porous bricks. hs 

fixed assei is 

more than Rh(B 
4. 5 mil)mn 

28-dom annular kiln/ 

amticial drying 

Technical Process. Raw 

matenal-Stnre nraterial- 

Rough comminurion- 

Funher comminution- 

Store material-Beat up- 

Modebng-Cut into 

pmnn-Cut adobe- 

Distnbution-Drying- 

Bumtng-Fmished 

product Major 

Energy-use 

Equipmenis. hammer 

blow 

crusher, bearer, brick- 

making machme, blower 

Xinjin 

Huayuan 

Shale Hollo 

Bnck Plant 

It is kxated in 

Ji nb us Village o 
Xinjin County in 

Chengdu. There 

are 150 

employees The 

leading products 

are shale holknv 

bricks and 

porous bncks 

Its Exed asset is 

more than RMB 
l. 5 mioion. 

22-door annular kiln/ 

anilicial drying 

Technical Process Raw 
rnatenal-Hammer blow 

conuninut ion-Beat u p- 

Modrimg-Stscinng and 

homing once-Finished 

product Malar 

Energy-use 

Equipments:hammer 

biow 

crusher, homer, brick- 

making rnid@no, blower 

Xinjin 

Huangdu 

3 Shunyuan 

Shale Brick 

Plarn 

lt rs located in 

Baisha Village 

of Xmjin County 

m Chengdu. 

There me 160 
employees The 

leading products 

are shale hollow 

bricks and 

porous bncks 

its lixed asset is 

more than RMB 
2. 5 million 

32-door nmular kiln/ 

aniiicial drying 

Technical Process:Raw 

matenal-Store material- 

Rough comminution- 

Further cornminution- 

Store material-Beat up- 

Modehng-Cui into 

pieces-Cur sdobe- 

Distribution-Drying- 

urningg-Finished 

pmduct Malof 

Energy-use 

Equipments hammer 

blow 

crusher, beater, brick- 

making machinr„blower 

Energy 

cons ura piion 
Energy Type 

~ (physiesd 

quanrity) 

combusnve "": 10, 839 5 

coal (I) 
" 

Exteina[ 

comb mt w': r 
coat (I) 

Power/MWh 910 

Sum total . '. . . 

lute rmd::. : 
cccnbiishve 

coal (t) „ 11, 715. 4 

External 

combusrivc, 

coal (I) 

616. 6 

Power/lvlWh I 599 

Sum tohd 

External . 
combushve ' ' 570. 5 

con[(t) 

I 
Pr'rn'er/MWh'. ' !. 505. 

i: 1 

/IF 
* 

Sum tots[ 

cornbustivc 4. 040. 
coal (I)" ', 

E E Baseline[3[ 

Coavcmi Energy me 
on Factor "(tce) 

—, -' . '. : '— tce/10, 000 05:5, 41975 ' Coal;. . : . . . 'I163, , 

- ~ ~ ' tce/10 000 
0. 5 . 285, 25 . ' Powei:i. :I'. ", ". :0. 16 

, 038:. : 57642;, :, ' 

I. "4, 040, 00 Coak: ' . . I :. :2, 07, ', Ir'I' 

I. '. „::: 0. 00 '. : . . Power. '. :. . . . '. : . . 'O. l. '/ 

0. 383::: 34853 ' 

L 

', 4. 388 53. ;:. . . ;-';, . '~J . '2 19-. 

tcnrIG 000 
05 . . 5. 92800:: Coa! . ' 160 

0 5, "1312, 00 '; Power, . '': ". ". ::, '. 0. 16 bce, 

I 

;; 038 . 61242 

. :. '685242-. ' . ', ". -"'T":7 I:76 
consinnptimtpI 

' ' '"4. ';bee „ 

i 

Proposed 

OutpntB, fom: LLTmM. . : ': CO2': ':, . CO2:i '. TechnRal 
energy'use '-. ': - ' . , Kroissions . /Renovation [4[ Renovation " " — ' . . " Coe6icient 

~ i;(ice), „' - ' (I/n) 

I;5. , !;. i:: I !I, :, *. ". 
, 

' 
-: . : L (I) Install reactive 

pov/er 

burthen, 

(2) Adopt new 

fetting technical 

:(JOOGO' I ':. :" . '. '. . :, ;' . k '. '"-' 'ric ':m' I; replace the old 
3, 5IN:;. . . ': *:. 6 281442 '". " . , =2 493 I, , . . . r. '15659 57':: ". 

~ ', -, ", ', " 
strengthen the 

4 Iy —. 'i-::c. :' . -!:*;-'-, , ' . ". . '„. . ;. '. ". '. ', . . . : (2)Replacetbe 
~ 

' " "- vacuumbrick 

. . . ', :-, . -i::. -, :'[/'. ';, :::, :. „:et . *""""". . . '; (3) Substitute 

, vertical cuhing 

2 oooi ri v4. . ". :, 4/88 53, . * ';:2493". =. ;:, '. (094061" ' 

drying room, 
' —; (5) Rebuild ihe 

to the 38-door 

. ; burning twice loin 

(t ) Insrall reactive 

(2) Adopt new 

3, 900 '. ~:- . -, ' 'iy;~6852442' . '. 5:2493' '. . ': 17083. 07 
«10000 . , ". ". -'-'" ', . : ': ~ '': '. ' ':' ' -. —. '. 'replacetheold 

inside thc kiln and 

strerigdlen rhe 

(3) Replace the 

800 lo PC-12GO 

Total ' (RMB 
Y 10, 000) 

Project Investment[5[, 

i'elect 

Status 

Commercial 

loan 

55. 6606 12. 000 

Entrmtrnenr 
0 

Loan 

Self-Funding 45. 9286 

Ag, tbe 
I. 

sertdces snd 

req)ired by 

ilia bonhact 

ham been 

finishcri 
. t 

Financial 

Assist mes 

Commercial 
0 

loan 

157. 2166 12, 000 

Enrrust ment 

Loan 

Self-Funding 

AU dte 

seMces and 

actlmhm i. 
reipured by 

hmn been 

1474846 fin hed. 

Financial 

Assistance 
0 

Commercial 

67. 9983 12, 000 

Entrustment 

Loan 

Sell'-Funding 511 2663 

Ao the 

serIices and 

Iicttvities i. 
req[rired by 

the contract 

hat[e been 

Financial 

Assistallce 
0 

Others '(RMBY IOJIOG) 

Actual Results 

Start- 
Productinn after 

end I . '. ":, . ';. Finnncral Kviluation . ' . -. : - . . . . Energy Use/I)nit I'roduct 
renovrition 

date. 

Energy . ', , 
-' - ' Remarks 

emission 
Savings . 

Reduction(t/ 
(tce/a. ) a. ) 

Payback 

period 
2 16 year 0 tce/10, 000 

Cmd I 10 

June 

2005. 

May 
2006 

Cost of 
mergy 232. 83 Y I/Ice 

savulgm 

Payback 
3 03 year 

period 

IRR 
June 

2005- 

May 
2006 

39. 56 4A4 

61727 YIO, OOO 

Cost of 
enmgy 204. 46 Y I/ice 

saving I 

Payback 

period 
2 43 

June 

2005- 

May 

2006 

4/ 

, I. 
, ' lo, Goo 4 

6. 000 . [comroon ' . ' " ' '- ' ' " -' ' ' 
. 5, 425 59 13, 52600 

Z 

I'mjiO, OGO 
' . . " ' Coal '- ". „1. 15 

10, 000: Pciwvei:. ":;; ":, '; 0. 10 

4, 700, "comtism ", . ;" ':- —, " ' . *, :*. - ':. : . 
" „', 2, 3'83. 04: 594092 

~ bricks/a. - ~ 

NPV 172. 32 Y 10, 01N 

Coat of 

energy 289 33 Y I/tee 

saving' ' 

C energy . . . Ice/rO, OOO 

'umptitm it- 2 . , -bce 

49 09 10. 000, po er' . " . 0 11 
n „„~ -, - * 

4, 200 ~ . : '. . -j', "v " . . :", . '. . " 
52 467 46i" 426 IS 1737»4 

bricks/a 

166, 75 Y la, o(N 

Cicracrgy -"';:. '-' '-Itic/10, 000 

(ce/ t 0. 000 

Xinjin Jinhua 

Cmofeng 

4 lrlachinc- 

Making 

Brick Plant 

Internal 

combnshve 

coal (t) 

It is located in 

Jmhua Village o 

Xinjin Coumy in 

Chengdn. There 

we 120 

nnployees. The 

leading products 

arc clay bricks. 

its 6 ed asser is 

more than RMB 

2. 5 million. 

22-door annular kiln/ 

natuml drying Technical 

Process Raw rmuerial- ~ive: . . 
Model'mg-Cut into coal (t) 
pieces-Cut adobc- 

Natural drying-Buming- 

Finished product 

Major Energy-use 

Equipiricnts hammer power/MWli . 

blow 

crusher, beater, brick- 

making machine, blower 

toe/10, 000 
7, 8913 048 3, 835, 20 COal 

' '. ;". :. . 170 

503. 7 0. 48 '; 244. 80 
' Power'. ': ' ' 0. 16 

984 ', Q38 37687 

4, 456. 87 ' ': 
4 186 

C energy: . . ' . " tce/10, 000 
co4sumprion'I '. '. ' 

. bce 

, (I) Shale marerials 

will substitute for 
. rhe clay materials 

for brick making, 

(2) Replace the 

. non-vacuum bnck- 

making making 
. : Iiom 360/I to 

JZIUO/45-30, 

erupting mere 

advanced cuhmg- 

inece machines 

and cuthng-adobe 

2, 400 '. " . ' . . '4;45687 . . :24935 ' 11, 11098 
: bce/a. . '. 

. : . '. . . . . ' . . . . , current ones. 

(3) Arrifrciai 

, 
' dryine replaces thc 

natural drying, 

. (4) Dismamle the 

22-door kiln and 

build a 24-door 

energy-saving kiln. 

249 2058 12. 000 

Commercial 

loan 

Entrustment 

Self-Funding 

Financial 

As sl I tancc 

0 AU the i. 
services and 

activiries 
i 

rcqwrcd by 

ihnmutimct 

hatIe been 

239 4738 fi bed. 

0 

Payback 
3. 69 year 

period 

IRR 23 59 

June 

2005- 

May 

2006 

NPV 191. 75 Y10. 000 

Cost of 
ntergy 317. 69 Y I/rce 

sa~t 

Coal . tee/10, 000 

tcr/10, 000 
Power. 0 10 

'10, 000 . ' 

3, 600: common, 
' bricks/ri 

C cntugy tce/10 000 
1. 20 

consumptkmltl 

. 2373. 59 . ''5. 91735i: 







Shusngliu 

13 Iiancha Shale 

Brick Plant 

Shuangliu 

Huayang 

14 Honghuo 

Shale Hogo 

Buck Plant 

Sichuan 

Qmnglai 

Honglin 

Brick Plant 

' . Businas 
Progle] I} 

Technical Piocess and 

. Major Kacfgykuie. 

Equi pmcnts2] 

li is locaied in 

Iiancha Village 

in Shusnghu 

Counny in 

Chengdu. 7)»re 
are 100 

empkfyees The 

leading produca 

are shale hogow 

brir4 and 

porous bricks 

hs fixed essa i« 

more Ihan RMB 
4 55 million 

22-door annular Hln/ 

srafiad drying 

Ted»ical Process'Raw 

mate nal-Store mate n al- 

Rough oomminution- 

Funher comminurion- 

Slore matenal-Beat up- 

IVlodeling-Cut inta 

places CUI sdobc- 

Distnbuiion-Diying- 

Buming-Finished 

product Ma/a 

Energy-use 

Equipmenls'hammer 

blow 

crusher, beater, bnck- 

malong machine, blower 

It is located m 

Huayang Village 

in Shuangliu 

Counuy in 

Chengdu. There 
are 175 

employees. 7he 
leading producn 

ae shale hollow 

bricks and 

porous bnc4 
Iis rixcd tssct is 
more than RMB 
3. 2 million. 

lt ls Iociiicd iri 

Huilong Village 
in Qionglm City 

in C hang du. 

There sn: 120 

empkyees. The 

lead»8 products 

are shale holknv 

bricks and 

porous bricks 

hs rixed asset is 

more thm RMB 
4. 6 million. 

24-door annular kiln/ 

anffcfal drying 

Techmcal Process Raw 

material-Store materid- 

Rough commmut»n- 

Funher comminution- 

Store material-Beat up- 

Modeling-Cut into 

pieces-Cut adobe- 

Distnburion-Drying- 

B uming-Finished 

produa h/or 
Energy-use 

Equipmena:hammer 

blow 

crusha, bearer, brick- . 

making machine, blower 

20-door annular kiln/ 

atificial drying 

Technical Process Raw 

maierial-Store maerid- 

ROUgh commmutirxv 

Further comrnmunon- 

StOre materia)-Beat Up- 

ModehngvCut imo 

pieces-Cut adobe- 

Distnburicn-Dryfng- 

Buming-Finished 

product Major 

Energy-use 

Equipments'hammer 

blow 

crusher, beater, brick- 

making machine, bkiwer 

K K Baseline[3) 

corisurii'ptio'n 'Caavcsgi Kne'rgy um 

'(physical '" on Factor, 'l:. '(Ice) 
quaiitiiy) 

* 

Interrial 
tce/I 0, 000 

combunive. . . , 7, 797 0 5 ) 3, $98 80 - Cos). —. . ::::; I 71 rtl' ', 
mal (t)- 

rnmbustrve. ' 4104 05 ". 205. 20"' Powei:, ;I, ;. /. 
. . 0, 16- icc/10. 000 

(t)- 

Power/MWh -', 972, ', -;-0. 383 537X28, -". Irv 
* ', ". 

combusiivi;, 5 8 828 I 0 49 . „«4 39641 ': Coal I:=;- '; «%*, '-;-'!I/)„-. '-' 

'coal (i) 

Ex terna' 

combustive 464. 0 49 ~' 23)i39;f" Ppwis:. :4 '-. :;. "-', 0 16" tce/10 000 

coal'(I) * 

Power/MWh, : t. 120 I;: . 038 . ')429/15-, "', 
* 

i 

Sunt total;. . . '. 0;/:";. :, '. 0' 5 ":f, «. '::-';. . . I 
' 

5, 05695: . -::, -. "''*: —: In'. . " 1«$7-— 

In»mal' 

rxxjfbjutive . 95195 048 524'61700 «Eoa): I 
-. . ", :::: . . ". ""Iiyl' ~ 

~ 'bm Ift 
coal (I)- 

I. 

combustivi: 1, 057 7 0 48 (SL) 00'- Powjr, ;. " I';:, -::0. 16 ' , tce/10, 000 

coc) (t) 

Power/MWh * "1, 215:; 8 '0. 383;H 465(35:';2 '. i "„. «( i r'rw . ! i 

'I 

O Bef 
. , Tatal . , CO 

. . „, , CO2 

„, -. (tce) . . It. :/:. ' . . ":: (I/a'. ) 

2, 700 ';-*. "- ' . ":&$05695UC "i 2A93 ~ '-' yf)260]k98t„';: 

3000 ' '::Lt;"Sisps&SK 4". '2493z. ":- h)3ff4920 -. ' 

(I) Iiisiag fmcri«c 

pe ivn 

compcnsarion for 

the inductance 

bunhen; 

(2) Adopt new 

fdting technical 

apprcuch Io 

replace d» old 

bcick and kh 
imide dte kiln and 

stfcflgttum the 

pressurizing; 

(3) Replace the 

hammer blow 

en»her from FC- 

800 io PC-1200. 

56 5737 12, 000 

Commercial 

loan 

Ennusmvmi 

Loan 

Self-Funding 46 8417 

F inanaal 

islimcc 

All the 

services snd 

SetlvlhCS 

required by 
6» cons«act 

have been 

Cinished 

Payback 
period 

IRR 
I e 

2 5- 

Cosi of 
energy 

saving m 

2 34 

47. 09 '/v 

t8t. lg Y10000 

245. 83 Y I/Ice 

(I) Install reaaive 

powa 
for 

*e inductance 

bunsen; 

(2) Adopt new 

felring tachnicd 

approach to 

replace the old 

brick and Celt 

»side the kiln snd 

strengthen the 

PrCSSiiflzlrlg, 

(3) Replace the 

hammer blow 

crusher Irom PC- 

800 to PC-1200. 

56. 0523 12, 000 

Commercial 
0 

loan 

Entrustment 

Loan 
0 

Self-Funding 46 3203 

Financial 
0 

Assistance 

All d» 
services and 

activities 

required by 
thC contract 

have been 

Iiruah ed 

Payback 
2. 3 2 'll car 

penod 

48 21 

I 
2 5- 

2 
NPV 190. 95 Y I 0, 000 

Ccct of 
energji 269. 23 Y I/tce 

savin gt 
I 

(I) Install mactive 

compensarion for 

the induamro 

bunhen; 

(2) Adopt new 

fairin technical 

approach lo 

replace the old 

brick and felt 

inside Ihe kiln and 

sneugdum 4» 
pressurizing; 

(3) Replace the 

hammer blow 

crusher from PC- 

800 to PC- I 200. 

58 671812, 000 

Comm»cist 
0 

loan 

EiltlilS tin en i 

Loan 
0 

Self-Funding 489398 

Financial 

Assistance 

All the 

SOMccs arid 

ac O vl tl CS 

required by 

ihe a»trna 
have bees 
6»smd 

Payback 
pcflod 

47. 04 0/ 

2 5 

y 
2 

NPV 188 06 Y I 0 000 

Cosi of 
encfgy 239 49 
saring"' 

' I;210, 783 . —. ' 
180, 1064. 8p3 

Project Investinent]5} . , 
Pro paced' 

*~Ratovation[4}; . . ' - -' . '-:; CKF (DSS):, Others . (RMBYI0$001. i ';, ~ . ;. -, e d. '. ' '. 
, Firiddcial Evaluation . ": Y 10&0003 

Anticipated Results[6] 

. COS 
prd C 

Ectly 

Rmark 
. '-„Energy I/sel(/nit Products 

' '. Savings 

(tee/a. ) 
m) 

tce/10, 000 
Coal:. , ': '. ; '- I IS 

Powcii . ' . -. . -, 010 

3, 000 . commun " - -: ' '-: -. ': . '. ", 
, 
' 

1, 84$, 95: - ~ '4, 6p9, 42' 

:tce/10000 . . ". ' ':" &"i:. 'V-i. :, ;~, , . '. -:. ' Conti*. . :'. ;:I/"«-'O' I IS 

ice/10, 000 

300 ' co(nmoh «s"-"-, *, 
. ". . „„. -. ';, -:. *. -;", 

' 
--, ":. : '-. "' 1958 04, . ' ' 1881. 39 

Cimeigy '"" . ', ''"'tce/10, 000 ', , ;. ", ";' $'*, 

I 0, 000 
3, 700::common ':, :;;. '; K, v: =. . -:. . -. '-. , :;:-. ":, ', ". '. '". ", 2, 44243 '-C 608$. 97, 

i 

37312. 'I . 93020 

[I]-[3]. Ag data an: quoted Cmm 0» Passibility Study Repon, snd data of 2004 are used as bcselme dais, 

[4]-[6} TI» dam arequrued from actual resuhs SI)er the operation of the projea. 

[7]. bce: brick axnmoa equivalent 

[8} c cncrgy consumption, comprehensive energy consumption 

[9] Formula for calculating anl of tncrgy savings: 

Invest +. (c, — c, ) - P, 
i(]+i)" 

(] +. i)" — ] 
hP 

Legend 

CE — mst oC energy savings, Y I/tee« 

Invest — Initial cost ( Y) 

i — Disamnr rate; 

n — Pro/act liCecycle (a ) 

ci ci incremenral cost per product. c, - cosr per product ager rhe rermvation, c, - aist pcr product beCae the renovation. (Y/10. 000 bce) 

U 

P2- amuai Cusp«n ager the renovation, (Y/10000bce) 
EF — annual energy savings (tce/a ) 

A[4 



Shen~Bog' Brick: 
E E Bvsdine 

Trctmkal Prvcem nrid 

Major Energy. mc 
. 'Eqmpnicnt ~ . 

' Hx, Tupx Business Proflle Caaversioa 
: Factor" Energy Type . , coasuinptfow " 

'(phys»d qnmdryi 

Output Before Rcaevashm Eiicrgy Os)rtleir Pieducs 
"(tm) 

Intcmcl 

mmbistivccml' ", '-; -)AX84 
0) 

I cd 10, 000 
. bce D): );1 3, 8584 Coal 

cloy snd ox I cinders 

mired in s cased isiv 
A collcciively owned 

enteqxisc, cstablishcd 

in 1989, with Iircd 

esse» of 5120, 000 
Dolph before 0» 
rem»stion: 26. 50 M 
bucks common 

cquimknus I Tow 1 

cmpbyccs. 140 

Extcmst 

ccmbishve ceo( 

(t) " "::"": 
met kcdcr (mbcr) srd 2 

duel-spindk mace, then 

fcd inlos drmbtwstcgc 

vacuum x aeter. 
cxuudcd columns cm into 

g»Cn trickt. sir dhcd 

Creen bnckc lircd m 5 

Ho(frnsn kiln 

Ton ggeu Ho ~ 

Brick Plant, 

Su)»run Direct 
Shenyang, 

. Gofitci/10000bce 

1650: c IOIXxlbcux/ 

D. 38 162 0 I 423 

, ?u 
4, 020. 41, , 5:-"Oi ' " . ' " 

. : . '1. 52 OX/10. 000boi, e 
C cacrg) 

emir ithipt 1N 
0 Sum teel ' 

interrwl 

1 A 3 tcc/)OP00 bcc 4P87. Coal 

clay ond coal cindcw 

mimd m ~ cater rnw- 

mccl fcedcr (mixw) snd 1 
duel-spindk mi cert, thm 

fed inm e doublcvtsgc 
mcuum curudw; 
ettrudal co)it/tits ciil »to 
yccn bhc let ex dricd 

yecn bucks lircd in s 

Ho(inc n L tin. 

A pl vere ox»id 
emrrpiic, eaten ishcd 

in 1994, with Fixed 

s sew of 54 Sg 000 
(hcpx bc/ore the 

retd»ettoet 35 M 

bricks comme 
cqu»xtcnda I Toml 

140 

Ex(crrql „, 
Hollaw BncL 

Pbnt, 
Waiuxahsn 

Tmm, Xrhu 

DistricL Bcnxi 

Ciry 

ODQ tcc/)Daoa bce--, ' 0 Power, , 

3AOQ 
2)401 5587 

Sure tote( 5 5»50( 51 

i 

C cucrgydcrrmxnyion . . . I 49 icc/lo, otX)bcx 

5 

comheeivc noel :TA'/D 

i"X. 
clay snd coal cinders 

mixed in ~ cased raw- 

irim) (ccdcf [Irtlxcr) iiltd 4 
dost-spindle mi xcrs. then 

fcd iriio s doobtoswgc 
mcuum ccuudcr, 
extruded columns cut inm 

green bricks; air dned 

gnxn tricks fired in ~ 

Ho(frlLlh Liltt 

A phvS Ic OwhCd 

chlcrprisc, csceblislexl 

in 1989, with liccd 
assets of 5?4S, DOD 

Output bcforc thc 

rcaomtiorr 55 M 
bricks cimirmii 

eqrimtcni/hri Tmol 

mployccs: 160 

Exiemel " 
cvcmblltt ivv cori(, 

(I) '«xm»' 
Fever„'. ';::, . '1: ": (':. . :;. '005 Kx/foaOOEcc 

Shenyang 

Wemhcng BricL 

Pint 
SAQQ;; . 10 Pmver/MWh 781 4 

1. . '5 

C chcrgycontompxw 
' ". I A9 tch/lo(IOD Ixc . . Sumtotal;-v; ri 

„re 

8 1697 

lmemd 

cwhbilst ice cwi), 1, 4'8 tc(/I oaoo bct '5 

c)tv end ceo( oinde» 
mica) m a camd raw- 

meal fccdcr (mixer) end 5 

dus I up re le mr xers, dion 

fcd ines e douhle-su gc 
iieCv wit CcthKki; 

cxtnidrd cotiiriiris crit Shih 

grccn bric kt. eir drie 
grccn bricks (ired in a 

tkfl'man kiln. 

A privstc oivhctl 

enwptm. mmbhthcd 
m )978, with lived 

ames cr 5364)N)0. 
(huput bc(wc the 

renovation. 27. 7 M 

inc Lt wxnrncn 

equimtcnsb; Tccsl 

em~: 110 

cohitxisti cSKKil 

(tj". ''i . nnvcrr ': 
' 

1. 
" " ' ", ' -. ': ' 0, 05 tro/(6 M)o bet;+" ()Scott»»i 

Cwotang Hoomv 

Brick PlanL 

Xincheroxi 
DislrieBhcnyan 

8 

Power/hdyli. 'Si ; ' '0. 38 10. 0(XI b/x/a/ (45. 1 

4A)3 C cmrgi coniunqcicn i' 1. 51 Icc/IO, C(nhcc. r I 

IriICrne) 

oimbu ~ iim hoe I 

0) 
1. 56 tndl 0, 000 Ixc 4573 Ceal . SA73 

cky anJ cool cinders 

mixodins csscdrsu. 
meal feeder (mixes) nnd 6 
dmtwpndk mt twr, then 

fcd trito ~ Joubkvmgc 
»c num muuder, 
crtiudsd cotunvts cvl mio 

gxen bricks; sit dried 

peen bricks I)red in a 
Hnlfawn kiln 

A prisem meed 
~ ntccphsx mwb(ishrd 

in 1988, with tixcd 

maes of 5254, 0DQ 

Outpm tel'orc the 

wnovstian. 28 M 

Ixivks convhm 
~ quimlenua I Towl 

130 

Extcim) 
combtislivc oeol 1 
(I):. ::. , ;. "" . ' 0 05 tce/I OPOQ bce 

Shenyang 

Ping)uo Bu. ldrng 

hbtcrisl Ptam 

38D6 '„-'; ' " 058 145 T 23/)0, " 10, 000 hie/i/ 

4519 3' C cowgy censumpich 1. 61 wdto 000 bce. Swu mwl -, : 

lntcmcl 

ciimbucuvs coal: . . ', . :: 4, 858 
(0 

. Ii )9 ax/(03)00 4BSQ Ca/it 
' ' 

clay eml cuol ~ iodr» 
rniwd in a cccaJ mw. 

meal keder (mixer) and 7 

duskspindle mixe»I thee 

fcd iron a double-wsye 

'ice»un acti»let; 
cxtrtKkd txiliirmis crit trito 

ymh Ihictc. Sir dhCd 

grccn tricts Feed m a 
Hoflmcn Liln. 

Extwtht 

combustive ccal I 

(i) 

A pt'rate oiivicrt 

cntcrprim. mwblxhcd 
in 1991. wiih tixnd 

asses of $315, 000 
Ompm bvt'orc thc 

rcnoixtiorr !5 M 

bric)a aurunnn 

equimt «I/s, Torsi 

enphomx 160 

D D6 mdl 0 IX6 tcc 

Sich?vag 
Xdhwn fkdlou 

Brick Pkn 

3500 . '10, 000 bcuhy 
' 

200 \ I 523 5 

Sum mat 
p 

505851Cwxrgyewwanpkm . i 4? tcdloooobcc 

Intcmal 

cwriliiislive chait ' " "' — 4 61( 2 

(i) 

. . 4, 611. Coal/ . 1. 31 Icd10000 bcc 

clcy*nd coal cindcm 

miXCJ in s cased raw- 

mnri fCCdCC (miXCtl CSIJ 8 
Jml»trirelc »ives, sbu 
feil trito ~ rhwbkvmpe 

5 ac v isis xnnehm 

Extetml ' 

ucilmstive wwl 

(0 

A prl vote invited 

cnhsp)m, mmbt irked 

in \'FD, ivitb lira) 
s wet of 59693)00 
Out pa tab vc the 

5'I/ M 

O. C6 xd I 0, (00 tee 

!, 520 . R). 000 bede 3 lhrogbi Clay 

Drid Plant 
202. 2 (28 Ihhvcr/lv(Wht 

Ptepeied Tcetiic ~ I 
CO2 Emhs~ . ' . ' Rcnsvsdoa 

0/6) 
. CQ!'. 
Cscfrxkal 

Tati msc 

~ tc (Icc) 

1. renew d» coat cinder 

grirKliiig syswm 

2. cnkrp the Hn((man kiln 
. ' 

by tuildiag 8 seri chem(art 
. 3 rexoFit&ekilnt 

Inuuducc tern» txpriSshm 
citheilciilg dcviccl (PCED) 

S. inuoducc s mw cncrgy 

dlicicnt su b bnvcr 

(0BZZ Lg -"4, 020. « 

I. cerwvr Qw ceol cindw 

yimhrtg tystcxt 

2 retrefh dx Hoflmsn bbr, 
3. Inuuducc reccrive power 

C\Pectmi»C XiiPChttlion 
an thc trensfonnw 

4. hhrodum a ncw energy 

~ fficmn mr htoum 

12, 96737 1. 51 

1. renew the ccal cinder 

grinding syewn 
2 rctrolil dw Hofbnsn bin. 
3. (rmeduce rcscum powcc 

CSPCCttertcC ~tvm 
devices an 0» trsndonncr 
~ . (ntroduCC txmm 
cspaciwncc enhancing 

drviccs (PC ED! oo rmmex 

. . '. . . 20567 25 5 . 2 493 8. 169. 28 

1. rcnrW Ihe Ccal cinder 

grmhng sysnxa 

2. calaqp Jw HotfmsnLiln 
' . Is/ but))mg It xitm chiitilbw5 
. 3. reuolit 0» Ho(linea kiln; 

4. (ntihduCC PCxvCt 
' cspacibnce enhoncing 

' ' 
Jmiccs (PCED) on mews 

4„2336G '' . ')A93 IO+5437 

I. Bwkl n nmv 44 chnmbct 

Hooins a Liln; 

2. inuoduce pnvcr 

CcptCiu nCC Crdarmng 

de (cur (PCED) on mcacs 

4519, 39 ' ', 2493 11566. 84 

l. rcnev IhC Cnei Cirder 

yihJirig ci'sicrri 

2. reuuiit thc HolTmsn kiln, 

). kdiodi»C »4Ctivc POll Cr 

co fuci whee c 5mpcnmt»u 

dehcet nn ihc irsnsl'armer 

4. inucdwx e ncw smr(w 

clTicicnt oii bknicrl. 

O. 610 86 S, 058. 51 2A93 

1199987 lm)Je I~~yam 
brick d»w 

4yi), 42 2. 413 

Tete I( RICO) /F 

18, 080) ': 

ST 

51 

57 
' 

109 

54 

179 

Piijsm In citiaeni 

DIMES( RMB TF IQAQD), DEF (DSS) 

chnxnrhm I loan 

(2 aoa 

47 

pubf»subsxly 

ccmmcrcml kim 

I 1. 900 
4t 

commercic 1 loon 

I Z. DDO 75 

pub la. subsidy 

12. 100 47 

publ» sutvrdy 

commwcie1 loan 

I I, RXI 

' commercial knn 

shinar»wc 'kwn 

12, 3CO ~ 4 

public mtwidy 

mmmwcist kun 

is i I cwit iimit tun h 

I S, MXI 169 

Pmj I Smtm. 

4CCcmpliexrl 

vccrvhP tshtd 

SO»eh pitched 

eccesn pl i 53rd 

accomplished 

me»mt 5 shed 

ucwenp list »J 

8 less 

hbrch- 
2MB 

hbrch- 
2 

5 

March 

2 

Jsm 5 . / 1:F'minCi (Evabvtioa 

Psytact period 2 42 7mr 

83 63 

x 1000D 

RMB 
35439 

Cwd Of Criergy 

mvlug 
S5 82 

). 32 

43. )D 

K IOIXNI 

RMB 
100 22 

Cot I of energy 

5avnig 
47 61 

4. 51 

27. 85 

~ 10000 
itblB 

91. 70 

Cmt oF energy 

scvrrig 
27. 15 

233 ymr 

8761 

5 1aotXI 

RMB 
378 12 

Cent o(cncrgy 70 67 

2. 4D 

41. 60 

uyxk 
Hpt/ 

v 100MI 

Rhai 
616 64 

54 55 

7 DZ vest 

11. 54 

x I GODO 

RMB 
4 IS 

Cwa of energy 

Ctvttig 
27 05 

veer 

1 I DODD 

R)vo) 
ugml, 

HPV 252. 47 

Aces t Remits 

PrvJuctiiu eftci mmvariwy 

1. 400 X 10000 bm/S 

3, 5CO: x I ODMI beds 

5 Sao: ' x 10000 bee/x 

3, 500 x I QMNI bce/s 

3 800 . . 1 IQOCO bxn. 

. x 10(00 Ixx/c. 

C, ISO x 10000 ber/s 

Energy Ilramiiit Product 

Cool. I 21 Icc/IG, OCO bee 

PowCr 0 05 tcc/ lo QQQ hm 

I 28: tcc/)O, QCO Ixc 
oc555iiipti wi 

I 26 led(0, Goo boa 

Poiver'. . :; ':' ' 005 tce/IQ, OQobcc ":: 

1. 31 tce/IQDQQ bin. 

125 I~IOCOQb' Vti Coo( 

Dol kd(638)otci 
i 

' ) 29. ii/IO, CIXtbcc ~ 

Coal:. -, , 
', 127 hn/10, 000hcr', 

pc'wrx: — ' ' 0 04, tcc/10, 000 bce I 

' 1. 31 teal(DMnbm 

Ccul: I. (4:kdt0000bcc 

Peecm 003 tcc/toooolxc 

C cncrgr 

ceo sump»a 
1. 17 kd(o, oootce 

rois» 004 kd(OOIXlb 

1. 22 ke/IOJXW bce C. we 

. 1'26'XdtO'. QOOD' 

13) ux/loaoohcc 

OMI scr/to, aaobx 

. . Savuqs . , (Irclp)' ' 

623. 51 

(-1, 074. 78 

5 
' 

«, 7, 8)VDX 
X 

1, 668. 84 

663. 21 

. t, )9974 

COZ cmbrisa; 
Rmmdiaa (ttx) . 

-. '. Z/Boa 1 

t, 5 MCZ 

2A79, 42 

If (n 

4, rfiosn 

1, 653. M 

)geo. )5' 





IS Minshong Brick 

Pknr, Beam 

A )ovate Contr 
cntcrtnisc, mmbgshcd 

ia 1981, with liccd 
assets cf 5292, 000 
Cvrtpm bcfiec 0» 
xnova lion. 36 M 

crprivsknveri Total ~: ISg 

clc7 arid coal cihdcrx 

rot xcsl iii c ct5orl rcw 

meal fccdcr (mixer) snd 

16 dual-spindle mixcrs, 

dxn fwl into ~ double. 

rtigc vacumo cxuudm 

cxtnrdcd columns ad mto 

grccn bnvks, ~ ir driod 

green bndm fired m 5 
Hoffman kiln. 

corotms Irm coa I ' 

8) 

Rnv'ey+10th„=„' 606) B. "" 'ON 

Coil, ( -::. 5 . . . . ' . ; . 1. 36tixnOOB) bcc 

„: 0 06 tmrl )0 000 krt 

I X232, 21 

55155. 41 C snfrgyohstmtpt)BI — t ) 47 roal10000 bcc 

) O, OPO bci)at 

5 

5, 2)E4 , „: —::)7493 Ic), got). 58 

I . renew Ou: ecol cinder 

grmdmg systcin 

2. Icoofx Ihc Holfilich killl: 

3. Inbednm powx 
ca paci lsaoc cnhanc 'mt, 

dcvxes (PCED) on urxcm 

47 11200 

commmcisl ksn 

cnumunmn loan 

public saks)P) 

38 ~ oxxnplishcd 

Payback perio 

IRR 

Cast of cmxgy 
sc viiig 

4 29 

29. 81 

56. 59 

51. 76 

x 10000 
RMB 

Coal . ;:. . . : ' 
I 19 tcell0, 000bce 

Pouter:: 5 . 005 tcer10. 000bcb I"" 

CI:243~((20000 ". ' 

16 

A coOcc livLiy owhol 

mttcphsc, estab)rshcd 

in 1980, with lixaf 
omct» of 572, 700 
Oulpul bckce the 

rcnovatioe: 20 M 
bncks oommlo 
cOoivalcnr/ao Tcml 

mnployccs: 86 

clay ~ i xi wc I 5 iridcr5 

iriixcdma cc5xlmi- 
mcal fcedcr (mixer) snd 

17 dmlopirxgc mrwm 

Ihcn kd into o doubk- 

xagc vaeumo corudcr. 
xttixlcd cotiirrro5 ciil telo 

peen bricks, au dried 

green bricks tired in a 
Holfinan kila 

ln lelnat '. , 0 

(i) „ 
. 5 5 

336; "', 03 

3. 192 

1289 

)$20. 9 

Cori, " ':. :. "-:. "', ;. ';. '": (. 60 rot)) 0, 000 bot" 

Fliwcr, ", " 
—, 'yt, " ' ', . 006 icrpIO)KID bee 

Ccnxgy ~1 -. . 1. 66 tcctt0000 bcc 

~ 8$7905 

1. renew thc dnubkcmgc 
irSCuma Cclhxkr, 2 rClrofil 

lhc liof6nsn kilnl 

). Xnmducc power 

csplc RLrricc chhc tie nig 

doricei(PCED) osn»tom 
4 ihlnxkcc FPtl Otspxncy 
ccnuelkrs nnm air Bowers 

52 11. 700 

mmnercial ken 

41 March - ugusr, MV 

7. )9 

II 29 

69 63 

x 10000 
RMB : x IOOOObxrh i 

r 

Coal'. ", -": ". *'- 122 Ice)f00(phcvb ~ 

004 tcdrt0. 000bci „. . 

1. 26 . ical 10 000 bca 

. F. 

Tel ~ I 113 

I. Rmmrkr Compo ring wnh lhc kel imsxm of thc MdtE Form centred lo lhc drs 8 linet repen, nchnicsl fi grum in rhi ~ Form ham bccn updated m mwmd by veri lying acth not anly feasibility study, pregrcm rcpert, 'ummllslien 

report, oe-site lestmg readt ~, the annual EE rtport (20rx) snd dx linu. twlfoear rcpt' (2005) bm also thc yearwhd EE report (2(DS) of each of da Fleets. Rvhii)r wc Imm )ux rrcmmd. 

2. bce. brick common ertrrivaknt 

3 c chwgy coiliimiplica ~m circlgy cohsiinlpuoo 

4. Formula lor cake)cling cort ol' cnwgy savings 

Legend. 

CE — cost of energy savirgs, Y lltce. 

lever — Inn is I cost ( Y ) 
~mane rale; 

o — Proj ca lilac)ck (s ) 

I 
InVeyf — +COSI 

(1+i)" — j. 

EF 
c -c, -lscreaeutal cost per prmluct. 5, - cast psr prmluct after the renovation;c, — cost per prmluct 

before the rmiceatico. (y/IO, OOD bee) 

P2 - oneutl output cger dx rsnovanon, (x 10, 0OD Ixc) 

EF — annual energy asvmgs ( tie/a. ) 

5. Cokalalica of energy savings sl TVE Ha 7 md Ha 12. "Arliliciol drVing ~" Icehhchrtg has boca spplsxl to rcplscc dw "nstum) dnwrg" techn rkg) ~ i the tuw TVEs Ahcr ihc rcnmatuvL Rmrte heal cxhsumed from tibu u 

nxnxluccd inm lhc ail ilicml dryih8 chamber as heating cncrgy. This w of a type of we pe heal (energy) lecychng Esws energy mvmgs ai Oe iwo TVEC are cakula lcd by suboacliag ihc pouur cunsunxsim of thc newly added blowws 

frcrn Ox imal heat cmxgy rccyckrk 
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Business'Pr'of i'I ~; . " ' 
Icchhicai PEDCCVS 

tnd'Najor Faergy- 
, sxe Eqvtpaents Energy IIOV 

' —. 8 f. Ih se)iec- ' 

Secrct . . l - ~ 

cohcUoPtlort CDrrvcrstorf . : Eftcfgy p kacvgy Uxeifcrtt Prodact 
(physics( '' ' Factor '. uje (tce) 
quantity) 

. . Project Faces(Orat" 

Total/ . :, c . . ", . ' . . :. , * . . . - =-- EPV«ro«d, tckkkicai P hbvritioht -. . . Total, 
Oslpel 'geforc:. . . ':" . ' ' CD2. Eh(his(one 

~ ncicj use 13)2 Cocffirjeat . : . . " ':': ' ": — . '. ': '': ' . . '. . . . ' '. ' (NNNY'. : CEF'(US5), . ': Chhv» (RMBYIF/N)9) 
gtrlovat(DA ~, , ~ ~. . . . ~ 

' (5/c ) 

Pro)ect 
Staten" "St'art e'nd ' Fthabe i I E aiustioo 

I da 

Ac loaf Rmclls . : 

Prjutkbtlon. " . ', '' ''. ". . . ' -. '" . " ' ":. ' Eserqj. Cache jxsjoh: . Ruwkks 

after ' . ", . Enirgy. pxe/(lntt Prwluct . Sariagc Redact(an(t/a 
rriao ation:. . . . I'' . . '. . ', , , . . . - . (Ece/s. ) '::;) 

Thi ~ plant wm casbprixd at ~ 

copcctnuly ewwl plam En the 19805 8 
occu pin an ww of w«80 mu 

lsur BI 5 hectare). Pnor to Ux 

pvjeck Ihs plxu has lixed assets DC I 

nlil lion Rh(B Yuan and produces sa 
annual cutpul of 24 cop ion b»ckt 
corn»On hick fqwvlMI), Wlclc EE 

rxcd awcls of I. 52 nu pron RMB Vucn 

and produces su annual au I pur ol 26 88 

nuilicn bricks (cemmon trick 
cqUElulcttl) sAEx nrttwtlrolr At 

pescnLUX plant etnpOya )OO p«pk 
EltckdUEg 8 Eccl»Us)5 lrrvl Ithc fskfy E5 

20 RMB Ymnhneorh on mwsgc Bx 
main rav maluiel is dcy aad cinder 

Tbe two resin pcdnch xe lixd 
PCCF«moj b»cL (moduk 240 115 90) 
and fircd hollow brick (modvk 240 
40»115). Ihc Pj«ol Ihe Perloraxd it 

36 RMB Yusnlp ace snd Px 
pcrCerario wtc is over 25 PL lhc psicc 

oF lha hollow is 1. 00 RMB Yuan/piece 

SAd ldx pCIforstx ftrt ~ 15 OVOE 45% )IS 

Amdt of renova lieu, Ixick quality 

irhprnicd sud Ptc ~ talc 

id»eases from 7851 ro PEAL Most of 
preduds are wtd aa rix keel mmkct m 

Xrhn. 
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I 
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Baling 

TDUIE p 

Xs' ca 

P»d CtEOEE p\DECU 

anil eqttlp tsl 

CEIKltt CIILII+ IEDV Ehg 

fccrkr — -coarw rolls- 

hi fpccd linc folk-— 
» VCr 

— -E«wm 
uxvidt4 

co)unm ccluv —— 

I cereal 
crwbnxti e 
coal (t) . 

E terse) 
coabucti 
coal. (I) '. ' 

grCCA IKECk CUEE» 

rtatUrsl dry«8 
tifmg ct sfvhut MIn 

llrr E Eh CIICfgy 

C A Err U hi p I uw 

equip»salt 1)The 
rcprrrcd 38 cltsrrtbcrt 

xmollv kiln 

2)crrtrkf crv5hct 

3 9k. cpoul lies wps 
4)Miser 5)Vacuum 
cxEndw 6)CDIEEIEIEE 

cmw 7)Green bnd; 
CEAtCr 8)EE)XEW 

blower 

Pc er/)PA 

, I ~ 

Sch. total . " 

Ihix Alert 1 um nmlb tribal m J 
otBectivcly owned plsnl m Ihc I pgk k 

occupies sn arcs ot'wec 120 mu 

(law H15 hcdsre) Pnor rodu 
pnpfcl, Ore pknlklf f Ised cffclc Df t. t 
wiiiwn RlvlB Yusa wd produces an 

u must output of 44 nuBKm bncks 

(corwww brick cqunalcnt) Whri ~ EE 

fixcd tstelx of 1. 68 million RMB Yuan 

Wd producm an annual outptt of 46 
neUson bricks (common hick 
cqxwaient) aper Ewtowtwn Ar prcuwl, 

Ihc pknl cntploya I CO peeple induding 

lp tcchnical people and Ux mlary k 
850 RLBI Yusdtoodh onmemgt. BX 
crsth ISIV EEUIECftsl x Clay Iwd o«1 IEEC 

tvo wam FrOduda arC frtwl prfowmd 
brick (amduk 240 115 10) and Crred 

hollow brick (axdulc 240 240*115) 
Ihe ptice ol' dm perforated u 0 43 RINB 

Yvnhlpjc«ard UX imfordiCn nnc ia 

over 25SL The pj«of Ox boU«v is 

I 00 RMB Yunupicce end lhc 

effoffn«nsc Es rhuf 17Y At c fcot lt 

of »no«lion. hick Omlily impr wed 
asd rix xxepam«rate inueaser Frwn 

80th Ic 92'H. Most of Ehe pnduds are 

sold on Nw local nuvket ia Xffx 

Hengqi 
Hcw 

Typ 
Buikin 

8 
Maim(a 

5 Co, 
XE'sn 

P»EIEECEECD pfcCCEt 

~ ad cqulpmcr If. 

Brut ng feeder rOII I 
»usher — hi spud linc 

roth — dwtble shaA 

Emt«»asnsgc 
vacuum extruder 

colvmn cvncr gr«n 
crtucf EKlobc 

IrsnfPontn 8 mschtnc- 
nalursl drymg linng 

in smstar '4th 

llx maltr wrcrgy 
mofuraptioa 
equipnxars 1)Hcw 18 
chambc» and the 

rcpt(»El 24 attrbcrf 

xmuhv ktln 2)lkrnng 
fsCdm 3)ctn4Cf Crtrth* 
4)Ro85 cnxhcr 5)Hi- 

rpced fine roll ~ 

6)Double thsA rnimr 

7)Twr nvge vscvum 

x Uudw 8)Calumn 
cullcf 9)G r cert cu I I cf 
10)Blower 

)eternal: 
cosbu !it i vs 

cru'Et'(t) . 
, ' 

Cree»iai'- 
CEUEWSEI c 
coai'(t) '. 
PO et/IPA 

Suc tata) ' 
E. 

)'' 

'5 

8 
But ldtn 

8 
Sktmk 
5CU 

Prcductlaa prorcm 

carl cqtrlprt rtlt 

Ctndcr c rusher 4 
bm ing fccdcr- -tu- 
spscd fine vaga-— 
nti dhg e tinder 

va»wlh C VU6Cf 

vcnical column cwter 
— -gf«n bnck culav 
— — hei md 4rl'rrlg —— 
Oring is anrwlar Liln 

Tbc assis caergy 
clwftrfsptroa 

cqtrrpntcrrtx 1)fhc 
fcptrfCd 40 Ellambeff 

annukr kin 21Cindcr 

»usher))Hrvp«d roll 

4)trijx)EB vrva(cr 
SIV«uwn exuudcr 
6)Colon« cutuv 

7)GE«n hricL cuncr 
8)Edxufl blw m 

intersoi '. 

cod»st( c 
coai. . (ti 
Ettcrnal 
casters'tl c 
coal (I) 
yo cr/lph 

Sua Hotni 

This planl was estoblithcd as a 

coltcdhuly owned phrs rn 200ll Ir 
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Xiaf)yang' Brick: 

Tech'nicil v 

Process arid' 

Major". , ' 'f 

Energy-use/ 

""" ' '1 
Energy. coasumpti 

. Type 7 n (phyiicsal 

. ". , ys ", quantity)i 

Business Pro!dc 

The Plam was built in 

(99'), which is a 

township and village 

brick-making enterprise 

with acreage 6. 67 ha. 

The Plant had fixed 

asmts of'3. ) million 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annual capacity of 50 
million bricks (oqva) to 
commrm brisk) before 

(echo)ca) renovauon 

ARer technical 

renovation, The Plant 

has fixed assets of 3. 75 
million Yuan (RMB) 

Technics) 

Process Box 

clay feeder+ 
Coal eusher 

+Coal Feed 

Roller mill 

Double- 

shaR inixcr- 
7 wo-stage de 

airing 

extm der 

Mud column 

I Zhou 

Ling 

Hollow 

Brick 

Plan( 

Internal 

cornbusti 

ve slag 

(I) 

External 

combvsti 

ve coal 

(I) 

I ower/M 1. 025 00 

Wh 

Svm 

(otal 
cuuer- 
Cutter 

Conveying 

mac)anc fra 

The Plant was buil( in 

1984, which is a village 

brick-making enterprise 

with acreage 4. 002 ha 

The Plant hsd fixed 

assets of 1. 1 migion 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annus) capacity of 37. 5 
million bricks (equal to 

common brick) before 

technical renovation. 

Afier technical 

renovation, The Plant 

has fixed assets of 1. 50 
mifiion Yuan (RMB) 
vrith annvst capaci(y of 
41 million bricks ( ual 

2 Uucun 

Brick 

Plant, 

Diern 

Internal 5, 799. 96 
cornbusti 

ve coal 

(D 

Tcchnical 
Proeem. Clay 

+Stag 
Roller mill 

Double-shaR Ih 

Wcfche 
External 1, 023. 50 
comhusri 

ve coal 

(t) 

mt xer Two. 
ng 

District 

, Xian 

Yang 

stage dc- 

airing 

extruder Purer/$686. 25 
Oh Mud column 

oil i I cf 
Curter- 
Conveying 

green brick by 

manual work 
— Natural 

Sun 

totsl 

The Plant was built in 

1996, which is a 

township and village 

brick-making enterprise 

vnth acreage t3 34 ha. 

The Plant had fixed 

assets of I 5 million 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annual eapsrity of 38 
million bricks (equal to 
common brick) before 

technical relovatloii. 

Afier technical 

renovation, The Plant 

has fixed assets of 2 

migiou Yuan (RMB) 
with annual ca acit oF 

Internal 3, 802. 95 
combus(i 

ve coal 

«) 

3 Xiwu 

Vacuun 

Brick 

Plant, 

Xingpin 

g City 

Technical 

Process: Clay 

+slag 
Roller mill 

Double-shaft 

mixer-de- 
Extertm) 3, 11). 51 

combusti 

ve coal 

(I) 

airing 

extruder 

Mud column Porerlg 695. 40 
Ph clitter 

Cutter— 
Conveying 

green brick by 

manual work 

-14atural 

drying 

Sws 

to(al 

The Plant wm built in 

1997, which is a rigage 

brick-making en(a(prise 

with acreage 4. 002 ha. 

Thc Plant had fixed 

assets of 1. 2 million 

Yuan (RIVIB) with 

annual capacity of 32 

million brtcks (equal to 

common brick) before 

technical renovation. 

Ager technics) 

renova(ion, The Plant 

has fixed assets of 1. 6 
million Yuan (RMB) 
wirh annual capacity of 
34 million bricks ( ual 

4 Zhouhn 

8 
Zhuoxi 

Technical 
Process( Box 
fmde+ Coa) 

crusher+Cue! 

Feeder 

Roge mi))- 
Double-shsfi 

Internal 8, 000. 00 
combusti 

ve slag 

(() ng 

Hollow 

Brick 

Plant 

External 2, 440 00 

combusti 

ve coal 

(I) illixef Two- 

stage dc- 

airtvg 

extruder 

Mud column 

Poser/M 638. 00 

Suv 

to(a) 
cu('Icr 

Cutter 

Ccoveying 

machine for 

Tcchnical 

Process: Box 

clay Ceede+ 
Box fly ash 

feeder— 

Roger mill- 
!)oublc-shaR 

5 Nanyuz 

i 

Hollow 

Brick 

P4nt 

Internal 1, 850. 00 
combum 

The Plant was buil(in 

1992, which is a 
township brick-making 

enterprise with acreage 

4. 002 ha. The Plant had 

fixed esse(s oF0. 9 
millioii Yuan (RMB) 
vinb annual Capae(y Of 

24 milhon bricks(equal 

to common brick) 

before technical 

renovation. Aficr 

'(echl&cal teiiovsfioii. 

The P)ant has fixed 

assets of 1. 4 million 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annual capacity of'20 

million bricks (aqua) to 
common brick) Now 

ve 

coslrfiy 
ash (t) 

External 

combusti 

vc cmd 

+t)y 

sill(t) 

i(user Trio 
stage de- 

siring 

exrruder 

tvtud column 
Purer/31 368. 00 
Oh 

cllttei' 

Cuner- 
Conveying 

machine for 

greet brick 

dryer-Firing 

Sun 
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nergyy 
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Coclftc 
* -' silt 

Encr8y f)se/f)nit 

, Product 

0 197 3, 546 00 Coal & 241 23 tce/10, 

000 bce 

2 493 15, 559 37 I 170 10, 000 

bcVaf 

0. 903 2, 302. 65 Power tce/10, 0. 079 

0 383 392. 58 

tce/) 0, 
000 bce 

1. 24$ 6, 241. 23 C 

mp(io 

I 170 3. 750 0 643 3, 729 37 Coak tce/10. 
000 b(n 

(0, 
bce/a. / 

4, 650 32 2. 493 I ), 593. 24 

0 643 658. 11 Power 0 070 tee/10, 

000 bce 

0. 3$3 262. $3 

4, 650 32 C tee/I 0, 
000 bce 

I 240 

energy 

consu 

iliptio 

tce/I G, 

000 bce 
10, 000 
bce/a1 

)1, 747. $5 I 170 3, $00 4. 712 34 2. 493 0 643 2, 445 30 Coal: 

0. &43 2, 000. 70 Power tcc/) 0, 
000 bce 

0. 070 

G. 383 266. 34 

tce/10, 

000 bce 
4, 712. 34 C 1. 240 

allergy 
con su 

mpt ion 

0. 197 1, 576. 00 Coal: (ce/I 0, 
000 bce 

1. 223 3, 200 )0, 000 

bee/ay 

4, 157. 87 2, 493 10, 365 58 

0. 076 0. 958 2. 337. 52 Power tcVI 0, 

0. 383 244. 35 

I. 299 4. 157 87 C icc/)0, 
000 bce energy 

consu 

mptio 

I G, OOO 

bce/al 

0. 246 455. 10 Coal. tce/I 0, 
000 bce 

2, 564. 04 2. 493 6, 392. 16 1. 212 

0 246 1, 968 00 Power 0 070 tce/10, 
000 bce 

0. 383 140. 94 

2, 5&I. GI C 1. 282 ice/)0, 

000 bce energy 

conan 

;- Tati) 
. " (RMB 

'10, 000) 

Pvopased Tcchnical 
. : Renovation. (3] . ". : 

Qi Rcconstructing annular 

kiln( 

~ Demohshing the 30-door 

kiln and reconsimcting a 

new energy savmg annular 

kiln according to new-style 

drawings 

~ Dealing with ihe 3mdoo 
mum)sr kiln by airtighmess 

and beat insulation 

Carrying away the 
back6lling clay in surface, 

ihen repairing the air- 

leakage flue and kiln roof, 

lauly tamping backfiging 

clay emugh complacly 

65. 0022 

Qi Firing brick with slag as 
internal combustive coal 

fuel by admixing slag mto 

raw msieiial 

(Z) Strengtheung crushmg 

of raw material~ by 

instr)bng a high speed fine 

roller mill 

03 Strengthening, cmshing 

of slag by installing a new 

high speed coal crusher 

Q4 Reronst(ucting the 

extruder mouth, promoting 

de-airing extruding pressure 

and ensuring high streng(h 

for grmn brick to shape 

w 

50. 7365 

Qi Firing brick with 

complete internal 

combustive fuel by 

adinixing slag into raw 

materia!. 

(g) Strengthen crushing of 
raw materials by installing a 

high speed fine rid)sr milL 
' 

Q3 S(rengthen cms)vng of 
slag, by installing a new high 

speed coal eusher. 

p4 Renovating the die and 

increasing ex(rusion 

pressure of de-airing 

extruder, which can eiuure 

high ercngth of the gccen 
' 

k in I 

50. 1576 

QI Constructing annular kil 

with 30 doors 

Demolishing ihe 28-door 

kiln. and constructing a new 

energy- saving 30-door 

annular kiln according to 
I'ortnal standard drawings. 

at the same time, the quality 

of thc kiln slxmld be 

control)el strictly m as to 

ensure good heat insulation 

and airtight performance, 

which will attain the 

purpose oF saving energy 

and increasing output. I Purchasing a new 50- 
I tosder 

58. 2208 

Qi Adding a new grab 

Q I us(SBing a drum screen 

ui as to dimming the 

larger lime nodules e(iced 
in raw material 

Q3 Dealing «4th the 24-doo 

annular kgo by airtightness 

and hmS insula(ion 

Carrying away the 

backfilbng clay in surface, 

then repairing the air- 

leakage flue and kilo roof, 

est)y backfil)ing clay 

enough (amping completely. 

ps Instalbng a Gy-ash feeder 

and a mixer, and adding 

3OY» Ry-ash into day. 

Qo Replacing a professional 

ener -savin fan which 

49. 6200 
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' Production 

sAcr 
'. i'cnovatloii 

valuation 
Energy Use/I/ajt . ' 

Prod vc( 
Financijl GEF (DSS) 

0 998 tce/I 1, 035 69 

0, 00 
0 bce 

Payback 0. $ $, 400. 00 Coinmcrcial 0 2005 03. 10 10 00 The Coal 
loan proJec 

t has 
been 

connie 
ted 
accord 

2005. 0$. 31 comin 

Power. 0. 065 ice/I 

0, 00 
0 boe 

an 

bricks Entrustment 

Loan 

IRR 77 

ing to 
the 

77 Y 10, 000 NPV 197 58. 0554 Self- 

Funding 
ranova 
(\ ort 

plan Cosi of 7 Y I/tce 0 (. 063 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

Financial 

Ares(ance energy 

saving 

eric( gy 

collsv 

pl loll 

4, (00 Payback O. 

6 
0. 936 tce/! 1, 017 15 

0, 00 
0 bcc 

year Commercial 

loan 

8, 400 2005. 03. 10 

2005 08. 31 

10, 00 
0 pfoJcc( 

has 

been 

compte 
((xi 

aecordi 

oii 

brtcks 

/a. 
IRR 68. 9 EiliruStment 

Loan 

Power 0 056 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

ng to 
thc f 10, 000 Se)(- 

Funding 

43 1891 NPV L32 
fenovat 

ion 
Cast of 63 Financial 

Assis(ance 

0 9 Y I gee 0 992 Ice/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

p)an 
e iicf gy 
Sii V I ilg 

energy 

conan 

piton pl 

Payback 0. 
peiod 

Commercial 

loan 

8, 400 2005. 03. 10 Coal 10, 00 
0 

0. 998 tce/I 743. 77 
0, 00 
0 bce 

4, 200 
pl'vlcc( 

has 

been 

compte 

ted 

accordi 

2005. 08. 31 

on 

bricks 

/a 

Entrustment 

Loan 

0 Power. 0. 065 (ce/I 

0, 00 
0 bcc 

ng to 
the Y 10, 000 Self- 

Funding 

43. 2108 NPV t41 52 
renovat 

ion 

plan Cost of 72 Y I/tce Financial 

Assistance 

I 063 tce/ I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

0 
energy 

savlilg 

energy 

consll 

ptionl ' 

2005. 03. I 0 Commercial 

loan 

Payback I 

period 

The 3, 400 Coal: 10, 00 
0 

0 980 ice/I 861. 34 

0, 00 
0 bce 

)'caf 

pro)ect 

has 

been 

comp)a 
tcd 

accordi 

2005. 08. 3 I 

On 

bricks 

/a. 
Euuustmea 

Loan 

Powert 0 066 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

IRR 455 

ng (o 
the 

I Y10, 000 Self- 

'Fuiafing 

51. 2740 NPV 85 
renOvm 

ion 
Y I/tce ). 046 tce/I 

0. 00 
0 bce 

Fjnancial 

Assistance 

Cost of 95 plan 
energy 

consu 

ptionfd 

Commercial 

Icon 

2005. 03. )0 

2005. 08. 3 I 

Payback I. 
period 

8, 400 The Coal: 2, 400 IO, OO 

0 
0. 805 tce/I 986. 45 

0, 00 
0bm 

proJect 

has 

been 

comple 

led 

accordi 

Oii 

bricks 

IRR 49. 2 0 Entrustmeni 

Loan 

Power: 0. 066 tcc/ I 

0, 00 
0 bce ng (o 

ihe 

reiiova( 

lou 

plan 
6 Y 10. 000 Sell' 

Fundmg 

42 6732 NPV 81 

Cost of 64. Financial 

Assistance 

3 Y tgc» 0. 871 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

crier gy 

savillg 

aller gy 
conan 

ptlon I(I 

CD2 emesmn 

Reduction(VSL) . 

Remarks . - 

Qi Base year is in 2004. 

@The data on the column 

of ' Business Profile' come 

from Cield survey 

Q3 Energy consumptions 

(physical qvami(y) come 

from The Feasibility Study 

Report 

Q4The conversion 

coefficient s oF 

internal 

combuoive coa) and 

external combusove coa) 

were ca)misted according 

(o thar catoo6c value that 

is measured practically 
Thai is to say. 'Thc 

2, 581. 98 

I Jfi)(kf6 p/2004+ r 

2 fkgk%4(f)R(xq'(FJ)r( 
gg R g) T-4)8(f)86( i 
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NFL(-(9kgmfif:i 
4. hifcfpigodl figfigfy)(CI 

@kg(R IBshg((Nggf()FJ 
2(tq@s 6)s((5))ZIIsgf 
8)l IC) @%(st=@88(F) Cgf( 
R txS/@Jug( s()I: 
5 0%SR)68 (I X)8%4 
% 6) TJEFB)f(Cxf(LF Jkgk 

)64ggihif)E(fjf'h: 
& $(%. )Tfi) q Bq)I(%5(IL 
SIRE) T Nfkgknf(7(Tfitf 
RfÃ™, Iqgg()ffg@R)JP 

2, 535. 75 

1, $54. 22 PI Base year iS in 2004. 

03 The da(a ou the column 

of 'Business Pro6le' come 

fram fic)d survey 

03 Energy consumptions 

(physical quamity) come 

from The Feasibility Study 

Report. 

0444 conversion 

coeffiei cote of internal 

combustive coal and 

external combustive coal 

were calculated according 

to their calorific value that 

is ineasured practically. 

That is to say, 'The 

v i 

P( Base year (s m 2004. 

(Z) The data on (he column 

of 'Business Pro6)e' come 

from field survey 

p3 Energy consump(ious 

(physical quantity) come 

Crom The Feasibility Study 

Report. 

Q4Thc conversion 

coefficien(s of ngemsl 

combustive coal and 

ex(orna) combustive coal 

were (adulated according 

to their calorific value that 

e me sure& pracftcafiy. 

Tha( is to say, 'The 

/6 i 

2, 147. 32 

2, 459. 23 Qt Base year is in 2004. 

gl The data on the column 

ot" Busimss Profile' come 

from field survey 

Q3 Enerbq consumptions 

(physical qvsntity) come 

from The Feasibility Study 

Report. 

Qs The conversion 

coeHicients oCintemsl 

combvstive coal and 

extcmal combustivc coal 

werc calculated according 

to their calori6c value (liat 

is measured practicagy. 

That is to say, 'The 

converrion coegicient 

Praaical calorific value of 
the Cvep Calorifjc valve of 



Xianyaf)g' BriCk: 

, ''Tcchnical ' 

Process and 

)Vlajor 
' Ericrgy-iisc 

Equipmen(i 

--' Energy:, ". 

ionsilmpt 

n (physlcil 
quantit~y) 

No. TVES . ' Business Profile 
Energy 
Type: 

Cbatian BriCk Plant, 

Maquan Town, Qindu 

Disuict was buih. in 

1985 which isa 
tawnship and vigage 

brick-making enterprise 

with acreage 6. 67 ha. 

The Phnr had fixed 

assets of I 0 million 

Yuan (RMB) with 

armual capacity of 32 

million bricks (equal to 
common brick) before 

technical renovation. 

ARer technical 

renovatian, The Plant 

has Rxed assets of 1. 6 

6 Cherish 

Brick 

Flam, 

Maqua 

n 

Tawn, 

Qindu 

Dinrict 

Technical 

Process: Clay 

+Slag- 
Roller mill 

Double-shaR 

Iniernal 

combust i 

ve coal 

(1) 

4949. 30 

873 41 Ex(anal 
combusii 

ve coal 

(i) 

mixer- De- 

airing 

extruder 

Mud column 668 41 Power/)I 

Wh CunCf 

Cutter 

Conveying 

green brick by 

manual work 

Natural 

Sun 

total 

dry(hg 

The Plant was built in 

2004, w)rich ia a jOint- 

stock enterpnse with 

acreage 8. 404 ha. The 

Plant had 6xed assets of 
), $ million Yuan (RMB) 
wi(h annuid Ca paeity OF 

20 milhon bricks (equal 

to common brick) 

before technical 

renovation After 

iechnical renovation, 

The Plant has fixed 

assets of 2 30 million 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annual capacity of 22 
million bricks (equal to 

Tcchnical 

Process: Clay 

+Slag+ . 

iaulty coal 

Double-shag 

mixer- High 

speed roger 

mill Two- 

stage de- 

airing 

extruder- 
Mud column 

3, 443. 23 7 Dongji 

O 

Const 

Internal 

combust i 

ve coal 

«) alon 
Matena 

Is 

Co. , tpc 
IchCflg 

Distria 

External 

Ca fhllU S'1( 

ve coal 

(t) 

382 5$ 

Power/H 

Wh 

Shaanxi 

Provinc Sum 

total 
cur tcf 

Cuner 

Conveying 

green Iinrk by 

The Plant was built m 

2001, which is a 

township and village 

brick-making enicrprisc 

with acreage 4 669 ha. 

The Plant had hxed 

assas of 0. 5 million 

Yuan (RMB) «riih 

annual capacity of 30 
million bricks (equal to 
common brick) befare 

(echnical renovaiion. 

ARer technical 

renovation, The Plant 

has Fran) assc(s of I 0 
million Yuan (RMB) 
with annual capaaty of 
33 milhon bricks (equal 

8 Ping)in 

8 
Tingwei 

Brick 

Plant, 

Qindu 

District 

Tcchnic*t 

Process: Box 

clay feeder+ 
Coal crusher 

+ Coal Feed 
— Roller mill 

Doub'le- 

shaR mixer 

Internal 

combusti 

6, 200 00 

vc 

coal+slag 

(Q 

External 

cambusti 

ve caal 

(t) Two-riage de 

airing 

extruder 

Vertical mud 

column cutter 

CU(ter 

Conveying 

machine for 

green brick- 

Power/8 

Wh 

42D 00 

Suo 

total 

Thc Plant was built in 

200), which is a 

township and village 

brick-making enterprise 

with acreage 4 002 ha. 

The Plant had I'ixed 

assets of 1. 0 md)ion 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annual capacity of 3 I 

migian bricks (equal to 
common brick) before 

technical renovation 

After technical 

renovation, The Plant 

has Fixed assets of 1. 5 

milgon Yuan (RMB) 
whh annual ca cii of 

9 Jisnqia 

g Brick 

Plant, 

Qindu 

Distoa 

Technical 

Process( Box 

Bay feeder+ 

Hamrna mill 

+ Coal Feed 
— Roller mil 
— Daubte- 

shaft mixer- 
Two-stage d 

airing 

extruder- 
Mud column 

Interns) 

cambusti 

ve riag 

(t) 

8, 2GQ. OD 

Eincrnal 

combust i 

vc coal 

«) 

2, 440 00 

Power/J4 

Wh 

Sun 

total 
CilttCf 

Cuitcr 

Conveyinp 

machine for 

Iniernal 

combusti 

ve coal 

(t) 

4, 1$5 07 tO Xi' an 

Lingz 

o New 

Buildin 

The Plani was built in 

1993, which is a 

iownship and vdlage 

brick-making cnterpnse 

wi(h acreage /0. 005 ha. 

The Plant hsd fixed 

assers ol'1. 0 million 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annual capacity of 26 
million bricks (equal to 

comnx h brick) before 

technical renovation. 

ARer tcchnical 

renovation, The Plant 

has fixed assets of 1. 4 
million Yuan (RMB) 
wi(h annual ca it of 

Technical 

Process( Box 

stay fccdcr+ 
Coal crusher 

+ Coal haich 

machine 

(inhcrcn( fuel) 

Roger (nil) 

— Double. 

shaR mixer- 
Two. s(age de 

airing 

extruder 

VcniCSI mud 

column cunsr 

Cut tC(' 

8 
Materia 

ls Co. 

External 

eombusti 

ve coal 

(i) 

465 01 

Power/M 

Wh 

572. 00 

Sun 

(otal 

E E Basdinci; 

Canver 

, 
". . . slon- 
:Facior 

, . : Kaccgy. Use/I)nit -'«' 

4::Pmdric( 

. En argy( 
IISC (ICC) 

3, 182. 40 I )70 0. 643 Caa) tce/10, 

000 bce 

56) 6D 0 643 D. 0$0 tce/10. 

(XO bce 

Power 

256 00 0 383 

1. 250 (CC/ID, 

ODO bce 

illpf(O 

2, 214. 00 1. 230 tce/1 0, 
000 bce 

246. 00 0. 070 0. 643 tce/10, 

000 bce 

Power 

0 3$3 140 18 

2, 600. 17 1. 300 tce/10, 

000 bce energy 

consu 

mptio 

1. 229 0. 429 2, 657. 94 tce/10. 
000 bce 

0. 643 1, 028 80 0. 054 tce/10. 
000 bce 

160, 86 0. 383 

1. 283 3. 847. 60 tce/10, 

000 bce energy 

consu 

fnp'I(a 

tce/10. 
000 bce 

0. 197 Coal: 1. 6)5i40 ). 203 

0 866 2, 113. 04 0. 081 tcc/10, 

000 bce 

Power 

0. 383 250. 87 

3, 979. 31 I 284 tce/I 0. 
000 bcc C her gy 

consu 

mptia 

2, 69) 00 0 643 1. 150 tce/10, 

000 lxe 

0 084 tea'I 0. 
OOG bce 

0 643 Power 

0. 383 219 08 

3, 209. 08 1. 234 ice/10. 
000 bce 

Iiipti 

. -:: Total 

, '. risa'(fee) 

. " Ontput-, 
. -'. : Beforc":O 

', I CO26 
Coelfic 

Renovatiog 

3, 200 10, 000 4, 000. 00 2. 493 
bce/a/ 

2, 000 10. 2, 6D0. 17 2. 493 
bce/a/ 

3, 000 10, 000 3, 847. 60 2. 493 
bce/a. / 

3, 100 )0, 000 3, 979. 31 2. 493 
bce/a. / 

2, 600 10, 000 3, 209. 08 2 493 
bce/a / 

Pcopased Tcchnical " Rcvnovatiorii(3) 
:COB= „ 
Irllssialls, 

-(// -)I '- 

9, 972. 01 
t 

I 

Qi Firing brick with t)ag as 

Intcmal combustive Fuel by 

adding slag into raw 

material 

g Strengthening crushing 

of raw materials by 

installing a high speed line 

roger mig. 

QD Strengthening crushing 

of slag by installing a ncw 

high speed coal crusher. 

Q4 Installing a nmv de-airin 

extruder, promoting 

vacuum extruding pressure 

and enmring high streng(h 

for green brick to shape 
'I 

Qi Firing brick with s)ag 

and Ry-ash as Interns) 

combustive fuel by 

admixing slag and Ry-ash 

into raw material. 

(8) Reconstructing annular 

kiln 

. ~ Building residual heat 

utilization sys(em 

~ Using Rre-resistance and 

heat-insulating spraying 

materials for annular kiln 

and reducing air-leakage 

and heat loss of kiln. 

Q3Constructing an new 

manpower dryer which can 

6, 4$2. 23 ' 

Qt Reconstructing armular 

kiln 

Dcomlishing the origina) 

kiln nxil' and side wall, 

tamping backfilhng ciay 

again and reCOnatructing 

the kiln mof can ensure 

good heat insulaiion and 

airtight performance, which 

«hll attam the purpose of 
saving energy and 

increasing output. 

(8) Recans(rusting process 

equip iiir I(1 
~ Porchasirrg 4 new ilondcr 

~ Purchaung a new (wa- 

stage dc-airing extruder can 

ensure the uah o hogow 

9, 592. 07 

Qt Consnuaing a ncw 

annular kiln with 28 doors 

Demolishing the original 

kiln and constructing a new 

28-door annular kiln 

according to formal 

standard drawings, (4 the 

Same lime, the qua)ity of tbe 

kiln should be conirollal 

strictly so as to ensure goad 
heat insulation and airtig)n 

performance, which will 

anain the purpose of saving 

energy and increasing 

OutPUt. 

(8) Purchasing a new M(x}R 

250 hammer mill which can 

9, 920. 41 

Qt Standardinng oi'process 

flow; 

Qz Reconsnucting the 34- 

door annular kiln with main 

treatment of heat 

preservanon and preventing 

air leakage, 

~ Demolishing the origina) 

kiln raof and rcconstructing 

kiln roof with treatment of 
prevenrmg air leakage, 

~ Replacing kiln air 

dampers and the covers of 
fire holes. 

8, 000. 23 

'„, :, Project Invcstmeai, 

Total, 

, 10, DQO) . 

Projer 
Status Others: (RMB Y;Ji 

10, 800), . CK)x(DSS) 

58 7997 8, 400 Commercis) 

loan 

0 The 

pfo)ecl 

has 

been 

comple 

ied 

aceordi 

Eh(runmeht 

Loan 

ng ro 

rhe 
Self- 

Funding 

51. $529 
feria«a( 

lou 

plan 
Financud 

Assist ance 

50. 1989 8, 400 0 The Commercial 

loan projca 
has 

been 

rumple 
tcd 

accord) 

En(rut(me(it 

Loan 

hg ta 

43. 2521 Self- 

Funding 
renovat 

xln 

plan 
Financial 

Assistance 

Cammercial 0 The 49 7234 8, 400 

projea 
has 

been 

comp)a 

ted 

secor di 

loan 

Entrustment 

Loan 
ng, to 
ihc 

re nova( 
Sclf- 

Funding 

42. 7766 
ion 

plan 
Financial 

Assistance 

0 The Commercial 

loan 

49. 6200 8, 400 

projca 
has 

been 

comp)a 

tw) 

accordi 

Entrustmem 

Loan 

0 

hg (0 

42 6732 Se)f- 

Funding 
(C(la«lit 

ion 
Finanaal 

Asrisiance 
plan 

Commercial 

loan 

39. 6960 ' 
8, 400 0 The 

proJcc( 

been 

comp/c 

tcd 

accordi 

Entrunment 

Lean 

ng to 

32 7492 Self- 

Funding 
tenn«st 

il 

plan 
Financial 

Assisiancc 

Start(end 
. ': dxic:1 

2005 03 10 

2005 08, 31 

2005. 03. 10 

2005. 08. 31 

2005. 03. 10 

2005. 08. 31 

2005. 03. )0 

2005. 08 31 

2005 03 10 

2005. 08 3) 

Financial valuation «r 
)'cal' 

«r 
Payback 

period 

1. 7 

39 

3 Y 10, 000 70 

Cost of Y I/rce 

energy 

savlilg 

Payback 

period 

IRR 364 

I Y 10, 000 51. 

Cost of 90 Y I/tce 

C(le(By 

sairing 

Payback 

penod 

IRR 0 w/ 57 I 

NPV I Y 10. 000 

Cost oF 87. 5 Y )Ace 

energy 

sav)ng 

Payback 

per od 

IRR 

NPV I 1$ 4 Y )D, ODD 

Cos( of 68. Y I/t(c 
CIIC f gy 
saving 

Payback 

period 

7 IRR 45. 5 

NPV I Y 10, 000 

Cas( of 9 Y)hce 

Prodvetion 
after- 

xcnovatnlii 

3, 500 ) 0, 00 
0 

on 

bricks 

2, 200 10, 00 
0 
corn 

on 

bricks 

/a. 

3, 300 10, 00 
0 

Oii 

bricks 

/a 

3, 500 10, 00 
0 

on 

bricks 

/a 

2, 800 10, 00 
0 

a(I 

bricks 

Energy. I/SC/Unit "( 
Product, 

0. 878 Coal tce/) 

0, 00 

0 bce 

Power tcc/I 

D, OO 

0 bce 

0. 938 tci/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

energy 

consu 
ni piion' ' 

0 $9$ (ce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

0 051 Power tco'I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

0. 949 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

energy 

consu 
(il 

ption 

Coal. tce/ I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

0. 067 Power tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

1. 057 tce/I 

D, QD 

0 bce 
cllcrgy 

C OhSU 

ption' ' n( 

0 948 Coa). tce/I 

0. 00 
D bce 

Power 0 065 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

1. 013 tee/I 

0. 00 
0 bce 

energy 

consu 
nl piiofl 

Coal: 0. 800 ice/I 

O, DO 

0 bce 

Power 0. 069 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

0. 869 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

energy 

col(SU 

It( p(ion' ' 

Energy 
Ssvirigs 

(fi e/a, )" 

1, 092. 00 

77239 

744 26 

947. 26 

1, 022. 73 

Rkmarhs CO2 emission ' 

Redurtiori(t/a. ) 

2 722. 37 Qi Base year is in 2004 

Q2 The da(a on the co)urrm 

of 'Business Profile' come 

from field survey. 

Qa Energy consum ptionr 

(physical quantity) come 

from The Feasibilny Study 

Report. 
047'he conversion 

coeRicients ofinternal 

combustive coal and 

external combustive cori 
were ealeulated according 

to their ca)oriRC value (lun 

is measured practicaDy 

That ista say, 'The 
nv 

Qt Base year is in 2M4 

Qz The data on the column 

of 'Business Profde' come 

fram Geld mrvey 

Qs Energy conmmptions 

(physical quantity) come 

from The Feasibihty Study 

Repon. 
QCThe conversion 

coeificients of internal 

combustive coal and 

ex(etna) combustive coal 

were ca Jcula red afxmrdihg 

to their calarigc value that 

is measured practically. 

That is to say, 'The 

nv i n 

1, 925. 57 

Qi Base year is in 2004 

(8) Thc data on the column 

of 'Business Pro61e' came 

fram 6cld survey. 

QD Energy coosumptions 

(physics) quantity) come 

Dom Thc Feasibility Study 

Rcpait 
Qssc conversion 

coal%nichts of 

internal 

' 

combunive coal and 

external combustive coal 

were calculated according 

to their catori6c value that 

is measured practically. 

That Is to say, 'Tllc 

conversion coeAicicnt = 

Practical ca)ange value of 

1, 855. 44 

2, 36t. 53 Qi Base year is in 2004. 

(8) The data on the column 

cf 'Business Profde' come 

liam Re)d survey. 

Qa Energy consumptions 

(physical quantity) came 

from The Feasibihty Study 

Repon 

QCThe conversion 

coefficients of internal 

combustive coal and 

external combustive coal 

were calculated according 

to their caloriFic value that 

is measured practically 

Tliat is to sa)i. 'Tllc 

v h 

Qt Base year n in 2004. 

(3 The data on the column 

oF 'Business Profile' come 

)iom Re)d survey. 

QD Energy consumprions 

(physical quantity) come 

from The Feasibi)ity Study 

Repon. 

Q4The conversion 

(OCIRcients of intanal 

cambusnve coat and 

external combu sr i ve coal 

were calculaied according 

io their calorific value that 

is mess«(ed praaically. 

That Is fo s&)i, 

2, 549. 66 



Xiay}yaflg' Brick 

i'Teehri}C'a}, ; 
Prijcms snd 

. ;. Major ~ 
E he'fgyCuac' 

Eqluip'ment( 

, 
' -Energy* 

Energy consuinpti 
} . Typi. ' ri (physical 

qvanfity) 

' 'Busines's Piofile 

Thc plant was built in 

1996, which is a private 

enterprise with acreage 

23. 345 ha. The Plant 

hsd fixed assets of 1. 45 

hvlf on Yush (RMB) 
with snnvsl capacity of 
23 million bricks (equal 

to common brick) 

before technical 

r(oovatifo After 

technical renovation, 

The Plant has fixed 

asseis of 2. 25 million 

Yuan (R}v}B) with 

annual capadty of 55 

rmllion bricks equal to 

11 Weihe 

Jjgang 

Buil 4m 

Internal 

3, 240. 00 
combvsti 

ve coa} 

(1) 

Technical 
I'rocess: Box 

day feeder+ 
Coal crusher 

+Coal Feede 

Kigb q}md 

roller rnill- 
Double-shaA 

8 
Materia 

Is Co 
External 360 00 
combvwl 

ve coal 

(1) 
lhlxel Two. 

stage de- 

siring 

extnvler 

Mud colurhn 

Poser/EE 506 00 
Wh 

Sun 

total 

cvtter- 
Cutter 

Conveying 

The Plant was built in 

2003, wEricb is a private 

enterprise erxefprise 

with acreage 23 345 ha. 

The Pla(u had fi~ed 

assets of 1. 5 rnifiion 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annuaf capsciry of 25 

million bricks (equal to 

common brick) before 

technical renovation 

Afier technical 

renovation, The PRni 

has fixed assets of 2, 0 
mifiinn Yuan (}(MB) 
with annual capsmty oF 

27. 5 million bricks 

12 Chang 

2houdv 

Wall 

Materia 

ls Co. 
I. id 

7'echnicsl 

Profess; Box 
clay Feeder+ 
hailuhlv 

slusher+ 
Internal 

combustive 

fuel feedef 

High speed 

roller mill- 
Double-shaR 

mixer — Two- 

stage de- 

airing 

extruder 

Mud column 

internal 4, 320 00 
combvsti 

ve coal 

(1) 

External 48D. DD 

combusti 

ve coal 

(1) 

Power/8 500. 00 
Wh 

Sure 

torsi 

The Plam was b(rih in 

1993, which is s 
township and vrl}age 

briCk-making eh(mprise 

with acreage 6 67 ha 

Thc Plant had Fixed 

assets of 1. 5migion 

Yuan (RMB) with 

annual capacity of 25 

million bricks (equal to 

common brick) before 

tedmictd renovation. 

AAer technical 

renovation, The P}aht 

has lixed assets of 1. 95 
million Yuan (RMB) 
wi(h sjmnal ca dty of 

1 ecbrl lesl 

Process: Box 
clay feeder+ 

fiy ash+ 
Internal 

combustive 

fuel feeder 

High speed 

roger mill 

Double-shag 

mixer De- 

13 Chang, 

District 

Xidu 

Buildin 

iihernal 2700 OO 

combusti 

ve coal 

(1) 

Extcmaf 300 00 
combusti 

vc coal 

(1) 

Materia 

}s. 
Co. Ltd 

Power/Et 500 00 
Wh 

Svn 

total ainhg 

extruder- 
Venical mud 

column cutter 

Cuiter 

14 Luxing 

Jfmf)tu 

The Plam was btrilt in 

2003, which is a private 

enterprise enterprise 

with acreage 6 67 ha. 

The Plant had fixed 

assets of 1. 0 million 

Yuan (RMB) wjth 

should capacity of 20 

million bricks (equal to 

common brick) before 

technical rcnova(ion. 

AAer teclxlica'I 

renovation, The PEant 

has fixed assets of 1. 5 
million Tush (RMB) 
with eevafa} capacity of 
23. 4 million bricks 

Internal 2210. 00 
combusti 

ve coal 

(D 

Tcchnica} 
Proccssl Box 

day feeder+ 
hammer 

wvsher+ 
Internal 

combvstive 

Fvd Feeder- 

High speed 

roller mill 

Deuble-(hsA 

ittlxef Two 

stage de- 

alrlhg 

extruder- 
Vertical mud 

ang 

Brick 

Plant External 390. 00 
combusti 

ve coal 

(D 

Power/8 440 00 
Wh 

Sun 

\. o (UI 

Co/iver 

}sion, 
Pictor 

-"' Ene'rgy. 

ose (tce) 

0 767 2, 485. 08 

0. 767 276. 12 

0. 383 193 80 

2, 955. 00 

0 625 2, 700. 00 

0 625 300 DD 

0. 383 191. 50 

3, 191. 50 

0 958 2, 586 60 

0 958 287. 40 

0383' 191 50 

3, 065. 50 

0. 961 2, 123. 81 

0. 961 374. 79 

0. 383 168. 52 

2, 667 12 

;E E Baseline 

:* Ouipvf ';. ( 
; 'Befoie, &' 

Rinovatioh 

", :(Total( 

@energy * 

'nsi. (Icc) 

Eoergy Vse/Vnjt;: 

Product -jy'& 

Coal I 20i tce/I 0, 
000 bcc 

2, 300 2 955. 00 10, 000 

bce/a / 

Power 0. 084 tcc/} 0, 
OOO bce 

f. 285 tcc/10, 

000 bce 

mptio 

tce/10, 

ODO bce 
2, 500 10, 000 

buda / 

3, 191. 50 I 200 

Power D. 077 tcdl0, 
000 bce 

tee/Io, 

DDD bce 

I 277 

energy 

COIISU 

'iD, 

bce/a / 

tce/Eo, 

000 bce 

3. 065 50 1. 150 

Power 0. 077 tce/10. 
000 bce 

tce/10. 
000 bce 

t. 226 

mption 

2, 667. 12 10, 000 
bce/a/ 

tce/} 0, 
000 bce 

1. 25 Coak 

tcc/10, 

000 bce 

Power 0. 084 

1. 33 tce/10, 

000 cher gy 

COIISU 

mptio 

, 
"&'CD21 

iis 

2 493 7, 366 8 I 
I 
( 

2 493 11 00 

2 493 '1'1 oo 

2. 493 11. 00 

Proposed tTcchnicsl 
*. 'Renrivarion [3]" 

Ql Standardizstiorl of 
process flow 

QS Constructing a new 

production line of 32-door 

annular kiln 

Qh Repairing(hy ab-leakage 

of the annulm kiln, 

replacing kiln brake and 

instsihng new speed 

adjuster and energy-saving 

device. 

Qt Standardizing oF process 

Aow, 

(8) Reconstructing the 36- 
door annular kiln with main 

(reatmem of heat 

preservation and preventing 

alf leakage; 

~ Domal jshb(g the origjna} 

kiln roof snd rcconstrucung 

kiln roof with treatment of 
preventing air leakage; 

~ Replaring ki}h wr 

dampers and tbe covers of 
fire holes, 

QB Iteplacing the 

cquipmems 

4 

QE Replacing t' he 

equipments 

~ Installing a new high 

speed fine eros(ring to}}er 
null; 

' 

~ installing a new 

coal(internal combustive 

fuel) feeder. 

~ Self-manufacturing a 

conveyo f, 

~ lhstaging a new mschjh 

set OF venical mud column 

cuner and a vertical cuhcr; 

4 Innovating the ma chin 

Manufacturing die, core 

bridge and die throat; 

(D Standardization of 
process flow chan 

tgE Reconstfuc(jhg (be 34- 
door annular kiln with main 

trestnlelu of hest 

preservation snd preventing 

air leakage 

~ Dcmobslung the ong}hsl 

kiln roof and reenact tooting 
kiln roof with tres(mam of 
preventing air leakage 

~ Replamng kin damper 

and the covers of Cire holes 

Qa Replacing the 

o}mptnchts 

}B Purchaiing a new loader 

82 0880 

49 7027 

45, 079'8 

53. 5565 

ve'a(ment', ;. . . „', ': l ';. /-' * Projict Jn 

". *Othenr (RMBY;. , " 
i0, 000) ~ vt 

GEF (VSS) 

Commercial 

loan 

8, 400 

En(rustment 

Self- 

FU Ivhng 

75 1412 

0 Hmancial 

Assistance 

Commercial 

loan 
8, 400 

Erurustment 

Loan 

Self-' 

Funding 

42 7559 

Firsncjal 

Asristance 

0 

Commercial 

loan 

Entruslmeni 

Loan 

38. 1330 Sclf- 

Futldihy, 

Financial 

Assistance 

Commercial 

loan 

Entrustment 

Loan 

0 

Selt'- 

FUndlhg 

46. 6097 

Fjnsnmsl 

Assis(shoe 

Projac 
Statris Finaricial valustiiin 

05 The 2005 03 }0 Payback 

period p roJ est 

has 

been 

comple 

(ed 

accordi 

2005. 08 31 

og to 

the 46738 YED, MO 

37SB Y I gec 

reflovaf 

ion 

p}an Cost of 
ehefgy 

Savlhg 

Payback 

period 

2005. 03 10 Thc 

proJect 

has 

been 

comp}e 

tcd 

accord} 

ngto 
the 

2005. 08. 3 I 

4/ 47 11 

76 9 Y10, 000 J}PV 
rcnovat 

Ion 
Cost of 62. 6 Y lhoe plan 
energy 

saving 

2005. 03. E 0 Paybac'k 

period 

2005 08 3i 
project 
hm 

been 

comple 

ted 

accordi 

4/4 52 7 

ng lo 
(he 

renovat 
80 2 YI0000 

ion 

plan 66 8 Y I/tce Cost of 

Payback 

period 

2005. 03. 10 Thc 

p f o} ect 

has 

bom 

comp} c 

tcd 

accordi 

ng to 
the 

IB 

2005. 08. 3 I 

IRR 41. 92 

68 7 Y 10. 000 
renovat 

ioii 

plan Cost of 
energy 

Saving 

I Y I/tce 

Anticipated Results 

Energy 
'"Savin'gi 

. '. (Ike/a)' 

Production 

. . aller' -;. 
renavstiwn 

. Energy Iisc/V nil „ 
Product' 

5, 500 10, 00 
0 

Coal 0 800 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

2, 330 Bo 

corn 

On 

bricks 

/a. 
power 0 06} tce/} 

0, 00 
0 bce 

0. 861 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

energy 

Co lull 

ption"' 

Coal: 2, 750 10, 00 
0 

1, 005 40 0. 850 tce/I 

0. 00 
0 bce 

on 

brirks 

/a 
Power. 0 061 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

0 911 tce/I 

0. 00 
0 bce 

energy 

conmm 
111 ptjoh 

Coal 866 80 275D 10, 00 
0 

D. 85D ted} 
0, 00 
0 bce co 

bricks 

/a. 
Power 0. 061 tce/I 

O, OD 

0 bce 

0 91 tce/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

energy 
coilav 

Ill 
pt lou 

970. 30 0 850 tce/} 

O, OD 

0 

2, 340 10, 00 
0 

an 

bricks 

/a 
Power 0 069 ice/I 

0, 00 
0 bce 

0. 919 tce/I 

O, OO 

o Ice 
energy 

eonm 
pl P'tioh 

14396. 36 

: CD2 'emission. 

Rechctiooe(//4. ) 
F 

5 810. 68 

2, 506. 46 

2. '160. 93 

2, 418. 97 

15890. 12 

'* Remarks 

Ql Base year is in 2004 

Qz The data on the column 

of Business Profife come 

from field survey 

QB Energy Cohsumpfiohs 

(phyvcal quaotity) came 

from The Feasibility Study 

Report. 

Oelbe cohverii on 

codiici ants of internal 

combuuive coal and 

ex(cruel colobus(jve coal 

were calculated according 

to thar calorific value that 

is measured pratxiral}y. 

That is to ssy, 'The 

Qi Base year is in 2004 

(8} The data on thc column 

of 'Business Profile' come 

from fie}d mrvey. 

QB Energy consvmptions 

(physical quantity) come 

from The Feasibility Study 

Qeee conversion 

coefficiehts of internal 

combustive coal and 

ex(orna} combustive coal 

werc calculated according 

to their calorific value that 

is memured pmctically 

That is to ssy 'The 

Qi Base year is iri 2004. 

tg} The data on the colunur 

of 'Bvriness Proli}e' come 

fiom fieEd mrvuy. 

Qs tfihergy consumptlorw 

(phyica} quantity) come 

tfom Tho FeavhiTi(y S(udy 

Report. 

Qaae conversion 

coal}}cients of internal 

combustive coal and 

extenml combustive coal 

were calculated according 

to their cslorific value tluu 

is memured practically 

That is to say, 'The 

1 

Qt Base year is in 2004. 

}gal Tbe data on the column 

of 'Business Prof((c' come 

Rom field survey. 

QB Energy consumptions 

(physical quantity) come 

from The Feasibility Study 

Report. 
(44The conversion 

coelficients of intcmal 

cotnbUstlve coal lelul 

ex(eon} combusrive coal 

were ra}cola(ed according 

to their calorific value that 

is mmmred practise}ly. 

illa( ls to say, 'The 


